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Abstract
*7

A general adaptive controller which displays human operation limits—

tions is developed for a fighter type aircraft flying a dynamic trajectory

by using the total airframe—control system perturbation equations. The

adaptive controller is implemented using a forced separation controller

with limitations. The major limitations are that it cannot actively

control or observe more than one channel at a time and that there is a

time delay in information processing. A decision process is necessary

to choose the current channel in real—time because of the limited attention

and control assumed for the controller. This attention has two effects:

specification of an observation matrix, and specification of a control

matrix. This specification is made using a Bayesian decision process,

from a choice of possible observations and controls, each choice

emphasizing different aircraft states. The mathematical outcome is an

adaptive forced separation controller which is flexible enough that it

can be implemented on any aircraft control problem as long as the tra-

jectory can be specif iced. The stability of the closed loop system

employing such a controller is demonstrated on an example using the

longitudinal axis of a fighter type aircraft. Using the entire aircraft

model, a detailed cause/effect analysis of the model parameters is given

allowing the reader insight into the general application of the model.

Analysis and synthesis techniques for the time varying aircraft model

dynamics are demonstrated. The outcome is the evolution of a method

for analyzing total aircraft fcontroller response to perturbations on a

general trajectory. 
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Preface

The present pilot modeling effort is heavily weighted toward an
a ,

axis decoupling approach. This decoupling considerably simplifies

computation by allowing significant reduction in the number of states

to be considered.. Unfortunately during many maneuvers in state—of—the—

art aircraft, the state decoupling assumption is not valid, so another

method must be considered. Also the advent of the fly—by—wire system

has added considerable flexibilty to aircraft which cannot be mathe—

matically predicted from present systems.

This research developed a method to address the pilots response

during these varied maneuvers. The intent of the research was to show

that the method developed was both useful and practicable. The results

demonstrated the usability and practicability of the approach. The

recommendations indicate methods to improve each of these characteristics.
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Thomas Moriarty, Capt John MacBain, and Mr. F. Barfield for their
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and background additions , and Ms. J. Wood for her interpretation and

typing of the dissertation.

Finally I would like to thank my wife , Claire , and sons Kenny and
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CHAPTER I

INTRODU CTION

Knowledge of the effect of the human operator in a man!

machine system has long been recognized as a key aspect in evalu-

ating the performance of that system. When considering the pilot/

aircraf t system, Wilbur Wright said , “Inability to balance and

steer still confronts students of the flying problem. . . When

this one feature has been worked out , the age of flying machines

viii. have arrived , for all other difficulties are of minor impor-

tance.” This statement was given in a speech before the Western

Society of Engineers about two years before the first powered

flight. (Ref 53)

Until the 1940’s, when the theory of feedback control had

suff iciently evolved , the only means for evaluating the pilot!

aircraft compatibility was actual flight. During the 1940’s Tustin

applied feedback control theory with some extensions to the pilot

portion of the pilot/aircraft system. (Ref 53) Since then,

numerous investigations have added sophistication to his original

• pilot description. This sophistication generally has broadened

the flight regime capable of being considered by this theory.

By combining the previous research in pilot/aircraft system

analysis with recent advances in decision theory and optimal esti-

mation and control theory , the research presented in this disserta-

tion opens portions of the flight regime that were inaccessible to

the existing theory . This research specifically reaches those

1
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portions of the fligh t regime in which :

1) The nonlinearities in the motion equations and control

equations are significant.

2) The stochastic processes in the model that mathematically

describe the aircraft are nonstationary.

1.1 BACKGROUND

Since Tustin formulated the theory for addressing the human

operating on a qu asi—linear time—invariant system, considerable

effort has been dedicated to extending and refining this theory.

An excellent bibliography of this research is included in Agardograph

188 (Ref 53), written by McRuer and Krendel. Until the 1960’s the

bulk of the effort in human operator modeling addressed single—input/

single—output, linear or quasi—linear, time—invariant systems. This

research is characterized by the crossover model identif led by McRuer.

In the 1960’s optimal estimation and optimal control theory were

applied to the human operator problem by numerous individuals including

Kleinman, Levison and Baron. (Ref 38, 39, 47) This application

closely followed the crossover model and was shown in many cases

to produce a human operator description comparable to that of the

crossover model. Subsequent to the introduction of the optimal

control model, research has continued along parallel paths. The

path chosen by each researcher has often been determined by the

adaptability of the par ticular model, optimal control or crossover ,

to the problem addressed. 
-

2
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To amplify the goals of this research , previous research

can be conveniently partitioned by system type. The system types

are categorized into (1) linear and quasi—linear time—invariant,

(2) linear and quasi—linear time—varying , and (3) nonlinear. These

are single—input/single—output systems admitting only wide—sense

stationary stochastic processes, unless otherwise stated. Two addi—

tional subdivisions can be considered , multi—input/multi—output

systems and systems driven by nonstationary stochastic processes ,

and in fact these are specifically the subdivisions addressed in

this research.

1.1.1 Linear and Quasi—Linear Time—Invariant

The majority of the work completed has involved single—

input/single—output linear or quasi—linear time—invariant aircraft

descriptions. (Ref 38, 39, 47 , 53) This is true to such an extent

that McRuer has commented , “For most practical concerns related to

pilot/vehicle system analysis, there are no further critical

research issues for this model.” (Ref 53, p. 865) For clarifica-

tion, quasi—linear systems refer to systems that use linear models

to approximate the effects of nonlinearities.

1.1.1.1 Crossover Model

The above statement by McRuer referred to efforts using

the crossover model in the single loop context. Another way to

summarize McRuer ’s comments is that the crossover model is an effective

predictive tool in this application. The crossover model refers to

an empirically derived procedure for determining the pilot model ,

3
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given a compensatory task and a transfer function representation

assumed for the plant dynamics. It takes advantage of the empirical

fact tha t the pilot will provide dynamics tha t will force the open

loop pilot/aircraf t transfer f unction to have a 20 decibel per

decade slope at Bode plot crossover , and a stable phase margin.

Again)an excellent reference of this work is Agardograph 188.

(Ref 53)

1.1.1.2 Optimal Control Model

The majority of the work in the optimal control model has

also been directed at the single—input/single—output linear time—

invariant system, yielding some pertinent results. These have been

obtained both in fixed wing and in rotary wing applications. (Ref 39)

In optimal control human operator literature, care has been taken to

display the equivalence of the results of the optimal control and

the crossover approaches whenever possible.

The optimal control pilot model uses a combination of

optimal estimation theory and optimal control theory to replace the

pilot mathematically in the man/aircraft system. The basic structure

is given by Figure 1; it is well amplified by Klelnman (Ref 39).

1.1.2 Linear Time—Varying Systems

1.1.2.1 Crossover Model

The available research is severely limited when the system

controlled by the human operator is linear time—varying. From the

crossover model methodology, two different types of time—varying

system descriptions have been researched. The first type addressed

4
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was the class of systems that instantaneously changed descriptions.

Elkind and Miller considered this type of system by switching the

controlled system from one description to another and recording the

pilot’s response. (Ref 24) They then used the crossover model as

the description of the pilot for each of the above systems and

described the change between crossover models with a transient model.

The second type of time—varying system previously addressed

by the crossover model is the slowly time—varying system. Moriarty

addressed this type of system in his dissertation by using a quasi—

stationary approach. (Ref 55) Intervals were selected so that the

variation of the system parameters was small for the interval con-

sidered . As this allowed assumption s of time invariance over that

interval to be good , the pilot description for each interval could

be attained from the crossover model.

1.1.2.2 OptImal Control

Extensions of the optimal control pilot model to time—varying

system dynamics have been limited. The most pertinent work to date

involved the problem of tracking an aircraft from a ground—based gun.

(Ref 40) The gun was allowed two manual controls, azimuth control and

elevation control , and the gun/aircraft system was allowed to display

time—varying dynamics. To address the problem, Kleinman took a

quasi—stationary approach, In that he considered the plant dynamic

form time—invariant at each computation time and solved the estimation

and control problems with those dynamics. Assumptions inherent in

K.lelnman’s work are:

6



1) Controls for both elevation and azimuth are applied

simultaneously.

2) The system description over any interval is the mathematical

description the operator assumes for that system for future time.

That is, no knowledge of future trajectory alterations is assumed.

3) Attention to the two tasks, azimuth pointing and elevation

pointing, is equal.

1.1.3 Nonlinear

1.1.3.1 Crossover

The crossover model approach makes use of describing function

analysis, as detailed by McRuer (Ref 53) , to address system nonlineari—

ties such as thresholds and time delays. This allows a quasi—linear

system or a system that is linear but takes into account nonlineari—

ties in predicting statistics applicable to pilot responses. This

type of analysis has been used since the initial work of Tus tin and

is described by McRuer and Krendel. (Ref 52) Unfortunately the

types of nonlinearities addressed by describing functions are limited:

and the describing function theory outputs are only approximations

to the actual outputs generated by the true nonlinearities.

The crossover model type of analysis has also been applied

by Pollard (Ref 58) and Onstatt (Ref 56) separately to the general

aircraf t equations of motion before the usual linearization detailed

by Blakelock and others has been accomplished. (Ref 12) Their

approach does not actually account for the portions of the aircraf t

flight regime in which the nonlinearities are significant, but rather

_ _ _
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assumes that these regions are short in time and that a linearized

uncoupled—type analysis will not diverge unacceptably during those

periods .

1.1.3.2 Optimal Control

A describing function type of analysis has also been applied

to the optimal control approach to address nonlinearities that occur

in the aircraft—pilot system description. The analysis has so far

been limited to nonlinear elements in inputs to the aircraf t equations

of motion, or in nonlinear properties attributed to the pilots’ percep—

tion of current aircraft displays. (Ref 39) Specifically, nonlineari—

ties in the aircraft equations of motion have not been considered .

The nonlinearities referenced above will be identified in Chapter II

and are given in Blakelock. (Ref 12)

• 1.1.4 Multiple—Input/Multiple—Output

1.1.4.1 qros~over

McRuer and Krendel have extended the crossover model to the

multiple—input/multiple—output system by the use of block diagrams .

(Ref 52) These diagrams described the modes of analysis possible

using the crossover model approach. Little practical experience has

been gained with the crossover model in the multi—loop caae because

of the difficulty in finding unique pilot describing functions. (Ref 52)

1.1.4.2 Optimal Control

Some of the most recent work in the optimal control model

• approach has been concerned with multiple—input/multiple—output

systems, because of current interests in multiloop problems and the

direct applicability of this model to the multi—loop problem. 
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Though Kleinman ’s work on gun tracking involves both multiple—

inputs and multiple—outputs (Ref 40), his multiple input work is

qualified by addressing only the two input case where the inputs

are decoupled. Other than this the recent work involving the optimal

model has been accomplished in single—input/multiple—output systems.

In this case , an attention allocation algorithm tha t specif ies some

of the measurement noise parameters in the Kalman filter is used.

This attention allocation algorithm was developed by observing

that the effect of parameter variance in the filter is similar to

variance in human attention. (Ref. 40)

1.1.5 Systems Involving Non—Stationary Stochastic Processes

A stationary stochastic process is one in which the probability

laws governing the mechanism producing the process remain time—

invariant as the process evolves in time. (Ref 54) On the other hand

if these probability laws are time—varying during the process evolu-

tion, the process is termed non—stationary.

The majority of the work in both the crossover and the optimal

control pilot modeling task has been oriented toward stationary

stochastic processes. In the gun tracker research , Kleinman ’s

quasi—static approach allowed t~on—stationary stochastic processes in

the input to the human operator portion of the operator/gun model .

(Ref 40) This work has not been extended to the pilot/aircraft

problem, nor has it been extended to non—stationary stochastic

processes arising outside the input to the pilot.

9
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1.1.6 ~ptimal Estimation/Optimal Stochastic Control

1.1.6.1 Optimal Control

The basis for the optimal control model referred to above is

optimal estimation and optimal stochasttc control theory. The por-

tions of that theory pertinent to the pilot modeling task of this

research are stated and proven in many references, such as Kwakernaak

and Sivan (Ref 39); they will be addressed in Chapter III. When

the plant in question is linear, the optimization criterion is

quadratic, and the stochastic processes associated with the system

- 

- - 
are Gaussian, the Linear Quadratic Gaussian theory , hereaf ter called

LQG, applies. (see, for instance, Ref 8) This theory strongly relies

on the separation theorem, which basically states that with the LQC

constraints, the deterministic optimal control gain matrix for any

t ime t~ can be applied to the optimal state estimate for time t~ to

• arrive at the optimal control for that time.

When any of these constraints are violated, the separation

principal no longer applies, and the optimal stochastic control can

be nonlinear , as proven by Witeenhausen. (Ref 75) Numerous sub—

optimal control schemes have evolved when the problems considered

did not satisfy the LQG constraints.

One such case is in team theory control considered by thong and

Athane. (Ref 17) This type of control assumes two independent con-

trollers, each with a separate information set and each applying a

continuous control. A linear optimal control is assumed in this case,

but thong and Athans observed that a nonlinear control could conceivably

perform better.

10
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Another method that has compromised the “optimality” of the

solution but has proven useful, is the forced separation scheme

addressed by Farison , Graham, and Sheldon. (Ref 26) This method ,

at time t~~, applies the optimal state gains to the estimates of

the states, to compute the control. In their experiment, a 20—run

Monte Carlo analysis was used to arrive at the salient conclusion

that the forced separation was able to stabilize the system and

performed well with respect to the “optimal” control.

1.1.6.2 Optimal Estimation

Optimality in the maximum likelihood sense of an estimation

procedure with variable measurement sets has been addressed by

Jaffer and Gupta, and by Ackerson and Fu separately. (Ref 35, 1)

Variable measurement sets are Bets of physical measurements avail-

able to the system, each set containing a different group of

measurements. This approach can be used to display the varying

measurements available through the human visual system to the

human operator. Jaffer and Gupta have shown that by propagating

the appropriate non—Gaussian density functions, the estimation

scheme remains optimal in the maximum likelihood sense. Ackerson

and Fu used an alternate scheme involving growing memory require-

ments to address the same problem. (Ref 1) Because the pro-

pagation of density functions is not an easy procedure and requires

integration for at best an approximation of the function, and

because growing memory is not desirable for a lengthy pro—

blem, an alternate method was proposed by Ackerson and Fu.

_ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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In this method the computer memory necessary remains fixed in length

but the estimation process is suboptimal. This method involves

approximating the non—Gaussian density function with a Gaussian

density function for the propagation. Ackerson and Fu examined the

effects of this method and found that it approximated well the optimal

estimates in the maximum likelihood sense for the systems considered.

1.2 PROBLEM

Up to this point care has been taken to point out methods

used when specific LQG assumptions were not met. Identifying these

assumptions and detailing the previous successful methods used when

these assumptions were invoked , provide the basis for the mechaniza-

tion used in this research. To specify this mechanizatiàn further,

consider the general problem of providing a mathematical structure

that can be used to replace a human operator. In this context,

two important goals emerge.

The first goal is to provide a structure with enough parameter

freedom to specify the desired operator performance adequately over

the region of consideration. The second goal is to provide a structure

that allows physical interpretation of the parameters. With the

correspondence between parameters and physical properties detailed,

altering an aspect of the physical system can be translated to a

corresponding alteration of a specified parameter set.

With these goals in mind , the concept of optimality is of

secondary importance. That is, optimization is only one of the

vehicles which result In a solution to a mathematical problem. When

12 
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optimization is not practical, as in this research , extracting

portions from the optimization procedure used in similar problems,

presents a logical alternate method. It is stressed, however, that

the extractions used in this research are a set of previously tested

techniques that were found to have application in the human operator

contex t .
With this background and these goals in mind, the specif ics

of the problem addressed in this research can now be presented .

That problem is to design a controller displaying human limitations

that will extend the present nonlinear pilot/aircraf t model in

three ways:

1. The model will be able to handle the entire six degree

of freedom set of nonlinear, multiple—input/multiple—output aircraft

equations of motion, along with the aircraft control system.

2. Non—stationary stochastic processes driving the aircraft

equations of motion can be considered.

3. A decision process will be formulated that will allow

the model to account for changing pilot- d nami-ca~1 
- -

This decision process will be set in the natural time domain,

which presents the best oppor tunity for its correlation with, and

interpretation of, the physical system. The human operator limita-

tions considered are:

1. Time delay in ~perception of information.

2. Lag between control computation and application to

account for the neuromuscular lag.

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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3. Inability to attend visually to more than one channel

of information at any time (channels are pitch, roll , heading,

airspeed , and altitude).

4. Inability to control actively more than one channel

at any one time margin. The requirement for the first three limita-

tions has been discussed extensively by Kleinman and Baron (Ref 3),

and the requirement for the last limitation has been discussed

by Levison. (Ref 12)

From these limitations a need for another analytical tool,

decision theory , is apparent and facets of that theory pertinent

to the problem will now be considered.

1.3 APPROACH

1.3.1 Decision Theory

To implement the assumption of limited direct visual atten-

tion available to the human operator, a variable measurement set is

to be used. This approach allows the human operator to make one of

five observations at each time instant. Because five alternatives

are available and only one can be sampled, a decision process is

necessary. Two decision routes considered previously were examined.

The first, the work of Ackerson and Fu, considered a measurement

at time t
1 
with the origin of that measurement known only to be one of

a set of possible measurements, A number was associated with each

member of the set representing the apriori probability of that

member actually being the measurement, and the output then being a

weighted average of possible measurements. The second route con—

sidered is the decision theory route. (Ref 70) That is, at each

- 
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time t1, a decision based upon some preset criteria is made. To

attempt to address this type decision process, the discipline of

decision theory was examined.

Four different types of decision theory are considered

potentially fruitful for incorporation into the pilot model. The

first type is the dynamic programming approach, as develope d by

Sandell. (Ref 65) In this method a decision is made according to

an analysis of the cost of that decision. The cost of the decision

is evaluated by propagating the effects of that decision to the

final time and analyzing the cost of those effects.

The second type of decision process explored was the utility

function or Bayesian decision function approach. This approach is

given in depth in Chapter 4 and in Tummala. (Ref -70) Basically ,

it requires specification of probabilities associa ted with the var ious

states of nature and a cost for the occurrence of each of those

states of nature. This is different from the dynamic programming

approach, in that it makes the decision based upon a judgment of

past and present behavior, while the dynamic programming approach

uses an apriori judgment of future behavior.

The other two approaches, the cue theoretic approach of Pollard ,

(Ref 58) and the fuzzy set approach of Jam (Ref 36), will be expanded

in Chapter 4. Portions of the cue theoretic approach were used in

the decision model of this research, and the fuzzy set concept is

suggested as an approach to certain extensions of this research.

15 
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At this point , alternative approaches have been examined

for the decision task , the estimation task , and the control task :

tasks necessary due to the problem statement and the problem limita-

tions.

1.3.2 Nonlinear System Control

When considering the problem statement, it is apparent that

two troublesome properties must be addressed before any definition

of the problem approach can be made. These properties are the non-

linearity of the system equations and the large number of equations

necessary to satisfy that problem statement. To date, the only

general method available for feedback control of large—scale nonlinear

systems is the method of small perturbations. (Ref 8) This method

is based upon a given state trajectory. The state trajectory

necessary involves a nominal time history of each of the states that

enter the system equations in a nonlinear fashion. As the system

states are stochastic in nature, the actual trajectory of each of

the states will vary from this given nominal. The small perturba-

tion method provides the control designer with some assurance that

if deviations from the nominal remain small, that is if the higher—

order terms associated with both the control and the state in the

Taylor series expansion used in the method are small, the equations

derived by the small perturbation approach will remain valid.

Satisfaction of the first objective of Section 1.2 is qualified by

the method of small perturbations. However, since the only inputs and

16 
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states that can be considered are inputs and states that are perturba—

tions about a prespecified input and state trajectory, this limits

the generality of the problems addressed to a class of problems wi th

prespecif led trajectories. This limit should not be overly constrain-

ing, since many maneuvers such as barrel rolls and cloverleafs fall

into this category.

The only restriction imposed by the small perturbation approach

that affec ts the second objective is the requirement for the higher

order terms to remain small. The stochastic nature of the problem,

in this case non—stationary , does not preclude the usage of the small

perturbation method. Therefore, as long as the control system devised

can accommodate the general linear time—varying perturbation equations,

the problem can be approached in this manner.

As the small perturbation system model will in general be

linear time—varying when nonlittearities are a consideration in the

full—order non—linear equations, the model chosen for the pilot must

be able to admit linear time—varying systems. Using optimal control

theory, computation of the time—varying controller gains is accomplished

using the time—varying Riccati equation. (Ref 44) This implementation

implies two assumptions in the human operator context:

1) The human operator has knowledge of the trajectory

the aircraft viii. follow.

2) The human operator has knowledge of the final time of that

trajectory.

Also inherent in the LQG type controller considered is the quadratic

assumption on the optimization criteria, and the Gaussian assumption

17
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on the problem noise . These assumption s are argued in the optimal

control pilot modelling literature (Re f 38, 39 , 40), and these

assumptions will be made in this work . Therefore because of the

applicability of the LQG assumptions to the human operator problem,

and because of the LQG controller ’s direct application, it is

selected as the controller form for this problem. When the time

delay in information perception is considered , as in limitation 1,

an adaptation of the LQG problem to include a predicter in addition to the

RAlinan filter must be made. This adaptation is frequently used

in optimal control pilot modelling literature. (Ref 39)

• At this point an adapted LQC controller, adapted because of

the nonlinear time delay in the problem, was specified as the basic

structure for modeling the human operator , primarily because the

framework provided by the controller appears to correspond well to

the physical system and because the mathematics of the LQG controller

admit the time—varying nature of the problem. The basic LQC con-

troller requires only a linear system as the name implies; however,

practical simplifications are available if the system is also time—

invariant.

1.3.3 Decision Process

With the above framework set for the controller, the question

of how to deal with the aspect that only one active control and only

one observation are available to the human operator, is analyzed.

Consider employing a decision process versus employing no decision

18 
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process to account for these limitations, limitations 3 and 4 of

Section 12. With no active decision process, as applied by

Ackersort and Fu (Ref 1), these limitations on the mathematics

translate to the human operator as an apriori knowledge of the

attention pattern or of the control pattern, or as an apr iori

knowledge of the probability of such patterns . This requires pre—

specification of the tine history of measurement matrices and ob—

servation noise matrices in the estimator and prespecification of

the control—weighting matrix histories in the controller.

If no apriori knowledge of the future attention pattern or

the future control pattern is assumed for the human operator, a

decision process using only past and present information must be

employed . That decision process can output either an attention

position and/or a control position, or it can output a probability of

an attention position or a control position. This mechanization

entails two parallel decision processes, one on attention and one

on control. Since this dual nature could lengthen the simulation,

and since no empirical data were found to substantiate this dual

nature or to amplify on a distinction between these processes, one

decision process was assumed , and its output provided both the control

and attention decision.

Attention position or control position refers to one of a

set of channels. Each channel is defined by a specific observation

or control available to the pilot. The channels used in this research

are pitch, roll, heading, airspeed , and altitude ,

19
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As none of the approaches allows the solution to remain optimal

in any sense, the decision to implement the discrete decision approach

was made based upon its similarities to the physical problem. These

similarities include the features that no future information need

be assumed by this mathematical representation of the human operator,

and that the concept of discrete decisions translates to visual move-

ments between instruments and physical attention to controls avail-

able to the pilot.

1.3.4 The Decision Implementation

Employing a controller adapted with a decision process

opens numerous avenues for implementation of the decision in both

the control task and the attention specification.

1.3.4.1 Control

The avenues of implementation for the control decision

in the optimal control context have received little attention in the

past. As mentioned earlier, one possible implementation was explored

by Choag and Athans by allowing continuous control from each of two

different controllers. (Ref l~) Each controller, howeve r , had a

different information set, with no crossfeed of information from one

controller to the next. As the human controller is assumed to have

one visual processor, the assumption of no crossfeed of information

used by this approach does not pertain. The basic concept of multiple

controllers used by Chong and Athans , however, does have relevance.

This relevance lies in the assumed limitation that a human can only

control one channel at a time; therefore, multiple controllers must

20
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be available to the human operator.

Two concepts were explored for implementing different

controllers via varying gain matrix values. The first concept

requires a decision process tha t outpu ts the probability of a

particular decision occurring. This probability could then be

applied mathematically to a reference set of weights in the

quadratic criterion equation. (Ref 44) This would produce a

set of weights for each time, based upon the situation at that

time. If these weights were considered constant until time t
f

and used in propaga ting the Riccati equation backward in time ,

a control gain matrix could be computed for each time. This

method appears to satisfy the desired physical appeal, but necessi-

tates on—line computation of a control gain matrix at each discrete

time, as the parameters, in this case weightings , would change at

each time because of the changing probability associated with them.

For a problem containing only a few states, this mechanization would

be attractive because the new Riccati equation solution necessary

at each time interval would not be computationally infeasible. For

this problem, however , the 63—state state space used precludes

online computation of the Riccati equation.

The second concept requires a definite decision to be made

at each decision time. This concept uses only five different control

weighting matrices, while the first concept implies a different con—

trol weighting matrix at each time. Using this method , control gain

matrices can be precomputed by assuming five separate weighting

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



conditions. Each of the five weighting conditions would emphasize

control on one of the channels : pitch , roll , heading, airspeed , or

altitude . The decision process can then choose the channel that

is to be controlled , so tha t the control gain matrix coinciding

with that discrete t ime and that discrete channel can be accessed

and used. This use, then , assumes that this control will be exerted

th roughout the rest of the problem. This assumption appears physically

appealing in that what the pilot is presently controlling is what he

is planning to control, as he has no knowledge of future aircraf t

excursions.

The matrix of control weightings for each individual channel

emphasis is chosen to reflect a variation in the pilot neuromuscular

time constant described by Kleinman. (Ref 3) When the attention

is assumed to be on the particular mode in question, the time constant

is .1 seconds, a value considered to be indicative of peak human

performance. When the operator is not attending to the channel, a

time constant of .2 seconds is assumed , to reflect a degrade d mode

of performance. These values fall in the 0.1 to 0.4 second range

assumed for the neuromuscular lag time constant in most previous

work. (Ref 46)

Because of its ability to calculate the control gain matrices

“off—line”, the second method was used. Computation time is at a

premium, and when the problem can be modularized by separate computa-

tion of a facet of the problem , the approach that allows that inodulari—

zation is very appealing . This method is then used to implement

L •5-~~~~~~ •••~~~~~5-5-~~~~~~-5~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ,---- —— -5_--- •_- -—  ~~~~~—- - ---
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limitation four of Section 1.2 , the limited ability of the human to

control a multi—input system .

1.3.4.2 Restricted Attention and its Impac t on
Estimation

To implement limitation three, tha t of restricted visual

attention of the human operator , three different possibIlities were

evaluated . The first method was an extension of Kleinman’s attention

allocation scheme. (Ref 39) By adding a decision process to this

scheme, a probabilistic representation of the specific attention

decisions could be derived . This could then be applied by multipli-

cation or by some other mathematical approach to the covariance

values of the observation noises to create an emphasis or deemphasis

on any or all observations. For example, consider two possible

measurements, one of pitch and one of roll. Also assume the decision

process had produced a probability of 70% that roll was being measured

• and of 30% that pitch was being measured . Assume that the noise on

pitch and roll had as a base a standard deviation value of 1 degree.

Then at the time of the decision process output, the standard deviation

value of the assumed (Gaussian) noise on pitch could be 1.2 degrees

and on roll could be , say, .8 degrees. That would generate a more

accurate measurement on roll which was identified by the decision

process as being the most important channel to measure.

The second method evaluated was the method suggested by

Ackerson and Fu, in which the probabilistic representation of the

decision was applied by an alteration of the ICalman filter corrector

equations instead of applying it to the observation noise covariance
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aB Kleinnian had. (Ref 1) The specific alterations took the form

of additive terms and are detailed in the above reference . These

terms were used to approximate a non—Gaussian density function with

a Gaussian demsity function.

The third method evaluated employed a discrete decision

process to choose a realization of the observation matrix for the

next discrete time interval . This method actually simulates the

movement of the human operator ’s visual and non—visual attention in

time. As the discrete decision process was required for the controller

chosen , and as the third representation presented a good physical

interpretation, the specific observation matrix implementation of

limitation three was chosen.

1.3.5 Decision Process

The decision process now needs to be specified. As mentioned

above, a number of decision processes were considered . Because of

the need for the computational feasibility, the dynamic programming

and the Ackerson and Fu approach were not chosen.

The dynamic programming method would involve a consideration

of the future effects of each decision at each time a decision was

required , and then a choice would be made considering the cost of

these effects. (Ref 65) This requires multiple integrations of

the system at each time a decision is necessary, to evaluate the cost

of the decision. Because of the size of the system, this type of deci-

sion process was deemed too costly in computer usage for the purpose

required. Also this method is not physically appealing in that it

24
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would require the human operator to have apriori knowledge of the

effect of his decision through time , and this is not considered

likely. -

A decision process based on Ackerson and Fu ’s work would

involve propagation of a non—Gaussian density function or propaga-

tion of an approximating Gaussian density function. Either would

require extensive computation; as computation is critical because of the

already large problem size, this method was not chosen.

Instead , the utility function approach was chosen. Its

assets are :

1) Computational feasibility

2) Easy adaptation to the discrete decision process required

3) Provides a structure which adapts well to the empirical

data available on human decision making during a control task.

(This aspect will be discussed in Chapter V.)

1.3.6 Control Lag

The last limitation to be considered is the limitation of a

neuromuscular lag in the control application. Kleinman has addressed

this problem by adding a state to the system equation for each

individual control. (Ref 39) •By proper application of this state,

a control lag can be simulated which duplicates a time constant found

by experimentation to be the approximate value of the neuromuscular

time cons tant . (Ref 3) This limitation was referred to earlier in

the choice of the weighting values.
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1.4 SUMMARY

At this point the suboptimal realization of the LQC type of

controller to be used is specified . The controller will be applied

to the perturbation equations of the nonlinear aircraft-model. The

perturbation equations will be augmented with states described by

Kleinman to allow for a neuromuscular time lag in the control appli-

cation. The controller will consist of 5 optimal (in the least

squares sense) control gain matrix sets, each genera ted by the LQG

synthesis. It will have one decision process as discussed above

which at each time iteration chooses one of the five control gain

matrices and one of five observation matrices. Each of the five

choices accentuates one of the channels: pitch, roll , heading, air-

speed , or altitude. A utility function approach will be used to

make the decision as to which of the above channels is to be chosen

at any decision time. This formulation then can theoretically

address each of the pilot limitations assumed while accomplishing the

problem objective. This objective is to provide a structure to

describe a pilot in an aircraft environment which can be modelled

well only by explicitly including substantial nonlinearities in

the nominal trajectory.

— 5 -
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CHAPTER III

AIRCRAF T EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND

AIRCRAFT CONTROL SYSTEM

- The first step taken in synthesizing, the pilot/aircraf t system is to

identify the aircraft mathematically as completely as possible. This

identif ication is simplified by subdividing the aircraft into two sets

of equations. The first set describes the aircraft equations of motion ,

and the second set describes the aircraft control system. These two sets

combine to make the “Aircraft Equations” block of Figure 2. This figure

also identifies the other major areas of this work, and reference can be

made to this figure to clarify the synthesis process between functional

areas. In the succeeding chapters each block will be explained in detail,

as will its tie to other blocks, when necessary. This chapter expands the

“Aircraft Equations” block by considering the two subdivisions detailed

above . Before proceeding with the details of the “Aircraft Equation”

block, an overview of the schematic will be accomplished , starting with

the aircraft equations and working clockwise. Detailed anal ysis of each

block is given in the appropriate chapters so only an overview is pre-

sented here for clarity.

The “Aircraft Equations” -block outputs the states of the aircraft

including control system. From these states, the nominal trajectory

states x
0
(t) are subtracted to yield the perturbation states. These

states are then delayed by t seconds (t — .2 for this example) to

• account for the processing delay attributed to a human operator. The

6(t — t) observations available to the Kalman Filter are observations,

assumed available to the human operator. These observations change with

changing decisions which are input from the decision process, through the 
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time delay for proper sequencing, to the corrector. Those decisions are

made on the basis of threshold information provided by the mean and

covariance propagation inherent in “Predictor A”. The full state is

assumed available for observations of the decision process since only

thresholds are used from this information. This aspect is discussed later

and in chapter IV.

The decision process also inputs a decision into the control which

then identif ies a control gain matrix for the appropriate time, to cor—

respond with that decision. This aspect is also explained in Chapter IV.

A lag is then applied to the control which accounts for the neuromuscular

lag assumed for a human operator. The nominal control is then added to

the computed control and applied to the aircraft equations.

With this explanation as background , it is necessary to elaborate

further on some of the unique aspects of the model. The first aspect to

consider is the two different observations output from the time delay.

The observation entering Predictor A represents the full state information

assummed available to the decision process as a result of scanning. The

observation entering the corrector is the observation assumed available

to the control process. As explained in Chapter 4, this observation can

be one of a set of possible observations. This set is composed of pos-

sible observations which the controller could emphasize while flying a

specific maneuver. Ex’actly which one of the set is specified by the

decision process input to the corrector~. - 
.

There is also a set of possible controls composed of the same

channels as the set of possible observations. The decision process affects

the control in the same manner that it affects the corrector , by specifying

which of this set is to be applied to the system.

30
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At this point the inputs to the decision proce8e and corrector , and

outputs from the decision process have been discussed. These are the major

elements which are unique to this model. The other elements which will be

discussed briefly are shown in Figure 1 as traditional elements in this

process.

Predictor B and the corrector are the elements of the Kalman Filter

assuinmed available to provide state estimates. The next block, the con-

trol, is a set of control gain matrices, each individual matrix emphasizing

one of the possible channels, referred to above and in Chapter V. The

application of the state estimate to the control gain matrix specifies the

control. This control is then put through a lag to simulate the neuro-

muscular lag attributed to human operators.

At this point the nominal control is added to the perturbation con-

trol to arrive at the total cotttrol applied in the aircraft equations. In

like fashion, the nominal states are subtracted from the state values to

arrive at the perturbed state values. -:

This Figure details the modelling process and provides cohesion when

the separate functions are examined.

2.1 AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The basic development of the aircraft equations will be much

the same as Pollard (Ref 58), with diversions to accent the difference

in approaches. The controller equations will then be derived from

Figure 3. It can be easily seen that the two sets are integrally tied

together. However, a definite division can be accomplished , as

the controller equation’s inputs are pilot controls and instrument—

sensed values and its outputs are deflections, whereas the equations

of motion display the reaction of the aircraft to the given control

31
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surface deflection or engine operating position. One point that should

be made is that some of the inputs are instrument—sensed quantities

and therefore susceptible to the usual sensor errors. Those errors

are modeled and will be discussed later.

2.1.1 Reference System

To specify the problem adequately , three coordinate systems

will be employed. These systems are a modified geographic system,

the body system , and the stability system, as labeled in flight

control literature and portrayed in Figure 4. (Re f 12) The modified

geographic frame is a frame employed especially for the short time

duration trajectories considered in this problem. The origin remains

fixed with respect to the earth at the initial condition of the problem.

The direction of the modified geographic frame is along the initial

heading of the aircraft and remains fixed with respect to earth at

that heading. The direction is pointed along the gravity vector

and the Y
~ 

direction makes up a right—handed orthonormal system.

The axis system is earth—fixed and therefore not purely inertial;

however, for the small time interval considered for this problem,

at most ten seconds, the assumption will be made that this is

essentially an inertial system.

The next system considered is the body axis system. The

origi f 
of the system is at the center of gravity of the aircraf t,

the XE direction is positioned out the nose of the aircraft, the

axis is out the righ t wing, and the axis is directed out the

underside of the fuselage.
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ii
The stability axis system retains the same origin and Y axis

as the body system, but the and axes are rotated in the XB H 28
plane through the angle of attack . The positive rotation direction

is a positive rotation about the axis. Figure 4 displays the

three axis systems at some time after problem start.

2.1.2 Derivations

The genesis for the aircraft equations of motion, assuming

the aircraft is a rigid body, is the set of Newton ’s Laws for

forces and moments:

£ F  d/dt (m ]~ (2—1)

Z M — d/dt [ii] ~ (2—2)

The subscript I denotes an inertial frame that , as stated previously ,

will be the modified geographic axis system for this problem.

The forces and moments acting on the aircraf t will be considered

to be either equilibrium or perturbational in nature. This can be

= portrayed by the expansion of Equations (2—1) and (2—2).

- - 

~~~~~~~~ +~~i—  d/dt un V ]1 (2-3)

EM~~~~M0 +Zt~M —  d/dt (2—4)

The Rio” subscript refers to the equilibrium forces and moments .

Also, as short time periods are to be considered , the mass of the

aircraft will be considered constan t so that Equations (2—3) and (2-4)

reduce to
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. E~F + - in (2-5)

G

Et~M + 
~~o 

- ~‘ (2 6)
C

Now , employing the theorem of Coriolis , the derivative of V in

the C f rame is

.
~~

: 
1
~ 

— 
‘B 

+ WGB x V (2—7)

where 
~~ 

is the derivative of the velocity vector as seen in the
C

modified geographic frame , 
~~~~~

- is the derivative of the velocity
B

vector in the body axis system , and 
~ GB is the angular velocity of

the body frame with respect to the modified geographic frame. Express-

ing V in terms of body axes , we now have

‘B 
18U + JB

V + k
BW (2—8)

and

~~~~ B 
iBP + j~Q + kBR (2—9)

Therefore , 
-

‘ B 
— 

~BU + 
~~~ 

+ kBW (2— 10)

and
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B 
- + (UR—WP) 

~B + (VP-UQ) kB (2—11)

Now, expressing the forces in terms of the inertial axis system
generates

Pox +jBE F +
~~~

Zp

j
Ein (U+WQ-VR) + 

~Bin (V+IJR-Wp.) + Bin (W+VP-UQ) (2-12)

Writing the equations by components yields the final results:

~AF + EF in (U+WQ—VR) (2—13)

EAFy + EFØ~ - m (V+UR-~~) (2-14)

EAr2 + EFoz in (W+VP— iJQ) (2—15)

which are the equations for the linear accelerations.

2.1.3 Rotational Acceleration Equations

Considering now the equation

-. [z~3i-+ E~1Ø] 
C C 

(2—6)
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where

— I W
c~ 

(2—16)

11 is angular momentum and I is defined as the matrix of moments of

inertia and products of inertia relative to the body axis of the

aircraft. The sign convention for the individual moments is standard .

I —J —J
$ 

xx yx zx
I —  —J I —J (2—17)xy yy zy

—J —J Ixz yz

Because of the short time duration under consideration, a constant I

matrix is assumed. As fuel burnoff and munition expenditure are

the primary sources of changes in the equation I matrix , and no

munitions are considered for the problem, this assumption is con-

sidered reasonable, and the equation is simplified to that below.

[EA~i +  z110]I c 
- I

~~~~
WGB G 

— 
~~ ‘ C 

(2—18)

Now considering the aircraft body axis XZ plane as the plane of

sylmeetry of the aircraft , 
~xy ~yz ~yx ~zy 0 and .

— P — RJ~~ (2—19)

— Q I ,,~ (2—20)

H5 — RI
55 
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Introducing these equations into the original equation , (2— 18) , and
using the theorem of Coriolis

+ EA~i] — + w x (2—22)B dt~~~ GB B

then

= — 

~~~~ (2—23)

— Q I,,, (2—24)

dflz
— R ~~~ — P (2—25)

and

~~ ~~~ ‘B (2—26)

~~ (QH2 - RH~) + j  (RH~~ - PH
Z

) + k (PR.1 - QH
~
) (2-27)

Separating equations yields

EAM
Z 

+ ZM0~ — P 
~~~ 

R 
~~~ 

+ a (I
~~ 

- In,) - PQ 
~~~ 

(2—2 8)

+ — Q I~~ + PR (I
~~ 

— I~~) + .- R2J~~ (2-29)
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EAM + EM
05 

— R I~~ — P .1 + PQ (I — I )  + QR 
~zx (2—30)

Now to obtain the standard form for the above equations , solve

Equation (2—30) for R and substitute into the first equation.

Then similarly solve Equation (2—28) for P and substitute into

• third equation. -

EAM~~ + EM0~ +(J~~ 
/ + E~~N )  = 

-

P 1  + Q R (I -.1 ) — P Q J ~~~~~~~ +
XX zz yy XZ XZ 52

Pg (I — I ) j  / I + Q!~ J .1 /1 (2—31)yy xx xz zz XZ ZX ZZ

IAn + lAM = Q I + PR(I — I ) + — R2J (2—32)
y oy yy XX ZZ xz zx

IAN5 + EM
05 

+~J / I~~ ~
AMX + EAM0~)=

It ‘zz + PQ (I - I )  + QR J + R ‘~xz
2 / ‘xx -

QR (i~ — In,) ~xz~~xz + PQ ‘xz
2 / I~~ (2—33)
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2.1.4 The Forces

The forces summed to make ZAP and IF0 are considered to be

of three types, those due to thrust, those due to the airflow, and

those due to gravity. The resolved forces due to thrust viii be

labelled E
~
, E~. E5, those due to aerodynamics will be labelled

X, Y, and Z, and those due to gravity will be labelled C~, Ga,, and

€z.

First consider the gravity terms. Gravity is expressed in

the modified geographic coordinate system along the Z direction.

Assuming gravity to be constant, a reasonable assumption in the

limited time considered, the gravity vector in the modified geo-

graphic frame is

0

g

The direction cosine matrix from the modif ied geographic system

to the body axis system is given by the following

cosO cosi~ cosO sin* —sine

C~ — sin~ sinO cos* sin~ sin8 sinij sin+ cosO (2—34)C —cos$ sinq, +cos~ cos~

cos~ sinG cos* cos~ sine sin* cos$ cosO
+sin4, sini~ —sin$ cosi~ -

a a
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where •, 0, and i .~ are Euler angles as defined in Blakelock (Ref 12).

Multiplying by the transformation matrix gives C~ ~ 
where

C
g~ is:

B -

B [—g sino 1
~ ‘B = CC g — g cosO sine (2—35)

cosO cos$
J

The thrust vector E is a function of the engine alignment

in the airframe. For the sing1e—engi~e fighter—type aircraft Used in this

i~ode1itis assumed that the engine is mounted directly along the

x axis of the body frame, so that the thrust vector is given by

E
B 

— [
~
] (2—36)

The last consideration is the set of aerodynamic forces

resolved into the XE’ ~B’ ZB components. These forces are indirectly

determined from wind tunnel tests and displayed in the stability

axis system. The wind tunnel results yield the coeff icients of lif t,

yaw, and drag , and a representation of the relation of these terms

to the corresponding forces is given by equations (2—37) through

(2—39).

X~ — —p VT
2 S C

D/2 - (2—37 )

— p V
T
2 S C~/2 (2—38)

— —p V
T
2 S C

L
/2 (2—39)
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In these equations p is the air density at the fligh t condi—

tion specified, V
T 
is the velocity of the aircraft relative to the

air mass and S is the aircraft reference area.

Transforming into body axis using the rotation through the

angle of attack yields the following equations to specify the

forces in the body frame, assuming nominal B = 0.

= cos cx — Z~ sin cx (2—40)

— (2—41)

Z
B 

= X~ sin a + Z~ cos cx (2—42)

To implement these equations, expressions are given for

cJ~ ~~~ and C~ in tabular form, derived empirically from wind

tunnel tests for the particular aircraft considered.

2.1.5 Moments

The equations for the specification of the moments about

the vehicle center of mass in the appropriate coordinate frame viii

now be considered. The resolved EA~1 and EM0 will be decomposed into

two moments; those induced by the thrust, T
~
, T , and T

~
, and those

induced by the airflow, L, M, and N. The resulting equation is:

ZA1
~iI 

+z 3 i  - Li + 1T~} . (2-43)
B °~~~~ LNJ LT

~JB B
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As the aircraft’s engine is aligned with the X
E axis and the center

of mass is assumed to lie on this axis, the moment vector is essen-

tially . -

— 
lol -

T
B 

— 10 1  - (2—44)
10J B

As with the forces, the moments are computed in the stability

axis system. Using the aerodynamic equations relating the coefficients

of the moments to the moments

— 
~ 
VT
2 S b c

1/2 (2 45)

N5 p VT
2 
~ s c/2 (2—46)

N
8 

p V
T
2 b S C/2 (2—47)

where p is the air density, VT is the velocity of the aircraft rela-

tive to the air mass, b is the aircraf t wing span, and c is the wing

aerodynamic chord. As with the forces, C
1
, C , and C are de termined

from tables which were computed by wind tunnel tests.

At this point we have six equations which can be solved for

U, V, W, P, Q, and R, given by equations (2—13), (2—14), (2—15),

(2—31), (2—32), and (2—33). We next need to determine equations

for Euler angles •, 0, and ~,, where • is the roil angle, 0 is the

pitch angle, and ij, is the angle between magnetic north and the aircraft

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  
- . . .
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heading. We also need expressions for S~ , S,,, and S
5, the

distances traveled in the modif ied geographic coordinate system.

As P, Q, and R are angular rates expressed in the body

axis system, a relationship must be derived relating 4, 0, and i,

to P, Q, and R. To understand tJiat relationship consider each

Euler angular rate expressed in its respective coordinate system.

First examine heading angular ra te:

0
0
Il~ C

Upon rotation using the transformation matrix specified in equation

(2—34), the contribution by i~ to P is -$sinO ; to Q is ç~’ cos4cosO;

and to R is l~ cos~cosO. Now 0 is expressed in the intermediate

coordinate system and , when rota ted to the body axis, the contribu-

tion to Q is 0cos~ and to R is —Osin4. Collecting terms produces

P = — i~i sinO (2—48)

Q Ocos~ + Il, cos0sin~ (2—49)

R = —Osin4 + i~cos0cos4 (2—50)

It should be mentioned that this realization was chosen because,

for this problem, selection could be made on the trajectory.

That control was used because the above equations, (2—48), (2—49),

• and (2—50) have indeterminate points when solved for $, 0 and “ at

44
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Q — If the indeterminate points presented a problem the f our—

parameter quaternion method would have been used , since, though it

is a bit more complex, it resolves the indeterminate point problem.

The last equations needed are the equations for the displace-

ment of the aircraft from its position at the initial time. These

equations are given in the body axis by

S
x’ 

— U + wind (2—51)
B

s~ — V + wind (2—52)

W + wind (2—53)
B

where wind , wind , and wind are the wind velocities resolved inx y z
the body XE ’ ~B’ 

and axis system. Unfortunately this is not a

particularly usable form, as the needed displacemen t is from the

modified geographic system to the body center of gravity. Therefore

S S

1~~21 G 

= ~~ 
- 

[SI B 

T 

-

where the direction cosine C~ is equal to (C~) , which was specified

in equation (2—40). The equations thus derived are 
-
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— U cosOcos~ + V(—cos4sin~ + sin4sin0cos~ )

+ V (sin~sin~ + cos4sinOcos~ ) + wind (2—55)

S — U cos0sin~’ + V (cos$cos~ + sin4~sin0sinij~)

+ V (—sin4cosq + cos4 sin0sin*) + wind (2—56)

S — U (—sinG) + V sin4cos0 + W cos0cos~

+ wind (2—57)

With these twelve equations the aerodynamics of the aircraft are

adequately specified for the problem.

2.2 Control System

Historically , aircraft control systems have incorporated

numerous mechanical devices in the linkage between the control stick

and the control surface . These mechanical devices were designed

to allow the aircraft to respond to a control stick input in a

manner that was both safe and comfortable for the pilot. As time

progressed the linkage was augmented with hydraulics to allow the

force levels required of the pilot to remain constant while aircraft

speed and size increased.

In the present generation of aircraft, heavy emphasis has

been placed on aircraft response. This is demonstrated by some
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current airframes which display reiaxed aerodynamic stability. To

allow for the margin of safety required in the pilot/a ircraf t system,

these relaxed aerodynamic stability airframes are equipped with

stability augmentation control systems. The inner loop control

systems allow the system controlled by the pilot to have the same

stability characteristics as other systems with dynamically stable

airframes.

The inner loop control referenced above has been provided

in many ways, the latest of which is the fly—by—wire system. A

current fly—by—wire system is referenced in Figure 3, with the

corresponding system block diagram given in Figure 5. The gain

schedules have not been labeled because of possible proprietary

problems. This is considered a general model, as most fly—by—wire

systems investigated feed back pitch , yaw, and roil ra tes , angle

of attack, and lateral and normal accelerations.

Before this control system could be implemented, an accurate

model of the above aircraf t and its environment, complete with sensors

and actuators consistent with the earlier assumptions in Chapter II

had to be derived. This total model could then be implemented on

a digital computer.

To provide for statistical accuracy of the model , possible

sources of errors in the control system and in the equations of motion

were identified. Once identified, these sources of error were modeled

as accurately as possible using white Gaussian noises and “shaped”

(time—correlated) Gaussian noises, with the noise statistics obtained

from specifications for the components.
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The components considered as possible error sources were

1) actuators

2) angle of attack sensors

3) 
- 

gyroscopes

4) accelerometers

5) multipliers

This set was chosen because it influences the inner ioop

control of the aircraft considered. The components, such as the

altimeter, which influence the outer ioop, were considered in a

different manner. This was necessary because the outer ioop con—

talns the human opera tor, so cumulative errors, the error in the

operator’s interpretation of a measurement and the error in the

device used to obtain and display that measurement to the pilot,

must be considered. Because of the difficulty in differentiating

these errors, an aggregate error which accounted for both the above

errors was considered. This error was modeled through both the

decision process of Chapter IV and the Kalman filter of Chapter III,

and is explained in more depth in those chapters.

Another source of error considered is wind gusts. The

appropriate statistical models for wind gusts were taken from Air

Force Specification 8785B (Ref 16). Light turbulence was used

throughout the problem as representative of the gust environmen t

most likely to be encountered in the maneuvering regions of the

aircraft dynamics.
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The f orm of the error models for many of the individual -

components is given in Britting . (Ref 13) Figure 6 displays

the error models for the rate gyroscopes.

RATE GYRO ERROR MODEL
FIGURE 6

N1 and N2 
are white Gaussian noises. The bias term

represents varying conditions encountered from turn on to turn on , or

nonrepeatability, and x2 represents gyroscopic dr i f t .  
•

The accelerometer error model taken from Maybeck is given in

Figure 7. In Figure 7 , N3, N4, and N5 are white Gaussian noises ,

x3 represents an exponentially correlated error component , and x4
represents accelerometer bias . (Re f 50)
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ACCELEROMETER ERROR MODEL
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‘ FIGURE 7

One error model represented by the above figures is mathe-

matically included for each physical instrument in the system.

The angle of attack instrument error is represented by simply

adding white Gaussian noise to the angle of attack. This noise is

dependent on the angle of attack realization. This dependence is

assumed from Figure 8 which gives data on a current angle of attack 
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system. The solid line, or “line of agreement”, represen ts angle

of attack computed via an onboard inertial system. The dots repre-

sent uieasurements from the actual angle of attack instrument, and

the “fairing through data” line represents a smoothed average of

these data points. From this chart , assuming that the inertial

information is precise , it is apparent that as angle of attack

increases , the accuracy of the sensed information is decreased . This

was taken into account in the modeling process by allowing the noise

strength term to be a function of angle of attack.

The last two error sources , the actuators and the multipliers,

were next considered. Using current specifications writ ten for each

of these instruments, it was determined that the error sources each

instrument introduces to the system were insignificant. That determina-

tion was made because at the normal operation signal levels , the

signal to noise ratio was so high that when considered with the

second or third place accuracy of the aircraft coefficients, effects

from these noises were negligible.

The above error sources are identified in the aircraft equa—

tions of motion or the aircraft control system. When the pilot is

added to the system, other noise sources appear. (Ref 39) The

noises are displayed in Figure 9.

Figure 9 is an extremely simplified diagram to show the

two predominant noises attributed to the pilot. These noises are

observation noise, N 7 and remnant N8. The observation noise is

assumed white and Gaussian and is attributed to the pilot’s imperfec t

L •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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comprehension of informa t ion presented to him by his instruments.

The remnant noise is assumed white and Gaussian and uncorrela ted

with the observation noise, and is attributed to the pilot ’s inability

to positiOh:his control.input device precisely.

- N~

{
~J

GENERAL PIWT/AI1 ~~RAPT SYST~~4 WITH NOISES

FIGURE 9 -

At this point the aircraft equations of motion have been

specified , as well as the cont rol system equations . The coupling

of these two sets of equations with their respective error sources

constitutes the model block on Figure 2. As mentioned in the intro—
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- duction , this is a highly nonlinear set of equations which will be

analyzed using the small perturbation technique . Appendix 3 details

the linearization process neceosary for this technique , and

Appendix 6 details the parameters used in the simulation .
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CHAPTER III

THE OPTIMAL CONTROLLER AND

OPTIMAL ESTIMATER

In this chapter the mechanization of the specific control

and estimation methods chosen in Chapter I to portray the human

operator mathematically will be specified . This specification will

include both the functional representations of the optimal control

and the optimal estimation methods employed , and the adaptation

techniques which apply those methods to the problem specif ied in

Chapter I. For this task , first the optimal controller will be

investigated.

3.1 Optimal Controller

In Appendix 3 the linearization of the aircraft  equations

is carried out about an assumed nominal operating condition. The

output of the linearization is an A(t)  and a B(t )  matrix which

mathematically represents a current fighter—type aircraft. These

matrices coupled with a linearized C(t) provide a partial basis for

the LQG controller addressed earlier. Unfortunately, due to the time

delay, the system when assembled as in Figure 1, is not linear.

As the LQG assumptions are not met, the separation principle

inherent in the LQC solution does not apply . This principle states

simply that the optimal control problem and the optimal estimation

problem can be solved separately and then recombined to produce the
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optimal control. (Ref 8) An alternative suggested by Farison,

Graham, and Sheldon and evaluated by Ku and Athans can be applied.

(Ref 26, 45) That alternative suggests that, even though the LQG

assumptions are not met, the problem can still be separated into

two problems, the control problem and the estimation problem.

After each problem is solved separately, the state estimates are

combined with the control gains to arrive at a control for the system .

Because of its computational feasibility and its proven success

in previous problems , this “forced separation” philosophy was chosen

as the control theory basis for the pilot.

A second reason for the forced separation philosophy choice

is the size and the complexity of the system being considered. For

this problem, each of these fac tors requires a compu tational burden

large enough that if any route investigated other than forced separa-

tion were taken , the amount of computation involved could make the

problem intractable.

It is important to note that a forced separation controller was

chosen because it is the most tractable as well as the most flexible

method available for large linearized systems. The ideal controller

would , given the general aircraf t equations and the assumed human

limitations, solve for a control which when applied to the aircraft

equations , would control the aircraft through a specific maneuver.

This maneuver would be the result of some type of decision process.

Since this type of general control is not tractable with current control

methods, only the simplified control methods suggested above were con-

sidered.
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3.1.1 Control Gains

Since the forced separa tion philosophy was chosen, the

Kalman f ilter equations and the controller gains must be computed .

The computation of the control gain time history will f i rst  be

considered . For the perturbation case under consideration , the

optimal control gains can be computed using the optimal linear

regulator format defined in optimal control literature. (Ref 35, 44)

The chosen optimal linear regulator requires the control gains to

drive the regulated states or linear combinations of states to zero.

The mechanization of the regulator was chosen to be of the

continuous form while the mechanization of the estimator, shown later ,

was chosen to be of the discrete form. This difference in representa-

tion allowed some streamlining of the computer model, an aspect that

will be discussed later. A rigorous definition of the linear optimal

regulator problem can be stated in the following manner:

Consider the linear time—varying system modelled by

= A(t) ~~(t) + B(t)  (t) (3— 1)

where
= (3—2)

with
z(t) = D( t) x(t )  (3—3)

Consider also the quadratic performance criterion

Tj  ~j  
T ( t)  P ~ (t ) + f ~ [~ 

(t )R 3(t) z( t )  + ~~
T Ct ) R.~(t) u ( t ) ]d tI. ~

(3—4)

where P1 is a nonnegative definite symmetric matrix and R3(t) and

R2(t) are positive definite symmetric matrices for t0~ t~ t f . Then
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the problem of determining the input ~~
° (t) , t �t ~ t1, for which the

criterion is minimal , is called the deterministic linear optimal

- 
- regulator problem. (ref 44)

The optimal feedback for the deterministic optimal linear

regulator problem is generated by the linear control law
_ o 0
u (t) = —F (t) ~ Ct) (3—5)

where

F°(t) = R
2~~~

(t) BT (t) P(t)  (3—6)

Here the symmetric nonnegative definite matrix P(t)  satisfies the

matrix Riccati equation

P(t) = —R
1
(t) + P(t) B(t) R2

1(t) B
T(t) P( t) — P(t)  A (t )  — AT (t) P( t )

(3—7)

with the terminal condition

P(t
f

) = P
1 

(3—8)

and where

R1(t) = DT (t) R3(t) D(t )  (3—9)

The optimal cost to complete the control process f rom time t is:

x0T(t1
)p 1x0(t1) + t

1 
[x 0T (T). R1 (t) x°(r) 4~ u

0T (t) R
2 

(r) u° Cr)] dt

xoT (t) P(t)  x°(t) t~tf (3—10)
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Therefore, by applying forced separation, the controller gain matrix

F°(t) can be determined by Equation (3—6) and applied using Equation

(3—5) to obtain the optimal control at time t.

Examining Equations (3— 1) to ( 3—10) , it is apparent that

though A(t) and B(t) are already specified , R3(t) , D ( t ) ,  P1, and R2 (t)

are still free. It therefore becomes necessary either to specify each

matrix functionally or to define the use of each matrix numerically.

The purpose of this specification is to allow users of the research

to understand how each value of each matrix is determined so that a

translation of this method to other problems can be achieved. When

a numerical value is involved, a general procedure to obtain that

value is given , and when a functional representation is involved , such

as in D(t) , the reason for that selection is outlined.

Consider first D(t). This is the matrix from Equation (3—3~

that relates the states to the controlled variables. As the variables

to be controlled are already specified as altitude, airspeed , pitch

angle, roll angle, and heading it is only necessary to relate these

ind ividual quantities to the system states to define the D(t) matrix.

For this purpose , pitch angle, roll angle, and altitude are states,

so there is a one—to—one relationship for those three controlled

variables with system states.

Next consider airspeed , V
TAS

2 2 2 ½
V (U + V  + W )  (3—li)

TAS
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The perturbation of Equation (3—11) about a nominal

becomes -

— (u0
2 + v0

2 + w0
2
]~~ [u0~u + V 6 V  + W 6W) (3—12)

where the “o” notation refers to the nominal trajectory value.

The last equation necessary is the equation for yaw angle

or

—l
B — sin ½ (3—13)

(U2 + V~ + W2)

- which results in the perturbation equation 
F

r 2
1 

— 
V0 I 6V

[
~~~2 + + W0

2) ½ (IJ~
2 

+ V0
2 + W 2) 31’2 j

- 

W0 V0

(U +V + W )

U V
— 3/2 ~U ( 3—14)

(U 2 + V 2 + w 2)
0 0 0

The four equations discussed above specify the D(t) matrix.
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At this point the matrices that can be specified algebraically

are functionally represented ; the three remaining matrices for the

controller contain system parameters. Those system parameter

mati~ces are the P~, R3, 
and R

2 
matrices. These luatrices represent

the Ri’ccati initial condition weighting matrix, the weighting matrix 
-

on variables of interest, and the control weighting matrix. Of

these matrices, the P1 matrix va1~e effects are defined first. It 
t

must be stressed that since the Riccati Equation solution runs t 
-

backwarc~ in problem time, the initial value matrix, P~, for the

Riccati Equation actually effects  control at the final problem t ime .

This definition involves two aspects of the Riccati equation :

the first is that the final value of the Riccati equation is not based

on its initial conditions , P1, and the second is that , as the Riccati

solution is directly related to the control , a high value in a

P1 diagonal term will force a large value of control to be asso—

ciated with that position during the initial transient phase. That

control will emphasize dr iving the state associated with that

particular P matrix value to its desired position. Therefore, using

the above insights, the steady state value of the Riccati solution

can be computed once the R2 and K3 matrices are set. By examining

this solution , and determining whether the operator is emphasizing

or deemphasizing a particular state in the f inal phases of a maneuver ,

the desired P1 can be determined by increasing the particular

steady state value of its associated component if
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emphasis is desired and by decreasing the steady state value of its

associated component if deeznphasis is desired. Using this method ~- -

the parameters of the controller can be examined for the periods

for which they are a factor , that is, the and R3 matrices are

important in the early real—tim e stages of problem time or steady

state stages of Riccati solution time for a trajectory , and the P1
matrix is important in the final real—time stage of the trajectory .

This observation was used to develop the methodology to

determine the controller parameters numerically . That methodology

is explained as follows : the early maneuver control is “tuned”

by adjusting the R1 and R2 matrices , and the control for the last

portion of the maneuver is “tuned” by adjusting the P1 matr ix .

“Tuned” refers to a systematic alteration of problem parameters ,

accomplished to effect overall problem performance in a predeter-

mined manner. This tuning must take into account hard limits on

aircraft controls which are represented by setting the weights so

that the state limits are not reached. The limits on state were

chosen for the “tuning” because the states account for the aircraft

controls, throttle movement, aileron , rudder, and elevator, which

display the hard limits. The problem controls are the human con trols

such as stick force or rudder force. Since the aircraft control

system interprets these forces up to the force required for maximum

surface deflection, and then disregards any excess force , it is

very possible for a pilot to exert more force than is necessary

for the maximum control deflection. Therefore it was felt that

limits on state were more appropriate.
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A philosophy for selection of the numerical P
1 
matrix

values has already been given. The actual selection was done through

consideration of a combination of flight experience of the author

and AFM 5].—37 flight guidelines for permissible maneuver performance ,

as well as realistic control magnitudes which accoun t for the “hard

limits” on control .

- One interesting aspect concerning the selection of P
1

matrix values surfaced during value specification for this problem .

That aspect , which concerns selecting zero values in specific posi-

tions in the P1 matrix , is detailed in Appendix 4.

The consideration of a final time is inherent in using the

matrix, as its terms are a function of the squares of the individual

state values at the final time . This concept of a f in i te  final time

is new to the human operator framewo rk . Previous work has cons idered

steady state solutions to Equation (3— 7) to specif y the control gains.

These steady state solutions have always been applied to the realiza-

tion of the A (t)  matrix at the time in question for control , and

therefore a knowledge of the future  trajectory is not assumed .

ICleinman uses this technique in the Vulcan gun problem because the

A(t) matrix specifies the evader , and it is realistic to assume that

the gun operator does not know , apriori , the trajectory to be fl own

by the evader . (Ref 40)

In the pilot/aircraft  context , many maneuve r trajectories are

in fact known. Some of these — cloverleafs , Immelmans, barrel rolls ,

etc. — are practiced by pilots repeatedly for precision. For each
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of the above maneuvers , maneuver terminating instruction as per

AIM 51—37 is to maintain straight and level fl ight .

Using the above information , the pf1ot~5 control was assumed

to have a finite final time, the time when the pilot would return to

straight and level flight. A second consideration at this point is

the time—invariant versus the time—varying realization of the Riccati

equation. By assuming a final time and using the time—varying

realization of the Riccati equation it is possible for the human

operator to alter his dynamics to account for future changes in the

aircraft dynamics. Repeated accomplishment of a specif ic maneuver

would allow for this apriori knowledge of changing aircraft dynamics.

Therefore, using this approach, the control philosophy of the pilot

was assumed to be based upon a knowledge of trajectory until that

final time. This physical interpretation translated directly into

the control philosophy specified by Equations (3—1) to (3—19).

It is observed that the above assumptions imply a partitioning of

each flight into two regions. The first region is that region in

which the aircraft perturbation equations are time—invariant or at

worst slowly time—varying . The second region, the region discussed

in this work , is the region in which the aircraft perturbation

equations are acting in a rapidly time—varying fashion . One situation

that will force this occurrence is when nonlinearities in the general

aircraft equations are predominant. For the maneuvers to which those

nonlinearities apply, it is assumed the pilot has an apriori knowledge

of both the trajectory and the associated final time.
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The final specifications necessary are for the R2 (t) and

the R
3
(t) matrices. These matrices are respectively the control

weighting matrix and the controlled variable weighting matrix.

These matrices are assumed diagonal in this work, as is done in most

practicable optimal control problems. Examination of quadratic

cost optimal control literature gives an indication of what can be

expected by varying the individual diagonal values in each matrix.

(Ref 3, 44 , 54) An outline of that discussion is detailed below,

and these insigh ts are used to specify the tuning process used to

determine the R2 and R 3 matrices.

Consider f irst  the R2 matrix. An increase in the diagonal

value of this control weighting matrix associated with a particular

control will have the effect  of reducing the amount of that control

used at that time, since greater penalty is assigned to applied

control values in the cost function. Using this relationship, the

limit on control available to the human operator can be regulated

with these values.

The effect of varying the diagonal value associated with each

controlled variable also can be explained in a physically meaningful

manner. The higher the weighting value associated with each state,

the less excursion from zero that state is allowed. Unfortunately ,  as

these values have interactive effects, a change in one diagonal

value of either matrix often has more effect than just a commensurate

change in the related control or related controlled variable.

Considering the above background , the major aspect of the

control for this problem can be addressed . That aspect is: how to

implemen t the quadra tic cost optimal control , assuming that active
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control is available to the pilot in only one of the control variables .

To answer this question, the existence of a decision process that

produces the control variable the human operator has specified for

attention for the next time interval is assumed . This decision

process will be explained in the next chapter . 
—

Once the decision process has output the control variable

for the next time interval, it is desirable for the computed control 
5-

gain matrix F°(t) to use this information to accentuate control for

the selected control variable. To do this, the cause/effect relation-

ship of the weighting matrices is used. First, the relationship is

specif ied between the aircraf t controls available to the pilo t and

the controlled variables. This linkage is made so that it is possible

to respond to increased control variable weighting with the appropriate

controls. Four controls are considered in this problem. Those controls

are fore and af t  control stick movement to control pitch , left  and

right control stick movement to control roll , throttle movement , and

rudder movement. Their respective linkages are

a) pitch — fore/af t stick movement

b) roll — left/right stick movement

c) heading — r u d d e r

d) airspeed — throttle

e) altitude — throttle and fore/af t  stick movement

It is impor tant to note tha t the heading will be controlled

by rudder rather than by the aileron. This is because with the small

corrections desired, it is not feasible to use aileron.

It is apparen t that the altitude control variable links to two

controls. This presents no problem , since by the control weighting
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change philosophy detailed above, the weightings will be decreased

on both controls and increased on the altitude state variable to

allow for better altitude control.

Therefore, in general , to accomplish the accentuated con trol

on the controlled variable specified by the decision process, the

controlled state variable weighting will be increased and the

associated control weighting will be decreased , while the remaining

weightings stay constant. To this point , the only time addressed

has been the time of the decision. However , when Equation (3—7 )

is examined , it can be seen that the weighting matrices R
2 
(t) and

1t3(t) are required to be specified from the present time until the

end of the problem. Earlier in this chapter a similar problem was

addressed to determine how to use the ACt) matrix. It was argued

that the pilot had an idea of the trajectory to be flown , mathemati-

cally resulting in a time—varying A(t) matrix. Using a comparable

physical argument , it was decided that the values for R
2
(t) and

15(t) could be considered constant in time , from current time until

the final time, for each control variable/control set. Specifically,

the physical interpretation is that , though the pilot has an idea of

the trajectory for a time interval , he does not have any idea of

the random trajectory perturbations he is to experience for that

time interval. Therefore, as the decision process reacts to error

states , it is logical to assume that the specific control the pilot is

accentuating now is the control he anticipates accentuating until the

end of the problem . That allows Equation (3—7) to be solved backward

in time from Equation (3—8) , using constant values for R2 and R3.
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Another asset, precoinputation, is realized by prespecifying

five specific R2, R3 matrix sets , each of the five corresponding to

a particular control variable emphasis . With the matrices pre—

specified, Equation (3—7) is precomputable from the terminal con-

dition P
1
. Therefore, precomputing this equation five times, each

time with the specific R2 and R
3 

matrix set identified for each

control variable, and applying the result to Equation (3—6) produces

f ive sets of F° time histories. Therefore when the decision process

identifies a specific control application, the specific F° history

correspond ing to that application is accessed. Once the proper set

is accessed , the decision time is considered and the particular F°(t)

evaluated for that time. The control block of Figure 1 is therefore

specified by a control gain matrix.

The last aspect of the control process to be considered is the

realizations of the ind ividual values of the R
2 

and R
3 
matrices. This

also considers the control lag block of Figure 1. By introducing an

added state for each control and setting the t ime derivative of

that state equa l to the control , Kleinman was able to include two

favorable properties in the human operator problem. The first was

that weighting could now be considered on control rates , an aspect

felt pertinent for human control. The second was that data is

available for the neuromuscular lag of the human operator. This

data indicates that the lag has a time constant of between .1 and

.4 seconds. (Ref 4,42) By using this extra state, the appropr iate

R2 weighting can be related to the neuromuscular t ime constant , so that
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one of the problem parameters is specified. Therefore, by selecting

two desired neuromuscular time constants, one for when the pilot

is attending to the specific control and one for when he is not

attending to that specific control, the R
2 
matrix is specified .

Unfortunately, because of the interaction of R
2 
and R

3
, this involves

a trial and error process to realize the desired neuromuscular time

constant. The trial and error process used was to vary the appro-

priate elements of the R
2 
matrix one at a time until the desired

neuromuscular time constant was achieved. The R2 elements were varied

in succession with no earlier element repeat until all elements had

been set. Repeated iterations through the R
2 

terms were anticipated

because of element coupling. After all elements had been set, it

was planned that any elements driven to an unacceptable value by

succeeding element changes would be reconsidered . In practice this

process was not needed , as the element coupling contributed to , at

worst, the second significant figure of each neuromuscular time

constant. Therefore, after  one computation cycle the R2 matrix values

were set.

3.2 Estimation

In the control section above, the methodology f or determining

F°(t) was defined. To complete the control computation for perturba-

tion states from Equation 3.5, an estimation of the vector tSx must be

made. The determination of this vector has taken two forms in

optimal control pilot modeling. The first method , used in most steady

state tasks , assumes that the time delay is negligible and therefore
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does not assume a time delay for the pilot model. The second method ,

the method applied in this research , assumes the t ime delay is

critical to the problem , making a Kalman filter necessary. This

last assumption is made because the transitory nature of the problem

and a highly maneuvering trajectory requires a high pilot workload.

This workload requirement should force the .2 second time delay

usually assumed for information processing, to be an essential part

of the problem . (Re f 39)

The approach taken to define the estimation process will

be the same as the approach taken to define the control problem.

First the equations for the Kalman f i l ter  will be stated , and then

an explana tion given of how each element of the equations was

realized. Derivation of the Kalman filter equations is given in

numerous sources and will not be duplicated here. (Ref 50 , 54)

Only the equations mechanized to accomplish the prediction and

correction elements of the Kalman filter function will be stated.

The form of the equations necessary for the Kalman filter

computation is given below.

S

6~ (t) = A(t)  5~ (t)  + B(t)  ô~ (t)  + G( t) ~(t) (3—15)

z (t i) = C(t
1
) 5x(t i

) +V ( t ~ ) (3—16)

where
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E(v(t i)) — E(w(t )) — 0 all t, t~ C T (3—17)

— 
R(t ~~~) t~ =

E (v.(t i)
~~ (t )) — (3—18)j  0 ti # t j

and

E [ (t)  wT(s)] = Q(t) 6(t—s) (3—19)

B [w(t) ;T(~)] = 0 for all t , t~ (3—l9a)

i.e. : ~~~(t) Gaussian, mean 5x0, covariance P0

V and w independent of ôx (t 0)

The equations in Chapter II are of this form, and all noises

— 

- are assumed white and Gaussian in this research. In the control

portion of this chapter the noises are not considered because, as

forced separation is assumed , no noise description is necessary .

For the measurement update (corrector) the necessary

equations are

K(ti) P(tp c
T ti [ct 1 P(t~~ C

T(t
i
) + RC tj)] 

-l 
(3-20)

— 

~(t~) = ~(tj ) + K( t~ ) — C( t1)~~ (t?] (3—21)
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P(t 1~ ) P(t~ ) — K(t
1

) C( t
i) 1’(t~

) (3—22)

For these eqations the notation t1 refers to the appropr iate matrix

or vector at time t~ before measurement incorpora tion , and t~~ refers to

- the appropriate evaluation at time t~ after measurement incorporation.

The &x notation refers to the optimal estimate of the state vector

6x , and P(.) refers to the covariance of the state 6x(•), equal to the

covarismnce of errors committed by the state estimate. The predictor

equat.~ons ar~

-- 

~~(t) = ~~~~~ ti_1) ~~~~
ti_~

) + 
~~~~ ~

(ti,t) B(t)~u(T)dT (3-23)

P( t ) = 
~
(ti, t~ ..1) P( t+il) ~

,T (t t~_1)

+ ~i ~ (t~~,T) G(r) Q(T) C
T
(T) ~

T (t T) d T  (3—24)
ti_l

At this point an explanation is in order . The assumption has been

made that F° discrete and F° continuous are approximately equal. With this

assumption the above equations depict a discrete—time estimator, while the

controller equations, equations (3—1) to (3—10) depict a continuous con—

troller. This assumption was made to keep the amount of computation

required at a minimum . As the controller gains could be computed

separately and integrated eff iciently because of the simplifications

explained in Appendix 1, they were computed with the continuous formu-
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lation. Though the formulation does not give the exact LQC control,

it is felt that the reduced computation involved vas worth the reduced

precision. This computation reduction via the continuous formulation

is due to the necessity to generate a state transition matrix, for the

controller separate from the state transition matrix used in the

Kalman filter. This is necessary because of the augmented state space

used to generate control rate terms in the cost functional. It

was found that to generate the state transition matrix, even though

it was a one time operation, was much less efficient than to generate

the control gains directly from the continuous Riccati equation.

Because of the special estimator form imposed by the decision

process, precomputed Kalman filter gains could not be used. It

was necessary for the estimator therefore to be computed “on—line”.

By using the discrete formulation, “on—line” computation can be

reduced since integration can be replaced by multiplication using

the state transition matrix. Therefore the discrete ICalman filter

formulation was used for the estimation task.

Initial conditions are

P(t0) P0 (3—25)

— (3—26)

From Equations (3—15) to (3—26) ECt) and G(t) are specified

as in Chapter II and the state transition matrix ‘(ti, t 1_1) is

determined from A(t) which is also specified in Chapter II. An
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elaboration of the actual state transition matrix determination is given

in Appendix 1. The ~u(t) term is the control computed at the last compu-

tation time and is assumed constant between control computation times.

is the actual measurement available at time t~~.

At t ime point, three matrices are left to be determined, Q(t), R(t~),

and C(x, ti). It is necessary to note that the conditioning on the state,

x, implies conditioning on the decision process. This aspect viii be

discussed later. The Q(t) and R(t~) matrices are matrices consisting of

parameters for this system; however, as in the case of the controller, some

guidelines are available.

The Q(t) matrix is assumed diagonal for this problem, an assumption

generally made unless some specific problem insight is available that

suggest non—diagonal terms. This matrix, once specified, will be assumed

constant and therefore time—invariant for the problem. The diagonal terms

for the Q matrix correspond to the expected value of the square of the

respective error States, as given Equation (3—19). These values were

determined by author experience and APM 51—37.

A similar process was used for deterining the values of R(t~). The

matrix was assumed diagonal, and the individual values were determined by

taking the expectation of the square of the measurement errors, Because

the measurements involve a human operator as the measuring device, it is

impossible to predict these errors with complete accuracy. The prediction

was therefore done using personal experience and guidelines presented in

human operator literature. (Ref 2,24) R(t~) will be time—varying due to

the C(x, t~~) variations described next.
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At this point in time the measurements that the pilot

samples in the aircraft as well as the method the pilot uses to

process those measurements is not well defined. For the purposes

of this research, these measurements will be divided into three

groups: direct visual, peripheral visual, and secondary.

Extensive research is being accomplished in each of the

three groups to define the pilot measurement process further.

Curry and Young are developing sensor models for a number of the

secondary sensors. Their work involves modeling the vestibular

sensors, but presently does not include the processing of those

sensors’ outputs. (Ref 19) Peripheral visual experimentation has

resulted in answers to some generally applicable questions, but little

work on a peripheral visual sensor model has been accomplished.

(Ref 19) Some experimentation has been accomplished on the visual

system which has resulted in definition of human thresholds of visual

perception, as well as information on human scanning characteristics.

(Ref 2)

Using this research and the structure imposed by the human

operator assumptions in the introduction as background, a method for

arriving at an estimate of the error states was formulated. This

formulation was based upon the assumption that an output from the

decision process would specify the channel receiving the attention at

a specific time. The channels for consideration are altitude, airspeed,

pitch, roll, and heading. Most of these channels translate into die—

tinct observations of flight instruments, the exception being roll
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and pitch. These channels are displayed on the same instrument, but

measurements are read from separate indices on that instrument, which

preserves the individual measurement identity. Therefore, though the

decision process is assumed to output attention and not eye position,

a correlation is apparent. This fact is also used to aid in parameter

determination in the decision process, an aspect discussed in the next

chapter.

This correlation is also used in the definition of the observa-

tion matrices, Cj(x
~~

ti) (j — R,P,H,V,A). The R,P,R,V and A correspond

‘I 
to the matrices where roll, pitch, heading, velocity, and altitude

are available, and those matrices are defined below. As it is assumed

that full attention cannot be given to all channels equally, and the

decision process outputs the attention channel, that channel will also

be the observed channel . The physical measurements that correspond to

each attention or observation channel are

altitude — altitude indication

pitch — pitch angle, pitch angle rate indications

roll — roll angle, roll angle rate indications

heading — heading angle indication

airspeed — airspeed indication

These measurements were used because of the trajectory chosen. In

that trajectory it was felt that aircraft orientation was the crucial

aspect to the pilot, therefore pitch and roll had not only angles, but

also angle rates. It is expected that rate information could be

necessary on altitude, heading, and/or airspeed depending upon the

specific trajectory chosen. The next step is to define the Cj(z,,t~)
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matrix functionally for the above physical measurements. There is a

one—to—one correspondence between states and measurements on all the

values exdept airspeed and rates, and the airspeed measurement is

defined by Equation (3—12). Since for this trajectory, roll angle and

pitch angle are small, pitch angle rate and roll angle rate correspond

respectively to states Q and P.
Identifying these direct visual channels leaves measurements

in the peripheral visual system and secondary systems to be considered.

Two assumptions are made about these two systems. The first is that

the measurement accuracy of those systems is not as good as the measure-

ment accuracy of the direct visual system. The second assumption is

that the information from these two systems is available at each

discrete time. That is C contains these measurements at each measure-

ment time unlike the visual measurements which are available only

when the particular channel, is receiving attention.

The last assumption, implied in preliminary work by Curry

and Young, is physically appealing from personal experience. (Ref 19)

That assumption is embodied in this research by a grouping of the

secondary systems and the visual peripheral system to provide measure-

ments of lateral and normal accelerations. Prom flight experience,

a continuous measurement of these quantities appears realistic, as

long as the measurements are not considered to be accurate.

An important aspect in defining the above measurements is that

they are at the pilot position and not at the aircraft body axis origin.

This involves a translation from body axis to the pilot position for

‘.78
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the acceleration terms. The perturbation equations for normal and

lateral acceleration errors are given below:

— 3Q+~~!~~~+~~~ 30 +.~ 1~ au (3—27)

3AL — 3u + 3’s, + ~~~ 3w (3-28)
3w

Therefore, five observation matrices have been specified.

Those five are

1. normal and lateral acceleration, pitch, pitch rate; C~(x0~tj)

2. normal and lateral acceleration, roll, roll rate; CR (xo, tj)

3. normal and lateral acceleration, heading; Cu(x0,tj)

4. normal and lateral acceleration, airspeed; Cv(x0,tj)

5. normal and lateral acceleration, altitude; CA (xO,tj)

The decision process specifies the particular matrix, and the

realization of that matrix is the Cj  (x, , t1) matrix to be used in the

update equations. The appropriate R~ (t~) must be used in conjunction

with Cj (x. , t1) to assure that the measurements are aligned with their

associated noises. It is important to note that these matrices, R~(t~)

and Cf x, , t1) are considered fixed for each decision, that is they only

vary because the decision outcome has changed them from one representa—

tion to another, or because the Cj(. .) matrix is a function of the

nominal trajectory.
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The pilot model has now been specified except for the

decision process. For completeness it should be noted that other

mechanizations of the C matrix are available. One mechanization

which was considered was to specify the C matrices and corresponding

R matrices as above but allow those matrices to cycle rather than

be chosen by a decision process. This method was not chosen

because it would not allow the human operator to dwell on an instru-

ment which displays Information which requires attention.

At this point by the mechanization chosen the only restriction

on that process is that it produce a decision for emphasis on one

of the five possible channels — pit ch, roll , heading, airspeed , or

altitude. Because of the implementation considered in this research,

this one decision then specifies attention position, control position,

arid eye position. An mentioned earlier it would not be difficult

to expand the mechanization to a separate decision process for each,

but because of the added complexity, and the lack of empirical data

to define this expansion , only the one—decision case was used.
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CBAPTER IV

THE DECISION PROCESS

In the preceding chapter , the approach used for both the controller

and the estimator assumed the existence of a decision process. The sub-

stance of the decision process vas not specified, but the output of the

process was required to be the channel of control and attention that

required emphasis.

Figure 10 amplifies the decision process portion of Figure 2. This

Figure displays each of the individual elements of the decision process

addressed in this chapter, and the interrelationships Some examination

of that interriationship is necessary for this diagram.

The decision process outputs a specific decision (j) from the set

(P, R, A, H, V) i.e., (Pitch, Roll, Altitude, Heading, Velocity).

This decision sets the control gain matrix F~ and the observation matrix

— pair (C~~ Ri
). These realizations allow computation of the Kalman Pilter/

controller combination.

The inputs to the decision process are the nominal trajectory ~~.(t)

and the delayed aircraft states ~ (t — r), both defined in Figure 2. Each

of the other elements will be defined later in the chapter, but a short

discussion of these elements here should help understand that definition.

The nominal trajectory defines the higher order decisions which in turn

sets the thresholds . The nominal traj ectory also specifies the payoff

for being outside threshold.

The payoff for lying within threshold is dependent upon the history

of the past decisions .
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Figure 10

Decision Process Functional
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The last element of the decision process is the set of internal

estimates of the states and their covariance. Input to the Predictor A

which supplies these elements are the delayed state values of Figure 2.

Figure 10 and this discussion should add clarity and coherence to

the succeeding analysis of the decision process.

4.1 DECISION THEORY

In the introduction it was mentioned that five modes of decision

making were evaluated. Two of those modes, dynamic programsing and

the Jaffer and Gupta approach, were examined but not used. (Ref 65, 35)

The third mode, Bayesian decision function theory, was selected as the

basis for the decision necessary in this research. (Ref 56) As

explained in the introduction, this was because of its computational

feasibility and problem adaptability.

The two other approaches considered, a cueing approach used

by both Pollard and Onstatt and a fuzzy set approach examined by

Jam were to have limited use in formulating the decisions in this

research. (Ref 58, 56, 36) The fuzzy set approach can be used

when no definite measure of probability is available for decision

determination. This approach requires general descriptors such as

poor, fair, or good of the possibility of occurrence of states of

nature in a decision process in lieu of a probability of occurence.

(Ref 36) This process lends itself to higher order decisions that

will be discussed later in this chapter.
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The cueing approach taken by Pollard considers the length of

time since a channel was last attended and the deviation of each

channel from the nominal. Though the cue method was not employed in

this research, Pollard ’s work provided some of the concepts used in

the Bayesian approach. Those concepts will be detailed later.

As mentioned earlier, one purpose for imposing a mathematical

model structure that closely aligns with the physical system is to

aid in parameter identification in the mathematical mode. For this

purpose, informal research was conducted into the structure of the

decision process employed by the pilot. This research included

conversations with numerous pilots as veil as a thorough examination

of the manuals that govern the training for and the grading criteria

applied to maneuver accomplishment. An important result of this

research was that in almost eyery case a hierarchal structure was

identified. The hierarchy can be traced backward to the decision

to get into the aircraft, on one extreme, and forward to the channel

to be controlled, on the other.

42 HIGHER ORDER DECISION S

For the pilot modeling task considered , that research led to

a two—step decision process. The first step of the process is to

determine the function the aircraft is performing. Possible functions

are:

1) Take—off and climbout

2) Enroute

L I ~~ .
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3) Air—to—air encounter

4) Air—to—ground encounter

5) Air drop (munitions or cargo)

6) Descent

7) Approach

8) Landing

Once the function determination is made the next step is to

determine the channel to which attention and control are directed.

The possible decision channels are pitch, roll, heading, airup~~c ,

and altitude.

The specification of this tiered decision approach, with the

function decision necessary before the channel decision, allows

the structure suggested by most pilots and specified by regulation.

This structure demands more accuracy for particular channels in some

phases of flight and less accuracy for those channels in other

phases. An excellent example of this is the contrast between the

crosstrack requirements in the enroute flight function and the

crosstrack requirements in the approach function. Because high

altitude airways are generally 10 miles wide in the enroute function,

precision is not necessary. In the approach phase, assuming that

the instrument land ing system is used , the crosstrack precision must -

be considerably less than 100 feet whea under 500 feet in altitude.

The above example demonstrates the necessity for identifying

the flight function in order to specify tolerances. If this function

decision were to be used in the mechanization, the fuzzy set approach
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would be an excellent vehicle for instituting that decision. In this

research all the higher order decisions are considered fixed by the

selection of a trajectory which would be considered of an air—to—air

type. If a generalization of this or a like problem was desired

for higher order decisions, the fuzzy set approach would be the means

chosen to implement those decisions.

The flight functions in the higher order case can be considered

as Bets such that the boundaries between the functions are not dis-

tinctly defined, a condition that readily leads to the fuzzy set

approach. An example of this is that by separating the possible func-

tions into sets such as air—to—air , air—to—ground , air refueling,

enroute navigation, and terminal navigation sets, indistinct boundaries

related to states can be identified for each set. A combination of

fuzzy set theory and physical system understanding can then be

employed to establish a measure that will identify the Set most

likely in use by the pilot. After this measure is applied at each

time, t~~, the flight function most likely being used by the pilot

is identified.

Once the function decision has been made, the channel decision

becomes realizable. As mentioned, the Bayesian decision function

was chosen as the means of generating the appropriate decision.

In the following explanation, the structure of that decision process

will be defined , and the individual elements of the structure will

be specified.
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4.3 BAYESIAN DECISION FUNCTION APPROACH

The structure of the decision process can best be defined by

a decision tree, a mechanism used extensively in the decision theory
literature. (Ref 70) This tree is given in Figure 11.

4.3.1 Decision Space

The set of possible occurrences, the state space of the
decision process, is defined as

0 -  [e~~ ep~~e0~~e .e] (4-i)

where

— [ORO ~Rl] (4-2)

— [ern. Opi] (43)

- [0HO ~~i] 
.

ev — [e~ e~~] (4—5)

- [OAO , 0A l]  - (4-6)
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DECISION TREE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0R1

8R0
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epi

0
ap P0

H Hi

aA ::: L
evo
0Al

0A0

R 
is the roll state space, O~, is the pitch state space, (~

is the heading state space , 0~ is the airspeed state space and

is the altitude state space. The first state in ear-h set refers to

that portion of the state space below a specified threshold, the

second state is that portion of the state space above the specif ied
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threshold. For example, e~0 refers to the roil state in which the

roll channel error is below a specified roll threshold. refers

to the roll state where the roll channel error is above that specific

roll threshold.

4.3.2 Possible Decisions

The set of possible decisions, the decision space of the

decision process, is defined as

A 
~ [aR~ 

a , 
~~ ~~ 

a
Al

where aR 
refers to the de1ision to control roll, a~ to the decision

to control pitch, aH to the decision to control heading, a~ 
to

the decision to control airspeed, and aA to the decision to control

altitude. When the state space is coupled with a decision, a measure

of benefit to the decision maker can be hypothesized. For instance,

• given that the decision was made to control pitch, the benefit or

payoff of lying within the tolerance threshold for pitch would be

substantial, whereas the benefit for not being within the tolerance

threshold for pitch would be slight. An alternate representation

would be to allow negative payoffs, however as specified in (4—8)

negatives will not be allowed.

4.3.3 Payoff Function

The mathematical definition of this payoff function is

ujj (i — R,P,H,v,A; 3 0,1)

This function specifies a positive real number to correspond with

each action a~EA and each state 0~~t8 . This function is defined by
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u: A x 0 + R+ - (4—8)

The numerical evaluation of this function is generally

subjective. (Ref 70) For the decision process employed in this work,

the evaluations of the payoff function will be partially subjective,

because the experimental research literature on human operator measure-

ment choice between aircraft instruments yields no usable information.

The objective feature of this decision process is based on results on

average and minimum Instrument dwell times. Using this information,

the payoff functions at any time t~ specify the exact instrument

and control attended. When each attention position is noted

over the total problem time, it is possible to calculate the average

dwell times and the minimum dwell time and assure these values are

consistent with previous research. No attempt will be made to match

a specific attention pattern, because previous research implies that,

unless an unusual event such as an engine failure occurs, attention

patterns are unlikely to display repeatability.

4.3.4 Probability Function

The final requirement for the formal structure is a probability

function p(.), where p(.) is the probability that the state ~~ occurs.

The requirements for p (S) are, for

01 — ~~~ o~]

that

a) p(8~~), p(e~~) ~ 0 (4—10)

b) p(030) + p( 0
31

) — 1 (4—11)

-
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The quadruplet ~~ . p) is defined to be a single—stage

decision process. The Ba: - - ‘  decision function approach involves

a mapping of the quadruplet into the positive reals.

This function uses probabilities to weight the state payoffs.

The payoff for being within threshold is multiplied by the probability

of being within threshold; the resultant reduced payoff accounts for

the fact that it is not certain that that payoff is realized . The

same multiplication (payoff times probability) is performed for not

being within threshold. Adding the two products produces a revised

cumulative payoff for the state. This process is the Bayesian decision

function approach; it yields the following payoffs, L1, for each

decision:

— u(aR, O~~) p(O1~ ) + u(a.g, 0Rl~ 
p(O~~) (4—12)

L — u(a1,~0~0) ~
(e~0

) + u(a~. e~1) ~ (O~1
) (4—13)

L3 — u(aH, O~~
) p(0~~) + u(a.d, O~~

) 
~~
°Hl~ 

(4—14)

L4 u(a~ ,O )  p (O ) + u(a.~,, 0~~) p(8 ) (4—15)

L5 — u(aA,OAO) p (O
~~) + u(aA, °Al~ 

p(O~~) (4—16)

4.3.5 Payoff Functions

As the final step, a comparison of L1
t s is necessary to deter-

mine which has the largest value or payoff. The decision that corres—
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ponds to the largest value is then chosen as the decision to be

conveyed to the estimator and the controller for the required

structure specification of each.

The above approach satisfies the mathematical requirements

for the Bayesian decision function method. The appropriate structure

is therefore set; the individual parameters must now be identified.

Because the structure was chosen to correspond closely to the actual

decisions made by the human operator, physical interpretations will

be used to identify some model parameters. Some of these physical

interpretations are very similar to those employed by Pollard and

Onstatt, and to a degree account for a cueing process employed by

each. (Ref 56, 58)

4.4 DECISION REALIZATION

The parameters yet to be specified are p(.) and u(.,.), and the

thresholds described later which determine p(.). The appropriate

probabilities are the probability that a channel is within threshold

p(0~~) or that it is out of threshold ~(O~1). The threshold required

is a parameter for the problem and will be varied in two ways. The

first way that the threshold can be varied is by the type of instru-

ment that displays that threshold to the pilot. The reason for this

variation is evident: if the pilot can visually detect a one—degree

variation in pitch on one type of instrument but can see only a two-

degree variation in pitch on another similar instrument, his error

threshold will be greater for the second. The second determinant

of threshold is the flight fwiction effect noted earlier. Because
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the air—to—air flight function is the only function to be

considered for this discussion, it is assumed that the trajectory

errors the pilot will accept before he responds are constant for

this problem.

It is important to note at this point that though the thresholds

are considered parameters of this system, some information is

available to aid in their determination. With no indifference on

the part of the pilot considered these thresholds correspond to

visual perception thresholds, a quantity well defined once given a

specific instrument and a specific distance for that instrument

from the viewer. In this problem no added error is assumed for

indifference because the urgency of the air—to—air function suggests

that once an error is identified, it will be acted upon. (Ref 34)

One factor not considered but deemed necessary for further model

usage is peripheral vision thresholds. As pertinent literature

was not found dealing with thresholds for subjects who were not

viewing the instrument in direct vision, only the direct vision

thresholds were used. Experimentation in this area would enhance

model applicability.

Once the thresholds are determined, considering instrument

distance and instrument size for each channel, the probability of

each state can be determined. This is done using both the predeter-

mined threshold and the Kalman filter statistics for the states

corresponding to each channel . It is important to note that

the channels that have corresponding error states are roll angle,

pitch angle, heading angle and altitude. Airspeed, however,
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is not one state, but a combination of three states. To simplify

this variable, it is assumed that the major contribution of airspeed is

from the body x—axis velocity. The statistics of this velocity will

therefore define the airspeed channel error state. Therefore, error—

state means and error—state standard deviations are available for each

of the above channels from the Kalman filter conditional density functions.

Figure 12 illustrates the appropriate probability determination.

It is necessary at this point to explain one aspect of the Predictor

A — decision process link. That aspect is that Predictor A outputs a

conditional probability density function, that is a probability density

function conditioned on measurements history, control history , and in

this forced separation case , past decisions . Therefore in the decision

process , p( .)  are conditional probabilities that the state is either not in

or in threshold . This conditional nature is consistent with the mathe-

matical probability definition necessary for the decision process, and

adds physical significance to the process. This is due to the fact

that the payoffs used are also conditioned on the past problem history

and therefore the definition of the probability applied to those payoffs

is consistent with the payoff definition.
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is not one state, but a combination of three states. To simplify

this variable, it is assumed that the major contribution of airspeed

is from the body x—axis velocity. The statistics of this velocity

will therefore define the airspeed channel error state. Therefore,

error—state means and error—state standard deviations are available

for each of the above channels from the Kalman filter conditional

density functions. Figure 11 illustrates the appropriate probability

determination.

It is necessary at this point to explain one aspect of the

Kalman filter estimate — decision process link. That aspect is that

the ICalnian filter outputs a conditional probability density function,

that is a probability density function conditioned on measurements

history, control history, and in this forced separation case , past

decisions. Therefore in the decision process,p(.) are conditional

probabilities that the state is either in or not in threshold. This

conditional nature is consistent with the mathematical probability

definition necessary for the decision process, and adds physical

significance to the process. This is due to the fact that the

payoffs used are also conditioned on the past problem history and

therefore the definition of the probability applied to those payoffs

is consistent with the payoff definition.
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By bracketing the nominal trajectory, or the zero error state,

for each channel with both a plus and a minus threshold for that

channel, the area under the probability density function between the

two thresholds can be determined. This area corresponds to the

probability that a specific channel’s error state lies within the

threshold. By subtracting that probability from 1, the probability

that that channel’s error state lies outside the threshold is also

determined. In the above case in which the Kalman filter supplies

the density function, the evaluation can be simplified, because the

stochastic processes are Gaussian. This allows one to look up the

values in a precomputed table rather than determining them from on-

line integrations to yield area under the density function.

With the method for probability determination specified,

only the payoff functions which aid in defining the specific

decision are yet to be determined. To def ine these payoff functions,

physical aspects of the actual pilot decision were investigated.

Some gross aspects such as average dwell time and minimum dwell time

will be determined as noted earlier, with a final “tune” once model

parameters are set. The specific decision to be made is now considered.

From Pollard ’s work, it was determined that the length of time since

attention was given to a specific channel was one consideration in

the decision process. Another consideration identified was a

preference on the pilot’s part for specific attentions during specific

maneuvers. This preference is also apparent from the Air Force Manual

51—37, which defines each maneuver. The third aspect accounted for
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in the decision process is the time between successive decisions.

This aspect was identified by Machuca and Lind, and data from their

report were used as the basis for making the decision process output

coincide with an average 0.2 seconds between decision changes. This

average dwell time was indicated in their work as an appropriate

attention span for the type of trajectories considered in this

research. (Ref 48)

Once the above three aspects are identified as important

entities in the decision process, a method of accounting for those

aspects within the mathematical framework is necessary. Two para-

meters for each channel are left open for this accounting: the payoff

associated with the probability that the channel is within threshold ,

u(.,.0), and the payoff associated with the probability that the

channel is outside threshold, u(.,.1).

The payoff for the channel being within threshold will be

addressed first. The payoff function used takes into account two

aspects, a specified mean time between attention changes, and a cue

for the channels based upon the time elapsed since attention was last

given to the channel. To display how these aspects are considered,

a demonstration of the determination of u(.,.0) is given.

Consider being at time t1 and that a decision was made one

discrete time period ago at time t1 
— t~t to change attention to channel

1 fro~ channel 5. ~ t is the time between decision options, which is

assumed to be .05 seconds for this example. The rationale for

choosing this time for this research problem will be given in Chapter V.
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Assume channel 2 was last attended 10 seconds ago, channel 3 last

attended 8 seconds ago, and channel 4 last atteaded 3 seconds ago.

At this point assume that, at the first time interval after decision

change, the payoff value for each channel is

TABLE I

Payoff Function for Lying Within Threshold

Channel u(~ , •O)

Channel 1 6

Channel 2 4

Channel 3 3

Channel 4 2

Channel 5 1

There is considerable subjectivity in the choice of these

values, however some considerations identified below, aid in their

choice. Integers were chosen for these values for ease in manipu—

lation. The value 1 was chosen as the base integer to keep the integers

as small as possible. Considerations such as these could pay bene—

fits by allowing integer arithmetic in the decision process determina—

tion. Integer computation is one of the fastest available on present

computers.

There are two basic aspects inherent in this set of numbers,

the sequencing and the relative magnitudes. The first aspect, the

sequencing for all except the present decision, is dependent on time
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since last attended, with t. -- longest time taking the 4 value and

the shortest time taking the 1 value. These values are realized

at .05 seconds after the decision is made, and the values of the

channels not receiving attention, the last four values, 1, 2, 3,

and 4, are incremented by .5 each succeeding .05 seconds until a

decision change occurs. Therefore, for the first .25 seconds,

the present decision would have the largest payoff value. This also

coincides with the dwell time previously considered. By having

the last four numbers initially 4,3,2,1, it is still possible to

have the channel corresponding to 1 display the highest output value

of L by having its associated probability be four times as great as

the channel associated with the four. This aspect allows decision

states that have a high probability of realization to be chosen, even

though the payoff for those decision states is low. This provides

quick attention to error states that are rapidly increasing, an

aspect considered essential for the human operator model. By having

the sequence as above, when the out—of—threshold probabilities are

low the relative magnitudes are far enough apart to keep the filter

from sequencing at each decision time, yet close enough that if one

channel is far above threshold, it will draw the focus of attention.

The 0.5 value added at each 0.05 seconds can be altered

to change the average dwell time on a decision. By decreasing that

value, the average dwell time becomes longer and by increasing that

value, the average dwell time becomes shorter. This aspect was

found during tuning runs of the simulation where average dwell times
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were changed from .1 seconds to .3 seconds. To demonstrate the

sequencing, after one half second (ten sample—times separated by

.05 see), assuming no change in attention position, the u(a3,O~~)

value for each channel would be as follows:

TABLE II

Payoff Function for Lying Within

Threshold After .5 Seconds

Channel u(’.o)

Channel 1 6

Channel 2 9

Channel 3 8

Channel 4 7

Channel 5 6

Thus, if the attention has just shifted from that described in the

:- example of Table I, the scheme assigns the highest payoff for being

-

- 
- within threshold to the channel that receives the attention. If the

attention has been on one channel for some tins, the method g-ives

the highest payoff to the channel which has not received attention

for the longest time (as shown by the 9 on Channel 2 in Table II).

Each time the attention shifts, the numbers initialize to the first

set 6,4,3,2,1, with only the channel ordering changing.

The payoff for being outside threshold, u(.,.1) is the next

parameter to be considered. As referenced earlier, there is a
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distinct preference by pilots for specific attention patterns for

particular maneuvers. (Ref 48) To convey this preference in the air—

to—air function, the following table was formulated. It is considered

necessary to have an individual table for each flight function.

TABLE III

Payoff Function for Lying Outside Threshold

u(a,ea)

Straight Change Change Change Change in
a and in in in Pitch and

Level Airspeed Pitch Roll Roll

PITCH 5 5 3 1 2

ROLL 1 1 2 2 1

HEADING 4 4 1 0 0

AIRSPEED 2 2 0 0 0

ALTITUDE 3 3 0 0 3

The table lists the channels from 5, most likely to hold

attention, to 1, least likely to hold attention. The zeros indicate

that there is no desire to attend to those channels during the maneuver

specified. The maneuvers specified are considered comprehensive for

the air—to—air task. Important aspects of the air—to—air task

deal with orientation information since it is felt the pilot will

fly a predetermined trajectory to achieve the desired orientation.

This corresponds to the control philosophy that requires the pilot to

have an idea of both trajectory and final time.

L ~~~~~~~~~ - -_  ::
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When Table III is entered with the maneuver desired, the

payoffs for being outside threshold in each channel are determined.

These payoffs are considered constant for the maneuver. They can

change with time, since choice of maneuvers can vary, but they will

be invariant between two samples of the same maneuver.

As the nominal trajectory is necessary for the approach in

this research, no decision is required to specify the maneuver with

which to enter Table III. That maneuver is apparent when the nominal

trajectory, available apriori, is investigated. Theref ore Table I

can be entered before each decision is made, and the required set

of weightings determined.

At this point the parameters of the decision process are

defined. Those parameters are divided into two categories: those

apparent when the appropriate channels are within measurement thres—

holds, and those apparent when the appropriate channels are not within

the thresholds. The parameter apparent when the channels are within

the thresholds is a parameter representing a cue for attention

currency. The parameter taken into account when the measurements

are out of threshold accounts for pilot preference for that particular

channel during a specific maneuver. The effects of the magnitudes of

each of these parameters when their time histories are considered,

combine to duplicate the empirical average and empirical minimum dwell

times. When the scenario is restricted to air—to—air, the above set

of considerations and the proposed framework allows the parameter

freedom and physical correlation to define the pilot decision task.
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The next chapter addresses the simulation construction and

discusses the parameter freedom inherent in the human operator model.

Each set of parameters will be considered, and a specif ic method

for numerical definition of that set will be outlined .
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CHAPTER V

SIMULATION

5.1 GENERAL 
1 

-

With the structure of the estimator, the controller , and

the decision process specified, it next becomes necessary to evaluate —

the perfo rmance of the total system. Because of the size and the

nonlinear proper ties of the system , a Monte Carlo simulation is the

most prac ticable mode of analysis available , hence the mode chosen.

Because this choice entails ex tensive compu ter resources , other

options were investigated before this commitment was made. These

options involved using a covariance analysis with or in lieu of

the Monte Carlo analysis. In each case examined, it would have been

necessary to linear ize either the decision process or the airc raf t

- 
• model or both to make use of the easier covariance analysis, and

this type problem alteration was counter to the goals of this

research . This chapter defines those research goals in terms of

the simulation. Once this definition has been established,

Appendix I outlines an algorithm for implementing the Monte Carlo

analysis.

5.2 LONGITUDINAL AXIS SIMULATION -

Because of the decision to implement a Monte Carlo analysis

and the resources necessary for this analysis, a careful investiga-

tion was made of the purpose of the example problem. This analysis
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led to four desired objectives :

1. The example problem would utilize the entire aircraft control

system and equations of motion as represented in Chapter II.

2. Using this entire system a realistic problem would be investi-

gated to display the useful and general nature of the model.

3. A demonstration of the decision process and the controller

derived using this process is necessary.

4. A demonstration of the stability of this structure is necessary.

This demonstration is in lieu of a mathematical proof of stability

which, because of the size and stochastic nonlinear structure of the

system, is not considered plausible at this time. Some work is being

done in robustness and stability of nonlinear stochastic controllers,

however, extension of this work has not yet been made to a controller

of the structure proposed in this research (Ref 62, 63) The first two

objectives and a portion of the third can be accomplished using the

constructed controller operating on the mathematical representation of

the entire aircraf t, and a careful explanation of this simulation is

given later in this section.

However, because of the size of the entire aircraf t problem, and

the computer resources necessary for a lengthy run of the problem, it

was determined that a reasonable demonstration of the stability would

not be feasible. Therefore to present a demonstration of the stability

and to further display the decision process, a reduced order problem was

investigated. The succeeding discussion will only provide the detail to

allow the reader to reconstruct this simulation. The next section will

define the methodology for deriving the full order simulation, the area

where this work is considered to have the most useful application.
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The reduced order problem investigates only the longitudinal

axis of Figure 3 as shown in Figure 55. The noises used to display

errors in the longitudinal axis of the aircraf t control system

were used with the same strengths in the reduced order problem as

in the total aircraft model specified in Appendix 6.

To isolate the longitudinal axis the following assumptions

were made :

1. Aircraft body y—axis velocity V=O.

2. Roll angle, 4,, and yaw angle, 4,, both zero.

3. Moments about body x axis, P, and z axis, R, are zero.

This reduces the aircraft equations of motion to six including

equations for U, W, S
~
, S2’ 

Q, and 0.

Combining these with the seven equations available f rom

Figure j~3 gives the aircraf t equations used for the reduced order

investigation. The next equations necessary for the subproblem

are equations necessary for the controller. The linearized

equations used for the controller are those of Appendix 3 with the

control equations and assumptions cited above.

Two controls were assumed available to the pilot, the

throttle for airspeed, and longitudinal stick for pitch. Two obser-

vation sets were available to the pilot; the first associated with

the throttle or airspeed control was

1. Thrust

2. Normal acceleration

- 

3. x and z body ax is velocities U, W
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and the second associated with pitch control was

1. Longitudinal stick

2. Pitch angle

3. Pitch angle rate

4. Normal acceleration

These sets were used as specified in Chapter V.

This specifies the A, B, and C matrix of (3—1) and (3—2). The

C matrix is given by Figure 51 and the assumption that light turbu-

lence is present as specified earlier. With this definition, the

aircraf t nonlinear model , and the linearization necessary for the

estimator and predictor can be readily accomplished . To define

the controller the controlled variables defined by the D matrix of

Equation (3—3) are necessary . For this subproblem those variables

are : thrust, longitudinal stick position, elevator position ,

x and ~ body axis velocities, U and W ; and pitch angle and pitch

angle rate. The last definition necessary is that of the decision

process. For that process since only two controls are assumed in

this subproblem, only two Bayesian decision functions are necessary:

L1s u(a~,Op0) P (O
~~) + u(a~~6~1

) P (0~~) (5—1)

L2s — u(a.~p O~0) P (O~~) + u(a.~,O~ 1
) P (0~~) (5—2 )

where thee ~ ~ 1 are subscripts as defined in Chapter IV. The,. , ,
payoff functions are defined as follows :
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a) The u(a ,O~~ ) of the channel being controlled is given

the value 8. The u(a ,O o
) of the channel not being controlled is,

on the change from being con trolled to no t being controlled , assigned

1. This is incremented by 1 each .05 seconds so that at .4 seconds

the two payoff functions are equal.

b) The u(a ,0 1
) of the pitch channel is assigned the

value 2 and the airspeed channel is assigned the value 1. This

corresponds with the pilot emphasis on pitch during a maneuver

such as that chosen for this demonstration. That maneuver is

basically a perfect loop with the uncoupling assumptions discussed

earlier. These values correspond to Table I values when no roll

is -present.

With the decision process outlined , only the parameters

of the model ; the controller , the Kalman f ilter , the predictor ,

and the decision process are required to define the simulation.

This information is contained in Appendix 6 along with the parameters

used in the entire aircraft problem.

5.3 FULL AIRCRAFT SIMULATION

The next aspect considered is the entire aircraft simulation.

This discussion emphasizes the entire methodology for constructing

this entire aircraft simulation . This approach was taken because it

is felt that one of the strengths of the method lies in its ability

to address full scale problems. Therefore a comprehensive dis-

cussion of the full scale problem and what is demonstrated by the

full scale problem is both necessary and desirable.
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5.3.1 Trajectory

The first step in constructing this simulation is determining

an appropriate trajectory. That determination must be made in order

to specify A(t) needed for the perturbation methods employed and

in order to specify the outerloop needed for the decision process.

To select the most appropriate trajectory, the specific problem

must be considered. As one research goal was to investigate regions

of the flight regime in which nonlinearities are very significant,

a trajectory in this region is necessary. To enhance problem validity

a second requisite, that the trajectory lie in a realistic segment

of the f light regime , must also be met.

With these general guidelines for trajectory determination

in mind, available sources were examined to specify the trajectory

to be used in this research more completely. Examining previous

experiments in the field of attention led to Allen and Clement ’s

research. In their work a primary and a secondary task were used ,

with the subjects aware of the difference in task Importance. The

difficulty was varied in each of the individual tasks, and each

subject’s response, was recorded. The minimum recorded dwell time of

the subject on the primary task was .2 seconds. (Ref 2)

With this as a basis, in this research where two tasks of

equal importance are used, and a trajectory is constructed so that

the human operator is concentrating his full attention on the task,

a minimum dwell time of somewhat less than .2 seconds, and the

average of about .2 seconds appears resonable. This decrease in

dwell time is attributed to the importance of the tasks that the
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human operator is performing . In the experiment conducted by

Allen and Clement, the two tasks given each subject to measure his

dwell time were artificial, and the test subjects were instructed

that one task was of primary importance, and the other of secondary

importance. (Ref 2) The secondary task was only to be given time

not needed for the primary task. In the trajectory considered in

this research , the human operator has definite tasks, with the

importance of each equal and linked to maneuver accomplishment. It

is felt that having a definite motivation and goal, as is the case

in this research , would account fo r a reduced average dwell time

and a reduced minimum dwell time. A similar reduction is apparent $
from flight experience when contrasting landing approach flying to

cruise flying. Much more attention is devoted to the landing approach ,

than is devoted to normal cruise. This increased attention is also

apparent in the pilot ’s instrument crosscheck, which is much more

intense during landing approach.

By using this information, it is now possible to define the

trajectory further. For this definition, the use of .2 seconds as

an average dwell time, and the desire that a minimum of two attention

shifts be expected per run, indicate that the minimum run time should

be .5 seconds. Because of the computer costs, mostly attributed to

the integration encountered in exercising this problem simulation,

this minimum value of .5 seconds for the trajectory run was chosen.

The duration of the trajectory is not the only essential

element in computer time costs; the number of intervals into which

ill
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the duration is segmented is also a factor. In their analysis

to determine digital flight control update rates for the P-4 (an

aircraft comparable to the one used in this research), Honeywell

determined that 80 updates per second were necessary to describe

the aircraft adequately during maneuvering flight. (Ref 43)

According to this data, if the most highly varying dynamics were

used, about 40 intervals would be necessary for a half—second flight.

This Honeywell analysis was based on a simple integration scheme

that had no corrector capability. Because this integration scheme

used herein was a fourth—order predictor—corrector , it is felt that

part of the high update rate effect can be absorbed in the better

integration routine, and therefore 20 cycles per second was chosen

as the problem update rate.

The last factor that entered into the trajectory decision

is displayed by Table 1 in Chapter 4. That table shows that in some

flight phases, some control elements are considered not essential

because of pilot experience or prior training. This aspect of the

decision process can be used to control the computer time needed ;

as is evident in the table, only three controls need be emphasized

in some flight phases.

To satisfy all the enumerated specifications and to take

advantage of the above specific problem aspects, a climbing right

turn much like that used in the initiation of a cloverleaf was chosen

as the trajectory for consideration. This turn was made at 15,000

feet and Mach 0.9. The pitch rate for the maneuver was approximately
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.02 radians per second , and the roll rate was approximately .2 radians

per second. These rates are fast enough that the cross—coupling

terms in the equations of motion are a factor. This was demonstrated

by the fact that the variations in the A(t) matrix in some cases were

a factor of 1000 over the .5 second trajectory .

With the trajectory specified above, and the simulation

methodology specified in Appendix 1, the final simulation step is to

outline the procedures used to set the parameters to values that

would produce a logical problem flow and would assure that previous

empirical data relative to the problem was not violated. For this

purpose a parameter variation analysis was accomplished.

5.3.2 Analysis of Parameter Variations

During the parameter variation analysis, the model variables

were identified and partitioned into three categories : the decision

process variables, the estimation process variables, and the control

process variables. After this categorization it becomes important

to examine each set of variables or parameters for its impact on

problem results. A substantial number of parameters are inherent

in the model. If it were not possible to prespecify some parameters

and present a methodology for determining the remaining ones, the

model complexity would undoubtedly frustrate possible users. To

avoid this frustration and to provide this parameter specification,

consider first the estimation parameters.
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5.3.2.1 Estimation Parameters

In the estimation problem, three sets of parameters are

available, the measurement noise matrix time history R~(t1)~ the

state noise matrix time history, Q(t), and the initial condition

on the covariance matrix, P0. Two aspects of the problem aid in

the specification of these parameters. The first is that the full

set of states and measurements is considered , not just a reduced—

order model. This allows the noise covariance associated with the

full state model to be uti].ized directly without requiring noise

co-variance values to be increased artificially to account for state

reduction. Therefore, as the state noise covariaiices are representa-

tive of only the states considered , and as the trajectories of the

states are known, good estimates of the state noise covariances are

possible.

Two state error driving noises considered to demonstrate

this aspect are sensor errors and gusts. For the determination of

these gust values, AF MIL SPEC 8785B was considered . (Ref 16) Light

turbulence was used at 15000 feet, the run altitude of the trajectory.

Light turbulence was used because if a higher level of turbulence is

encountered , little maneuvering is done. The sensor error values of

the Q matrix associated with gyroscopic errors were obtained through

cross referencing the models in Britting and in Chapter III with

company brochures on gyro performance. (Ref 13, 56)

The other sensor considered is the angle of attack indicator.

By referencing Figure 8, the appropriate standard deviation for a

particular angle of attack was noted. From this observation of
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the angle of attack from the prespecified trajectory information,

the time—varying nature of the Q value associated with the angle of

attack state is established.

The second problem aspect that aids in parameter specifica-

tion involves the initial value for the covariance matrix. Because

of the implementation envisioned , for this time—varying analysis,

this matrix would already be available. This implementation involves

partitioning a general problem into two phases, a phase in which the

prob 1~-in nonlinearities can be neglected , which can be considered

using a e teady state analysis model , and a phase in which the problem

nonlinearities must be considered , using the more extensive model

above. Therefore the initial value of the covariance matrix for

the above analysis would be the final value of the covariance matrix

for the previous segment of the steady state analysis. This method

also assumes that any problem starts with the steady state analysis,

an assumption that matches the pilot practice of getting “set up”

or stabilized before maneuver start. For the trajectory considered ,

P0 
was assumed diagonal since no information was available on the

cross terms, and the diagonal values were set at values considered

reasonable initial variance values for each state.

The final problem aspect that aid s in parameter specification

affects the measurement noise covariances. These direct visual

noises wer e defined earlier as a combination of human perception

error and instrument error. For this research, the human perception

error is considered purely dynamic, except for thresholds which are
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specified directly, and will be represented in the simulation by

the time delay and predictor. The instri.isent error will supply

the value for the measurement noise matrix. The instrument error

values were taken from company specifications on the various visual

instruments, by modeling the errors with white Gaussian or shaped

Gaussian noise.

The non—visual sensor errors are accounted for using

previously established guidelines. The lateral and normal accelera—

tion measurements were considered to have a .1 g standard deviation I 
-

error. This coincides with experimental data on g perception.

(Ref 51)

With the above aspects considered, the estimation process

measurement parameters are specified, and no variation in these

parameters is allowed.

5.3.2.2 Controller Parameters

5.3.2.2.1 General Results

Two things are observed concerning the controller parameters.

The first is that less physical. significance can be attached to

these parameters than to the other parameter sets, and the second

is that extensive work has been accomplished regarding these parameters

in optimal pilot modeling literature. From the discussion in

Chapter III, the methodology for parameter specification is detailed.

To simplify this methodology, the control process is divided

into three sets of parameters , the control weighting. R2, th. state

weightings R3, and the terminal state weightings P1. The interaction
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of these parameters was discussed in Chapter III and in various

references. (Ref 5, 44) This interaction basically requires that,

if an individual diagonal element of the R
2 or R

3 
matrix is increased ,

the increase displays a tendency to maintain the state or control

associated with that diagonal element at a low value. In the same

vein, a high value for an individual diagonal element in P1 displays

a strong desire to make the associated state or control zero at

the final time.

The first determination is made on the control weighting

matrix, R2. This matrix is predetermined by the control lag. The

control problem Riccati solution must be solved iteratively, varying

the respective R2 matrix value, to arrive at the appropriate values

for the control lags. The R
3 
matrix is then set so that control

magnitudes for the initial stages of the problem coincide with control

magnitudes expected for that phase of the trajetory. These magnitudes

have been determined by examining comparable data runs from a like

aircraft simulation on the AFFDL LAMARS (Large Amplitude Multimode

Aerospace Research Simulator) simulator. The Riccati equation is

then taken to st.adv state, and the values of the steady state

solution are examined for irregularities. Some possible irregulari-

ties would be order of magn itude differences in values which should

be comparable, or values either approaching zero or infinity, when

similar state values are remaining constant.

For the sinnilation, this process was altered to simplify

computation. As in the methodology above, the R2 matrix was first
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set to satisfy the desired control lags. Because of the short

trajectory time interval, it was felt that the Riccati control

equation would be in the steady state condition, in an intermedia te

condition, or in the transient condition, so either R
3 or P

1 
would

be superfluous. Individual values in R
3 

or P
1 

were varied , therefore,

to determine sensitivities. Because this analysis showed that, for

this problem, the Riccati solution was insensitive to a wide variation

in the individual diagonal elements of the P1 and R3 
matrices, no

further attempt was made to effect solution changes with those

elements. This insensitivity is felt to be due to the short duration

of the trajectory. With such a short duration , and starting with only

diagonal values of P1, there is not enough time to affect the elements

of the P matrIx, significant for control, with the changes made to the

R
3 

or P
1 
matrices.

This alternate method was used because the computation

required for determining the steady state Riccati solution for an

alteration of each value would be extensive, and if unneeded as

above, too costly. As detailed above , using this method proved

efficient because the results from the runs were insensitive to

both R3 and P~. One possible reason for this insensitivity was

that the Riccati solution lay in the slowly varying range of values,

that is between the steady state value and the final large transient

region. Another reason was that the error states for the altered

parameters were small, and therefore their effect on control was

small. Since the last con trol was applied .05 seconds from the

final problem time, this appears realistic; there is still time for
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the final transient to occur. Therefore, in this region the sensitive

parameters are only the R
2 
matrix values. The preceding discussion

baa detailed general parameter specifications. The specific realiza-

tions used and rational for those realizations are discused next.

When considering the specif ic realiza tions , two other aspects

also affect the problem of selecting values for the P., R2, and

matrices. The first is that, for this research, all are assumed to

be diagonal matrices. This assumption is consistent with Kleinman ’s

work on multiple con trols (Ref 46) ,  and is made with the further

assumption that enough parameter freedom is available with only the

diagonal terms. If enough parameter freedom is not available , of f—

diagonal terms would be considered .

The second aspect is that the R2 , R3, and matrix elements

cannot in general be chosen independently . Therefore a strategy

for setting the relative values is necessary. (Ref 44) This will

assure that when emphasis is necessary on a particular state, such

emphasis can be given by changing the relative weight on that state.

5.3.2.2.2 R
2 Matrix Determination

With the above guidelines and using the procedures described ,

the specification of the initial weightings was made by dividing

each of the squared values of the maximums of the estimated states

and estimated controls by the maximum value anticipated from that

set. The next step was to implement Kleinman’s method for consid ering

the neuromuscular lag. By adding four states to the sys tem , two in

conjunction with the stick, one in conjunction with the rudder, and
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one in conjunction w~th t e  throttle, and substituting those states

for the normal sti k throttle , and rudder inputs in the aircraft

control equations , ~~ - control rates are also weighted. (Ref 10)

By setting each of the derivatives of these states equal to the

negative of the reciprocal of the neuromuscular lag time, multiplied

by each state plus each old control , and by requiring a value in

the gain matrix corresponding with the additional state to take on

a value corresponding to the neuromuscular lag, the control solution

will display the desired neuromuscular lag. (Ref 10) This process

specifies the values in the R2 matrix corresponding to the control

rates. As noted above , the neuromuscular time lag can range from

below .1 seconds to above .4 seconds. When these values are used in

the context of a demanding task it is assumed that the .1 second

value would be applicable. Therefore .1 seconds was chosen as the

appropriate neuromuscular lag when attention was given to that

particular control. Because this investigation is focused on a

highly maneuvering trajectory it is assumed attention will be

substantial on all flight channels. Therefore, .2 seconds was

chosen as the neuromuscular lag when attention is not given to that

particular channel. By altering the diagonal terms of the R2 matrix

in an iterative fashion it was possible to set these lags to .2 for

the controls not emphasized and to .1 for the emphasized controls,

as desired.

Because the trajectory determination had limited the

necessary controls to pitch, roll, and airspeed, only three matrices

- . 120 
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were produced by this process, rather than the five necessary in

the general case. It is felt that this is adequa te exercise for

the concept feasibility demonstration. It is interesting to observe

that the R
2 
roll value obtained by Kleinman in his paper, “A Control

Theoretic Approach to Manned Vehicle Systems Analysis” (Ref 38),

was .00017 , with a resulting lag of .08 seconds, and the R
2 

value

for the roll control in this work was .0005 with a .1 second lag

resulting. It is emphasized that a fourth control, the rudder

control , was considered in this problem and was assumed initially

to have the larger neuromuscular lag time of .2 seconds. This

assumption proved unusable f6r -this problem, in that when this

value was achieved, and the control matrix F°(t) used in the actual

simulation, Step 8 of Appendix I, the resulting control was too

large for the system. It required forces on the rudder in the order

of ten times that which would be expected for a realistic maneuver.

Therefore the neuromuscular lag used for the rudder was iteratively

set to two seconds .

This presents an interesting result since it radically

departs from previously established values. These previously

estab lished values, however , have been eye—hand values, with no

values experimentally determined that required the foot as the

input device. As the rudder requires foot movement, it is felt

that this divergence is acceptable, and probably realistic. The

other aspect that can account for this divergence is that the
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mechanism for sensing the rudder input was the vestibular sensors.

This informat ion is assumed to be noisier than the direct eye

measurements and therefore could account for part of the added

lag t ime .

As a result of the above analysis and computer work, the

three R
2 

matrices derived , each for a specif ic control emphasis,

resulted in neuromuscular lag time constants of .1, .2, .2, and

2.0 seconds. The .1 was associated with the control requiring

emphasis, the two .2 values were associated with the controls not

requiring emphasic , and the 2.0 was associated with the rudders.
- 

5.3.2.2.3 R Matrix Determination

Once the above values were set, a variation in the R3
matrix was investigated. The five states corresponding to the

5 diagonal values of the matrix are pitch , pitch rate, roll , roll

ra te, and airspeed. Each of the R
3 
matrix diagonal values was

varied as follows: with all other values constant , the normalized

individual value was first multiplied by 1,000,000 and run, and then

divided by 1,000 ,000 and run. Smaller intermediate values were

first investigated , however 1,000,000 was chosen because it proved

to be the first value to give a reasonable variation in results.

The baseline values used are given in Appendix 6. Each resulting

F°(t) was then used in determining the time history of controls as

specified in Step 8 of Appendix 1, and the control magnitudes

and the error states were recorded. In each case only minor changes

occurred. In the most severe case, an alteration of a fac tor of

ten occurred. As was expressed previously, it is felt that the
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Riccati equation was not in the steady state mode, so that the

effect was reduced. During this time the transient condition

of the equation is still eviden t but as stead y state is approached

the values start to level off. If the equation were allowed to

run to steady state, then the contributions by the R3 terms would

have time to enter into the cross terms in the P(t) matrix of

Equation (3—7) and an effect would be shown. For this reason,

the high values necessary for R
3 

terms to ef fec t control change

were not used. If the high values were used , and the problem

were allowed to run for a longer time, the control commanded by

the system could be impractical.

5.3.2.2.4 P
1 
Matrix Determination

The next parameters considered were the parameters in the P
1

matrix diagonal. As there were 63 possible choices, one for each

of the 63 state initial conditions, the problem had to be limited .

Also it was concluded using the test runs on the control—weighting

matrix R
3 as a basis, that by “tuning” values from only the R2

matrix a control considered appropriate by any measure could be

attained. For these reasons, two of these parameters were chosen

for a sensitivity analysis. Those parameters are pitch, and pitch

rate terms. These terms were varied both by multiplying the assumed

normalized value by 1000 and by dividing that value by 1000. In

both cases , the control and the state errors were unchanged. This

insensitivity is assumed to be due to the Riccati equation solution

for the problem time lying between steady state and the final large
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transient . If the equation has only started to respond to the final

transient , little effect  f rom P1 should be realized .

With the above analysis complete the parameters of the control

problem are set.

5.3.2.3 Decision Process

The next group of parameters to consider is the set of

decision process parameters. These parameters fall into two groups,

those associated with thresholds and those associated with payoff

functions.

The threshold parameters are specified by perception thresholds, 
- 

-~

specific instrument size, and pilot—to—instrument distance. The

last two are necessary because the perception thresholds are given

in degrees of travel at the human’s eye which corresponds to inches

of travel on the applicable instrument . As previously stated , the

thresholds are assumed the same for direct visual measurements and

the measurements in the peripheral vision. With experimentation

on peripheral cues, that assumption could be modified .

The payoff—function parameters are considered next. For

this analysis, requirements for the decision are examined. The

first requirement is that if one measured value is grossly out of

alignment, it will be attended to; the second is that dwell times,

both average and minimum, must be consisten t with previous experi—

mentation. As the exact instrument sampled at any nominal condition

is not constant between two pilots or even for one pilot on two

separate runs of the same trajectory, an attempt to duplicate a
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specific pattern is not considered meaningful. Therefore, the ad

hoc method described in Chapter IV is used to determine specific

decisions. This method will also produce proper decisions if one

measurement is grossly out of line. The average dwell time and

minimum dwell time information is used after the rest of the problem

parameters are determined to “tune” the payoff function parameters

to proper relative magnitudes. This procedure then specifies the

values for the decision function parameters. -~ 
-

At this point, all parameters either are specified by the

problem or can be determined by the methodology prescribed above.

It has been the intent of this section to provide the information 
-

necessary for a user to adapt the model through parameter variation

to a desired problem. To this end the parameters were segmented

into three categories: estimation process parameters, control

process parameters, and decision process parameters. This breakdown

facilitated identification of the parameter set to vary if a specific

facet of the problem required alteration. The specific variation in

each parameter set was then addressed by detailing the expected

effect of variation and interrelationships excited by a variation.

This methodology allows the user to take advantage of problem under-

standing to identify and alter the proper parameters.

5.4 SUMMARY

This chapter has been devoted to outlining the method for

determining the aspects of the reduced order simulation , and

specifying in detail the salient aspects of the full order. Appendix 1

provides a roadmap of computation necessary for both problems,
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and Appendix 6 provides the parameters necessary for the simulation.

With this understanding, the nex t chap ter de tails the approach

employed to demonstrate the model. 
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CHAPTER VI

DEMONSTRATION

This chapter on demonstration is divided into five sections.

The first section covers the simulation implementation , and the

second covers the longitudinal axis simulation. The third section

addresses the validation of the full order simulation with previously

collected da ta, and the fourth section displays the results and

analysis of the angle of attack example, which is considered to be

one highly lucrative area opened by this research. Finally, the

fifth section comments on model flexibility .

6.1 IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the simulation is included in the

results because the form of the implementation is considered

essential to the validity of the results. Consider the implementation

suggested by Figure 2 in Chapter II. The first essential aspect

of the implementation is the aircraft equation block. By using the

- 
- complete nonlinear equations in this block, an ac-~urate account of

the error states ~5x~ ’s can be computed. An alternate form of the

equations , and one that is much easier to implement , is attained

by replacing the nonlinear equations with the linearized equations.

In that implementation, the question of “small perturbations”

arises. As long as the perturba tions remain “small”, this realiza-

tion is valid. However, because “small” is not defined in a quantitative
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sense, a continuing question exists regarding the validity of the

simulation. The trajectory followed by the linearized equations

could diverge from the traj ectory followed by the nonlinear equations;

no indication of this divergence is possible if the nonlinear equa-

tions are not computed . If this research is used as a design tool,

as proposed, an accurate assessment of errors is essential. By

using the nonlinear equations , this assessment is obtained. A

parallel result is obtained on the validity of the controller . As

the derived controller is a function of the “small perturbation”

assumption, large error state inputs make the controller performance

suspect. By using the nonlinear equations in the simulation , a true

analysis of controller performance is available.

This closely parallels an implementation of this research

which is proposed for a possible autopilot device. Consider the

possibility that a trajectory were derived for a fighter—type

aircraft tha t maximized the probability that a surface—to—air

missile, SAIl, once fired, would miss that aircraft. An automatic

system on the aircraft could be activated to follow that trajectory

once a SAN firing was detected , It is unlikely that the traditional

lateral and longitudinal uncoupled autopilots would display desired

characteristics for this type of situation, as not only pitch , roll ,

and yaw control would be necessary , but also control of inertial

position in time . Therefore , a controller as in Chapter III could

be derived to zero out the errors from this known attitude and

position trajectory. This type of utilization suggests that a course
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somewhat different from this research be used in controller design.

Because of the precision desired in such a trajectory it is

suggested that it is most efficient to use an automatic pilot

rather than allowing a pilot to respond to a specific display.

This automatic pilot would be constrained only by the aircraft

equations of motion, because it would be most efficient to have the

automatic pilot controlling the control surfaces directly, rather

than controlling the surfaces through the control stick. Also, the

automatic pilot would have the benefit of a complete measurement

set within the capab ilities of the onboard sensors . A decision

process might still be used to identify the channel or channels

most in need of control since conflicting control situations can

happen in specif ic instances, and a designated control could then

be selected that would concentrate on these channels. It is felt,

however, that one time—varying set of controller gains could be

attained that would be satisfactory for the maneuver , thus eliminating

the decision process. This diBcussion of alternate autopilot iinple—

mentations is provided because it appears to be an area where 1nm~e—

diate applications are possible. An understanding of possible

realizations can therefore pay imeediate dividends.

A second aspect of the implementation lies in the decision

process. This decision process is the diversion point from current

human—response modeling work, which uses a “steady state” decision

process realized in the estimator. This decision process specifies

a value for the measurement noise covariance in the estimator by
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assuming that value should be Chosen to minimize a quadratic cost

function. The solution then determines the steady state values of

the measurement noise covariances, constituting a form of decision

implementation. The outcome of this method gives a relative

frequency determination of decisions, with no indication of the

decision t ime history .

In this work the decision process is translated to real

problem time and it admits the cases in which some measurements

are not available to the pilot. This research also extends the

decision process to the controller , a factor not previously examined

in real problem time. These two diversions are considered essential

to further human controller work in multiple—input/multiple—output

applications. These implementation features are then factors that

affect the scope of usage of this model. This expanded scope is

considered one of the essential contributions of this work.

6.2 LONGITUDINAL AXIS SIMULATION

In this section an analysis will be made of the longitudinal

axis simulation concentrating on three factors, the total problem

stability, the effects of the alternating gain matrices induced by

the decision process, and the decision process.

For this, two sets of graphs are given in Appendix 5. The

first is a ten run, ten second Monte Carlo analysis of the longitu-

dinal axis simulation. The graphs depict the ten run mean of the

quantity, bracketed by the one standard deviation envelope ~ar those

ten runs. The quantities displayed are considered those of most
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interest and are: 
-

1. Body x axis velocity

2. Body z axis velocity

3. Pitch angle

4. Pitch angle rate

5. Thrust

6. Longitudinal stick force

The major factor examined in the Monte Carlo analysis is the

- - 

- stability of the derived controller, and special attention is paid

to any decision process effects on that stability.

This approach to stability was taken, because the first

choide, mathematical proof , was not possible. This is the case

because the decision process makes the system nonlinear and the

large scale system makes present nonlinear stability theory methods

intractable.

Though it is not a proof and is not presented as one, one

observation may be appropriate to this class of problems. That

observation is, if each LQG control set (Fj(ti) , C~(t~)~ Rj(ti))

stabilizes the system, then at the switch point between channels, if

the state t rajectories lie within the controllable region of the new

LQG control set, the system will be stable. The ability to

define this region accurately is where the present methods are

inadequate.

Since proof cannot be furnished , the next alternative

was taken, that of demonstrating stability for a particular problem.
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To make this stability investigation credible , a Monte Carlo

method using multiple runs was selected as the mode of demonstra-

tion. By using multiple noise realizations, each without any

resultant system instability, confidence in the stability demon-

stration can be generated.

It is important to note that the pitch angle, pitch angle

rate, and body x and z axis velocities identified in the

Figures 58 and 59 of Appendix 5 are actual deviations , that is ,

deviations between the respective aircraft noise model state and

the nominal state. This aspect is important because , though these

are the most meaningful quantities in evaluating controller

performance , they are not the values that are applied to the

controller gain matrix, F, to attain the controls; longitudinal

stick and throttle . Therefore considering cause—effect relation-

ships, the longitudinal stick and throttle inputs should have

almost iiimiediate impact on the graphed states, but those states

furnish only noise corrupted measurements to the RAlman filter and ,

depending upon the measurement noise matrix, R(t~ ) ,  values, take

a finite time to effect the filter estimates which are applied to

the optimal optimal gain matrix, F. To analyze the figures,

consider first the body x and z axis velocities. Each quantity

has a mean which stays very close to zero, and standard deviation

envelopes which stabilize by seven seconds.

Though the angle of attack parameter was not measured, that

quantity is a function of the x and z axis velocity, each of

1.32 
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which is well behaved, so the inference is made that angle of attack

•hould also be well behaved. The controls, longitudinal stick and

thrust, are of mean close to zero and both have a decreasing one

standard deviation envelope. An examination of the F(t) control

gain matrix values shows that though these values are time varying,

they reach a pseudo steady state by approximately three seconds.

Since the only other ingredient in the determination of the

control is the predictor estimated state, it is apparent that the

predictor is outputting state estimates which are becoming very small

by the end of the ten seconds. This aspect is more pronounced in

the thrust control than in the longitudinal stick control, whir~h

indicates that the states predominant in computing the longitudinal

stick control are the states whose variances in the Kalman filter

remain large in a relative sense.

This is an aspect of the estimation process which this

analysis suggests must be carefully considered in formulating any

lengthy problem. That aspect is that care must be taken to assure

the estimation process remains responsive to measurements, or that the

estimator doesn’t get to “know” the error states too well. This can

be assured by increasing the Q(t) values. This could be done in

one of three ways; first begin the problem with large Q values,

second institute a Q(t) matrix that changes with time, or third

use an adaptive technique such that when the covariance of a

state becomes low and continues at that level, then that covariance

is artificially increased to allow measurement effectiveness.
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Definitive values of the above generic terms must be obtained through

simulation.

Therefore, though the values of the longitudinal stick control

and the thrust control are demonstrated stable, and the system being

controlled remains stable , care must be taken by any user to assure

that for a lengthy problem the controls remain effective.

The last states to consider are the pitch angle and pitch

angle rate states. As with the previous considerations, the pitch

angle rate is veil behaved, that is its mean is maintained close

to zero, and the one standard deviation envelope is not expanding

after about one second. The pitch angle state is, however, not

quite so well behaved. The mean increases to approximately .0025

radians in 9 seconds, and from that point on, levels.

This aspect is undoubtedly due to the selection of controlled

variable weights, or the elements of the R1 matrix. These values

were chosen so that more emphasis was placed on keeping the pitch

angle rate low than was placed upon keeping the pitch angle itself

low. This choice was due to the chosen trajectory where it is felt

pilot emphasis would be placed on smoothness of the maneuver rather

than on precise pitch angle control. In this case then , the pitch

rate has been constrained from completely compensating for the

pitch angle “creep”. This situation , however , when examining

the “micro” prob lem would terminate when the pitch angle error

state became large enough to dominate the longitudinal stick control.
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— It is necessary to note that one computer simulation was

conducted with no control. In all four cases; pitch angle , pitch

angle rate, and x and z axis velocities, the values sampled were

above the one standard deviation envelop for the times examined.

This would indicate that control effectiveness is present, and is

acting in the proper manner. Considering Figures 56 through 61,

then, the desired stability has been demonstrated by the ten second

Monte Carlo analysis , and no adverse effect due to the decision

process has been noted.

The second part of this investigation is a three—second

run displaying the same graphed quantities , however, only considering

a single run so that the decision process effects can be examined .

For this process the state where the decision process reside. is

shown in Figure 62. In examining this process three aspects must

be discussed. The first is that the proces. only has three .05

second periods of emphasized throttle control until the last .5

seconds of the problem. This is mainly due to the fact that the

threshold chosen for airspeed was nominally so.swhat higher than the

threshold chosen for pitch angle. Therefore it r.quir.d a longer

time interval for the airspeed state to move out of the threshold

portrayed on the Gaussian distribution of Figure 12 than it does

for the pitch angle state. It should be noted, however, that due

to the cue aspect of the decision process, the airspeed was observed

and controlled at least once each second .
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The second aspect is the cause—effect relationship between

decision and control. The decision history is given in Figure 62.

Three decision changes, at 1.45 seconds, 2.15 seconds, and 2.80 seconds

correspond with the changes in the thrust, Figure 68, and in the

longitudinal stick, Figure 67. Since changes are made in the control

gains during this time, this result is expected.

The third aspect is the control—state relationship. Logically

this relationship would not be as strong or as i ediate as the

decision—control relationship , because the control must be inter-

preted by the entire system. With this in mind, the impact on the

x—axis velocity, Figure 65, by the thrust changes, Figure 68, is

examined. Two signif icant thrust changes are made, the first at

approximately 1.6 seconds, and the second at approximately 2.3 seconds.

Also two significant x—axis velocity changes are made , the first

at approximately 2 seconds, with a marked increase in velocity and the

second at approximately 2.7 seconds with an apparent decrease in

velocity. Each x—axis velocity change is approximately .4 seconds after

the thrust input. Since the control—state interaction is correct;

increased thrust leads to increased x—axis velocity, decreased thrust

leads to decreased x—axis velocity, and the delay is consistent, .4

seconds in both cases, it appears the delay is due to the system response

to that magnitude of control. Therefore this control—state inter-

action is functioning properly.

For further analysis it is important to note that in Chapter IV,

airspeed was to be controlled by thrust, and pitch by longitudinal

stick. This is more of an observation than a choice, since the

strongest coupling lies in these relationships. Unfortunately these
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are not independent relationships, and since the major changes in the

controls occur at the same time, it is difficult to attribute state

changes to control changes. It is apparent by inspecting the state

responses, the pitch angle, Figure 63, and the pitch angle rate, Figure

64, that soon after the control changes at 1.45, 2.15, and 2.85 seconds,

corresponding changes occur in these states. It is also noticeable

in the x—axis velocity, Figure 65, and in the z—axis velocity, Figure

66, but not to the extent exhibited in pitch angle and pitch angle rate.

This is probably due to the fact that the thrust controls applied and

the longitudinal stick controls applied have varying impact on the

system response. Since this impact is run dependent, it is impossible

to assure equal effectiveness of the two controls for each run.

Therefore this contrast in effectiveness of the two controls is both

logical and expected.

This analysis of Figures 56 to 68 has demonstrated the stability

of the aggregate model and displayed the decision process and its effects.

With this insight it is now possible to address the full aircraft simula-

tion problem. To address this problem adequately, first a validation

of the simulation results will be discussed.

6.3 VALIDATION

In this section, previous works containing experimental results

consistent with the aircraft control problem in this research are con-

sidered, particularly works from which error state and control magnitude

correspondence can be drawn. This is not considered the best of the pos-

sible validation procedures: that would have been an error state and con-

trol input correlation with a direct simulation or an actual flight of

the aircraft described in Chapter II, flying the trajectory considered
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in the analysis. Unfortunately simulation time is difficult to procure

and costly, and it was not available to the author.

Part of the cost involved in the procurement of such a simula-

tion would be the device necessary to display the desired trajectory to

the pilot. An observation is necessary at this point. It is not

obvious how an experiment could be performed to maintain a highly dynamic

trajectory with perturbations about that trajectory displayed as required

for the proposed analysis. Two poss .ble devices were examined for rele-

vance to this task. The first was a flight director that would follow

the desired trajectory with the zero position of the bank—steering and

the pitch—steering bars. It would be used much as is the present air-

craft instrument landing system mode, except that the trajectory required

for the flight director is the maneuvering trajectory described pre—

viously. The second choice for trajectory display was a second aircraft

on which the maneuvering aircraft would fly trail formation. The second

aircraft could be programmed to fly the desired trajectory, and trail

formation would require the maneuvering aircraft to match the second

aircraft’s programmed trajectory.

If the opportunity would avail itself, the first method

suggested would be the method selected for analysis because of the

better experiment control available in that implementation. As

neither version of this validation method was available, it was

necessary to obtain salient data from experiments already conducted.

To correlate available data with the simulation results of this

research, it was necessary to choose a simulation procedure and a

method for displaying simulation results. For the simulation
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procedure a Monte Carlo analysis was implemented. This implementation

was primarily due to two factors. The first is that using a nonlinear

aircraft model and a decision process limit the available modes of

analysis to primarily a Monte Carlo type. The second is that the

type results attainable from the Monte Carlo procedure correlate

well with the available physical data, in that one trajectory run

of the simulation corresponds to one trajectory run of a manned

simulation or aircraft. Twenty runs of each simulation were accom-

plished for the Monte Carlo analysis, each run with a different

realization of the white Gaussian noise driving the system. The

error states corresponding to P, Q, R, $, 0, q, U , V , W, and S~ were

recorded each .05 seconds throughout the .5 second simulation. This

data rate was chosen due to the implementation. The discrete

formulation used for the estimation task allowed estimates to be

available only every .05 seconds. A discussion of the twenty samples

per second rate is given in Chapter V. The computed controls from

.25 seconds to .5 seconds along the trajectory were also recorded .

As the control is based upon a Kalman filter estimate through a .2

second time delay, the first control that can be applied is at .2

seconds. Because the error states were assumed to be zero at initial

time zero, the first nonzero control enters then at .25 seconds.

The method used to portray the information described above

was a plot of the mean plus or minus one standard deviation method.

That is, the value of each variable was averaged over the twenty runs

at each .05 seconds, and that mean is recorded along the center line
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of the presentation. The standard deviation of each of these time

interval sets was next computed, and the plo tted mean was bracketed

by plus and minus the standard deviation. These charts are presented

in Appendix 2. They form the basis for the model validation, and are

used below in a comparative value investigation and a comparative

trend analysis.

Three steps were taken in the validation process. The first

step was to examine the decision process, the second step was to

examine the error states, and the third step was to examine the

controls. Each step was assumed to be independent because no usable

cross—correlation data were available.

6.3.1 Decision Process Validation

The validation of the decision was based upon data obtained

from experiments conducted by Machuca and Lind and by Allen and

Clement (Ref 2,48). This information addressed the problem of

defining the dwell time of the visual system. The decision model

parameters defined in Chapter IV were tuned to account for this

information. Those parameters were set so that the average dwell

time. for the twenty—run Monte Carlo analysis was .17 seconds. This

was .03 seconds short of the desired .2 second dwell time deemed

appropriate from analysis of the previous experiments, but within

a reasonable tolerance. It is possible to adjust this average dwell

time to the .2 seconds desired by altering the increment added to

the payoff values. The increment used in the decision process example

of Chapter IV was 0.5. This is part of the decision process tuning
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procedure referred to in that Chapter, and was used in preliminary

runs to adjust the dwell time to .17 seconds. Because of computer

time costs, further tuning past the .17 second time achieved was

not accomplished .

It is necessary to note at this point that other problem

parameters could be varied to achieve the desired dwell times. For

instance, though the thresholds were considered fixed by apriori

knowledge of human thresholds, allowing those thresholds to vary —

could alter dwell times. Also the payoff for being outside threshold

could be varied to alter dwell times. Neither of these parameter

sets were considered acceptable for dwell time specification, because

complex multiple changes would have been necessary In each group

to effect the same outcome as the one increment change noted above.

Two aspects must be addressed at this time in the interest

of validation completenes~ . The first aspect is the contrast between

scanning and attention, and the second is the correlation of the

decision process output to the actual human decision. The first

aspect , the distinction between scanning and attention, is presently

drawing experimental attention. (Ref 25) Unfortunately the experi-

mentation process used is a control task coupled with a mathematical

problem, which is not of a form admissible for use in validation

of the present model. Further and more realistic experiments which

involve the human making decisions for an aircraft control task should

provide better statistics u..~ble for decision process parameter

determination.
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The second aspect, that of detailed correlation of the proposed H
decision process with the human decision process, is theoretically

interesting, but was not considered to be within the scope of this

research. A proper correlation would involve extensive experimenta-

tion shoving relationship between the decision process hypothesized

above and an actual human operator decision process, in like tasks.

This experimentation in itself is an extensive research project.

Unless one pilot/aircraft variable progresses to a critical state , it

is very unlikely that attention patterns will be the same between

two individuals, or even between two runs of the same task for one

individual. Because of these two aspects, properties which the

decision process must possess were chosen, and the decision process

was mathematically implemented so that it displayed thooe properties.

Those properties were: -

1. Empirical attention dwell time information could be

duplicated.

2. Attention during a critical state, such as engine loss

could be duplicated.

3. Logical pattern is followed when not in critical state.

By choosing the decision process in this manner it is felt that the

process structure is flexible enough that further research will not

change structure only parameters within the structure.

By allowing this flexibility, many diverse uses of the decision

process can be considered . One of these uses could be in the field

of human operator training . If a decision pattern is shown to
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produce a divergent traj. or a less precise trajectory than

another realization, thi~ rn information could be used to

teach a pilot good scanning techniques, or keep the pilot from bad

techniques.

6.3.2 Error State Validation

The second aspect necessary for validation is the set of

error state responses. For this purpose the figures referred to

earlier in this chapter and displayed in Appendix 2, coupled with

data from previous experiments, will be examined. It is important

to note at this point that usable pilot/aircraft experimental data

taken from an aircraft and/or simulation similar to the one modelled

in this experiment was not available. With that realization , a

decision was necessary; what available data would be the most useful

in valida ting the concept? The available data grouped into two

categories: first, similar aircraft (fighter type, but not force

stick and not fly—by—wire) flying an uncoupled longitudinal or

lateral task, and second , dissimilar aircraft, or experimental plan t

model dynamics, but flying a coupled dynamic trajectory. Because the

available fighter type aircraft were not similar to the aircraft

used in this research it was felt that no usable information could be

attained by this comparison. Therefore, since the dynamic trajectory

is a major element of this research and the raw information on

trajectory errors is partially aircraft—independent, the decision was

made to use the data available from dissimilar aircraft flying a

dynamic trajectory. Because of this decision, the criteria for
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comparison of the chosen experimental data detailed in the following

discussion, and the data generated by this research must be quali-

tative rather than quantitative. Since data from similar aircraft

was not available, a detailed comparison is neither useful nor valid,

necessitating the comparisons to be of a general nature.

The previous experiments that will be investigated are those

recorded by Barrington (Ref 30), Hess (Ref 32,33), Moriarty (Ref 55),

and Elkind and Miller (Ref 24). Harrington’s data present the most

relevant data, in that time histories of ten runs were accomplished,

and the data were displayed by the mean ± standard deviation format

described above for altitude error, crosstrack error, pitch angle

error, roll angle error, elevator deflection and aileron deflection.

This is the same protrayal of actual man—in—the—loop simulation data

that was chosen in the all—digital simulation in this research.

Unfortunately two aspects degrade this data’s relevance to the

present problem. The first aspect is that a C—l35 was simulated, which

has flight dynamics and control inputs much different from the fighter—

type aircraft used in this research. Because of this difference, the

elevator and aileron information was not used. The second aspect

is that the aircraft was following a localizer/glide path on an ILS

approach. This is much less dynamic than the situation simulated in

the present research. Despite these two drawbacks, the experimental

procedure and the data available from that procedure present the

most realistic comparison available to the author.

The model used in this work was not adapted to the C—135, be

cause of the very limited maneuvering done by that aircraft and the

relatively unknown control system model. These two aspecte make
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application of this type model impractical.

The second and third sources are attributed to Bess. (Ref 32,33)

His research provides data on a task with time varying dynamics. As

this is a single channel task, no decision process is necessary.

Stick input information and display error information are available in

this research.

The third source is Moriarty’s dissertation. This source

provides information in the form of stick deflection and state error.

This information is presented with the plant dynamics displaying

slowly time—varying characteristics.

The last source, Elkind and Miller, also considers time—varying

systems. Their systems change gain and system description instanta-

neously. This is a rather artificial situation, but as it is at

the opposite extreme from Moriarty’s slowly time—varying systems,

it is felt that it can therefore be considered along with Moriarty’s

work to make observations on systems such as the one considered,

which has dynamics which lie somewhere in the middle of the time—

varying dynamic system spectrum.

The basis for comparison was next considered and for this

consideration two aspects of the simulation were investigated. First,

the aircraft was assumed on the trajectory at the initial time. This

assumption was made since no better information was available. This

shortcoming is not considered to be a problem in further usage of

this model, because as mentioned earlier, it is proposed that this

model be coupled with a steady state model, to cover operator control

over the aircraft flight regime. The steady state model would then
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provide the initial condition information the error states need for

start—up. This aspect was discussed further in Chapter V.

The second as’~ect affecting the basis for comparison is

the short duration, half a second, of the trajectory. In comparison,

Barrington’s data were recorded over an ILS run that lasted approxi-

mately one and a half minutes.

Because of these two properties, the rates of change of the

mean and pf the standard deviation for the error states will be

considered as the comparison metrics. These parameters are less

sensitive than the error states themselves to the difference in

error state initial conditions and should be a more comparable

parameter between the short time trajectory of this research and the

long trajectory of Barrington’s research. The difference in aircraft,

fighter versus transport, and in trajectory, dynamic versus steady

state, would tend to - drive these rates higher for this research

simulation. The gust values considered, light in both cases, should

have some effec t since the light gusts during landing are higher

by Mil Spec 8785B than during operation at 15,000 feet. Also those

gusts will have more effect on a 125 knot approach, the C—l35 path,

than in a .9 Mach trajectory.

For the ra te comparison, first consider roll angle. The

error state mean change in this simulation was approximately .12

degrees per minute, and the standard deviation change was .18 degrees

per minute. Examining Barrington’s experimental data, maximum mean

change for roll angle error state was 5 degrees per minute with a
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maximum error state standard deviation change of 1 degree per minute.

These maximums experienced in Barrington’s experiment, accounted for

less than 10 percent of the ILS trajectory considered in his data,

with the remaining 90% of the trajectory lying very close to the

.12 degree/mm mean and .18 degree/mm standard deviation range found

in this research simulation. It is felt therefore that the short

duration higher rates could be accounted for by realization of

the increased gust level effects used by Barrington.

The altitude error is next considered. The altitude error

state mean rate was 420 ft/minute, and the standard deviation change

on altitude error state was 120 ft/minute for this research. In

Barrington’s data, the maximum recorded ai~itude error state mean was

140 ft/minute, and the maximum recorded standard deviation change in

the altitude error state was 100 ft/mm . These numbers are reason-

ably comparable when considering the trajectory differences and the

response differences between a fighter aircraft and a transport

aircraft.

The cros8track deviation for this research displays an

error state mean rate of 240 ft/ m m and an error state standard

deviation rate of 120 ft/mis. These values correspond well with

Barrington’s data, in which the maximum crosstrack deviation mean

rate was 200 ft/mm and the maximum crosstrack standard deviation rate

was 90 ft/mm . This error state match is very reasonable, as the

rudder inputs were apparent in this research simulation in what would

be considered small to moderate amounts. This input realization should

correspond well with maximum rates from the less maneuverable trans-

port aircraft that corrects for crosstrack mainly with roll.
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The last correspondence is drawn between the pitch angle

error state mean rate of .1 deg/min and the pitch angle error state

standard d~viation rate of .3 deg/min for this simulation, and the

maximum pitch angle error state mean rate of 10 degree/mimi and a

standard deviation rate of 10 degrees/mm for Barrington’s experiment.

Specifically, in a pitch approximately 95% of Barrington’s data was

very close to the rates experienced in this research, and 5% was

at the higher rates above. These diversions as in pitch are thought

to be attributed to the increased effect of gusts. The rates are

within the range of Barrington’s data and therefore felt to be

realistic.

In review the values derived for the mean rates and standard

deviation rates of the two experiments are comparable, with the

differences caused by the factors noted earlier. In examining the

data taken by Hess (Ref 32,33) , Moriarty (Ref 55) , and Elkind and

Miller (Ref 34), long periods of minimum excursion from zero error

with small standard deviations were experienced. Also when errors

that could be attributed to startup were translated into mean and

standard deviation rates, those errors would have had values below

the maximums experienced in Barrington’s data. In Moriarty’s work

some periods with large standard deviation rates occurred during the

time—varying dynamics runs. These values correlate with the time—

varying dynamics runs assumed in this research.

One factor was apparent in comparing the above references

to this research. That is that, though some short data periods in
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each paper were markedly different, all four of the references

displayed long data periods wherein the tracking accuracy was the

same order of magnitude as in this research.

6.3.3 Control Validation

In this research, a force stick was chosen as one of the

input devices. This type device was considered more precise, and

therefore more amenable to analysis, than the older displacement

stick. This choice unfortunately made numerical correlation with

the research sources above almost impossible, as each of those con-

sidered a displacement—type stick. Therefore to establish force stick

input trends, and relative force magnitudes, simulation results

previously run on the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory Large

Amplitude Multimode Aerospace Research Simulator, LAMAR S, were used.

In this simulation an F—16 was used with a force stick. Numerous

runs were monitored, with the pilot trying to maintain straight and

level non—accelerating flight. This accomplishes part of the

“correcting to a trajectory” task. It is only a partial task, however,

as information on position relative to a trajectory is not part of

the straight and level trajectory.

In the trajectories monitored, only gross information —

maximum force exerted during the run and average force exerted during

the run — were observed. The rudder was not used during any of the

trajectories. Possibly because of the task, the maximum forces

exerted were 16 pounds in the roll channel and 5 pounds in the pitch

channel. The average forces were approximately 8 pounds in the

pitch channel and 5 pounds in the roll channel. As the trajectory
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flown while recording this information was simpler to fly than the

trajectory in the research, these values were considered less in

magnitude than those that could be considered representative for the

research. Comparing the research simulation with these values, it

is found that the simulation exerts, at maximum, a force correction

of 1/2 pound in either pitch or roll, well within the boundaries.

This aspect is representative, since in the LANARS simulation the

maximum forces were usually experienced after a 3 or 4 second period

of increasing force . Therefore, half a pound of force in half a

second represents the observed data reasonably.

The purpose of this comparison was to ensure that control

magnitudes were realistic. Because of control system and aircraft

differences, direct comparisons are impossible. This is emphasized

by the contrast between the hydraulically assisted control system on

the C—135 activated by a yoke and designed for two hand operation ,

and a “Fly—by—Wire” control system activated by a side stick controller

designed for wrist operation. However, the trends realized by the com-

parison, the desired result, areconsidered valuable.

6.4 ANGLE OF ATTACK INPORM&TION DEGRADATION

In the above analysis, the three—standard—deviation value

for the angle of attack information was considered to be one degree.

The 1 degree value was taken from Figure 8 considering an angle of

attack of two degrees. This value was considered representative for

the run desired. It is very likely that the measurement is less accu-

rate than this in certain flight regimes. It is also very likely that

each angle—of—attack sensing unit has different expected accuracies,
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with the more accurate systems being more costly. Therefore, a sensi-

tivity analysis on the angle of attack measurement could prove desirable

in determining necessa y instrument accuracy. The present angle—of—

attack instrument accuracy is a function of the flight state, since a

typical instrument computes angle—of—attack at numerous aircraft posi-

tions and then votes to determine which measurement to use. Because the

nominal trajectory of the aircraft is known in advance, angle of attack

accuracy can be determined, and a Gaussian noise with time—varying

statistics can be used to represent the resulting inaccuracy. This pro—

vides a sensitivity analysis cf the angle of attack measurement by vary—

ing the expected three—standard—deviation error for the angle—of—attack

measurement to determine if measurement degradation adversely affects

flight control.

With this in mind, the three—standard—deviation measurement

accuracy for the angle of attack was varied from one degree for Figures

13 and 26, to 3 degrees for Figure 27 through 40 to 9 degrees for Figures

41 through 54. This analysis was made to determine the effect of the

angle—of—attack inaccuracy on the aircraft control inputs and error

states. The angle of attack measurement is essential, as it is one

of the feedback elements in the inner loop control of the aircraft in

question.

In general, when varying the angle of attack statistics from a

three—standard—deviation value of 1 degree to one of 9 degrees, the

largest effect was observed in the applied control. The statistics

of each of the error states remained consistent throughout the angle—

of—attack variations. The control required for the one degree, three—

standard—deviation value for angle—of—attack and the three degree,
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three—standard—deviation value for angle—of—attack are of about the same

magnitudes. However, using the model of this research, when the three—

standard deviation value increases to 9 degrees, about twice as much

force is required in the roll control channel and in the pitch control

channel. Though the control magnitudes required for this task are not

large, the increased activity in each of these channels could signal an

increased pilot workload and therefore degraded handling qualities.

6.5 MODEL FLEXIBILITY

The preceding sections in Chapter VI have outlined the model

implementation and have detailed a general correspondence with previously

recorded data. These sections, along with the estimator, controller, and

decision process sections, group to display the basic result of this

research, model flexibility and applicability.

The model flexibility allows the user to adapt the output

characteristics of the decision process, the controller, and the estimator

to his problem characteristics by altering the appropriate parameters.

To provide guidelines for this alteration, the available parameters and

a variance—effect relationship of those parameters are detailed in the

corresponding chapters.

Some other general elements which contribute to the flexibility

are the ability to analyze a general aircraft trajectory, amid an

analysis technique which, since the entire nonlinear model is used

as the basis, allows an accurate state error performance depiction.

At this point, uses for the model derived in this work have been

motivated. In that motivation care has been taken to point out

present problems this model can address where no other mode of analysis

other than flight test, a very costly option, is available. Once
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these reasons for considering this model, or method of analysis were

presented, a demonstration of its usage was suggested. The purpose

of this demonstration was to display to the engineer that the model

presents usable results; usable considering both previous data and

physical realizability.

Now given the reasons for using the model and given the

confidence that the model will provide the needed information,

a methodology for employing the model will be provided. This

methodology is meant to complement the other sections by supplying

practicalities and considerations necessary in using each stage of

the model. This methodology considered with Figure 2, the model

flow chart which specifies these stages; Appendix 1, the computer

program flow chart which implements Figure 2; Appendix VI, the

parameter list which identifies the parameters in the programs of

Appendix I; and Chapters III and IV which detail the adjustments

available so that Appendix Vlparameters can be altered for an individual

problem, should allow a potential user an excellent roadmap for this

model’s use. 
- 

-

It is necessary to note that this methodology is applicable

whether the human operator is assumed to have a full order system

description or a reduced order system description as his inherent

Kalman filter-pred ictor~controller model. This aspect is important,

because the complexity of the full order model makes ~ reduced order

model desirable, and in some cases, a reduced order model is a

reasonable alternative . One such case is when human operator data
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is available for the trajectory which you are attempting to control,

a reasonably frequent occurrence. In this case the standard is the

data, and the desirable outcome is to match the model’s performance

to that data.

In other cases, as was the case with this research, no

reasonable data was available, so the full order model must become

the standard, and the performance of the reduced ord er models , if

they are appropriate must be considered against this full order

model. With this distinction in mind and understanding that the

processes to obtain the model will be essentially the same, con-

sider the aircraft motion and control equations. In this set the

equations of motion are given by 2—55, 2—56, 2—57 for position,

2—13 , 2—14 , 2—15 for velocity, 2—48 , 2—4 9 , and 2—50 for angular

position, and 2—31, 2—32, and 2—33 for angular velocity. This set

of equations will be used regardless of aircraf t type , with only

the components: X~, ~~~ 
Z~, 2—37, 2—38, and 2—39, and Ls, H5, and

Ns, 2—45 , 2—46 and 2—47 reflecting the individual aircraft. These

quantities can usually be found in documents published by aircraft

manufacturers, and for this problem was taken from Ref 67. An

analysis of the conditions required for simulation can significantly

reduce computation of these quantities since these quantities are

usually given in tabular form for flight condition, so specifying

a flight condition reduces the tables needed.

At this point it is necessary to emphasize model validation.

A necessary step before construction of a model is to analyze the
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proposed construction for modules that can be individually validated

so that when the entire model is constructed , the only valida tion

left is the module interfaces.

The set of twelve equations referenced above is the first

convenient validation module. It is a logical module for two

reasons. First, it is the first building block that can test the

individual aircraft information; X, Y, Z, L, M, and N; and second

it is also the first information usually available in terms of

transfer functions that can be used for validation.

Af ter this module has been considered , the second module

is the control system equations.

For this portion of the Model a block diagram description

such as Figure 3 is usually available. In modelling this function

digitally, two special considerations are necessary . First, if the

control system is not digital, as in Figure 3, digital models of

the nonlinear gains will have to be constructed , Second, an analysis

of the error sources will be required so that models of those sources

which will be significant can be incorporated .

Once the control system is constructed , the model excluding

the error sources should be combined with the equations of motion,

to form the second module. Because of the coupling between the

equations of motion and the control system, it is not practical to

check only the control system other than with simple cases which can

be done without the computer. Time plots or transfer functions

for this module are usually available, however not necessarily for
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the conditions that are chosen for the simulation. It will be

necessary therefore to analyze the expected differences between the

data available and the simulation condition to accomplish validation

of this module. It is important to exercise all controls because

sign conventions on the control surface/equations of motion inter-

faces are not well specified. Physical examination of the results

of each input will easily identify any irregularities.

After this is accomplished, the error states should be

added, and each control should be exercised to assure the magnitudes

of the error states are consistent with their military specifications

or published accuracies.

At this point the aircraft model is set and the next step is

to start construction of the controller model. For this purpose,

the observations that the controller is to make should first be

identified. For those observations two subdivisions need be con-

sidered. The first is the observations that will be intermittent

as a result of the decision process, and the second is the observa-

tions that will be continuous. In this research, the continuous

observations were lateral and normal acclerations while the

decision dependent observations, the intermittent observations, were

those displayed on aircraft instruments. It is anticipated that the

decision dependent measurements will continue to be based upon

the visual interpretation of instruments, however the set of continuous

usasurements should be expanded as better models evolve for human

perceptions. (Ref 19)
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Once these observations are identif ied, the mathematical

representation of the observations must be formulated , and error

models for the observations should be derived. Numerous error models

are available (Ref 19) and problem insight should suggest which

models are applicable.

The validation of these measurements can be accomplished

by augmenting the second module of aircraft equations with the error

models for the observations. By running these equations and obtain-

ing the true observations and the noisy observations, it is possible

to assure that the proper error models were used, and the magnitude

of the noise assumed in the observations is appropriate.

Now that the observations are included , the next step is

to include the states for the neuromuscular lags assumed for the

human controller. These states are added to each input device in

the aircraft control equations. In this research, there were four

assumed , fore and af t stick, lef t and right stick, rudders , and

throttle.

At this point, the entire set of aircraft equations including

the observation equations are specified. It is next necessary to

linearize this set. This linearization is not done earlier because

changes in signs and magnitudes made while validating the equations

above would present a large bookkeeping problem. Also, the entire

set of equations was not available until this time.
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Once the linearization has been accomplished, the estimator

can be constructed. This construction is detailed in Chapter III.

For this construction, the observation error matrix associated with

each observation has already been discussed, as has the initial

covariance matrix. If a reduced order model is to be used, once

the errors are determined on the full order model, insights into

the reduced order model errors can be achieved with a covariance

analysis.

At this point, the next validation step is necessary. Using

the linearized equations in the Kalman filter, a check can be run

on the linearization process and the Kalman filter implementation.

By considering a simple trajectory and setting all the error sources

to zero, the Kalman filter estimates of the error states should

remain small. The trajectories chosen should be simple but exercise

pitch, roll , yaw, and throttle control. Though this is not a com-

prehensive check, sign errors and erroneous equations can be identi-

fied through this procedure.

The next step is to determine the control gains. As with

the observations, the first step is to determine which controls will

be accentuated for the problem in question. Table 3, when appl ied

to an individual problem, should provide an indication of the control

gain matrices necessary. It may be necessary at this point to

identify the need for separate decision processes for observations

and controls. Should this be the case, or should differen t types of
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controls be necessary as in helicopters , an analysis as was accomplished

in Chapter IV to identify the controls pertinent to each maneuver

is necessary. Once these controls have been identified, parameters

for the control gain matrices should be set as detailed in

Chapter III to assure that the control desired is available,

and the control specified is physically appropriate.

With each of these control gain matrices specified, the

next validation step is appropriate. Each of the control gain

matrices should be run with the Kalman filter and aircraft equations

complete with noises to assure that the resulting controls are

appropriate and the resulting error states are controlled with the

computed control gains. Running each of the controls individually

should assure that minimum interface problems are encountered by

incorporation of the decision process.

The outcome of this process also provides an indication of

controller stability. That is, if each of the controllers are

stable, then it would appear that a control structure that constantly

chooses one of the stable controllers should be stable. This

hypothesis is however not proved in this work. After the control

gains have been validated with the Kalman filter estimates, the

next step is to apply the gains to the predictor estimates. This

application can best be made on the trajectory which will be examined,

because the validation can only be examined in general terms such

as magnitudes of control inputs and error states. It is appropriate

to contrast the previous analysis accomplished with Kalinan filter
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estimates with this analysis accomplished with the predictor esti-

mates. If both analyses produce very similar results for the

particular trajectory considered, it may be desirable to assume the

time delay is not a factor in the problem, and therefore streamline

the analysis by omitting the time delay.

The last aspect, the decision process, can be considered

a module in itself for preliminary analysis. After this module

has been constructed and validated, application to the total problem

should be straightforward. The first step in constructing this model

is to identify the decision states. The states used in this research,

pitch, roll, yaw, airspeed, and altitude, are an excellent indica-

tion of possibilities, but individual problems may require either

additions or deletions from this set.

For the decision process, the parameters were identified

and discussed in Chapter IV. The visual thresholds used were

standard; .5 degrees change at the eye for visual angle detection,

and .5 degrees/second change at the eye for visual angle rate

detection. (Ref 32)

The initial validation of this process is accomplished

independent of the previously discussed procedures. By assuming

a constant mean and standard deviation for each of the decision

states, it is possible to assure that for the steady state case

the desired minimum dwell time and average dwell time is achieved.

By perturbing the mean and standard deviation of the decision

states both in a constantly increasing path, and in a cycling path,
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further checks are made to assure appropriate dwell times. These

checks should also assure that decision states that are badly out

of threshold are being attended, and when decision states are

comparably within threshold, the process cycles through the states.

Information available in specific problems can give further insights

into the functioning of the applied decision process which can be

incorporated into the decision process validation.

At this point all that is left is to couple the decision

process with the previously constructed controller and perform the

necessary analysis.

By applying the construction techniques detailed above ,

and by using the validation procedures as each module is constructed,

confidence is achieved at each step so that minimum uncertainty

exists when the total system is interfaced. This method is especially

necessary in cases such as this research where no data will be

available to compare with this model.
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CHAPTER 7

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION S

7.1 CONCLUSIONS

The intent of this research has been to construct a controller

with human operator limitations capable of general aircraft control.

General aircraft control refers to the condition under which no

constraints are placed on maneuver. To this end, human operator

research, control theory, estimation theory, decision theory, and

the author’s flying experience (2750 hours in 7 aircraf t) were closely

examined. Each of the above considerations was an integral part of

the final pilot/aircraft model, and the synthesis of those considera-

tions is the basic contribution of this research.

This synthesis begins with the small perturbation approach

to nonlinear equations and applies optimal estimation—optimal control

theory to those small perturbations to derive a set of possible

estimations, and a set of possible controls. The decision process

then enters by specifying which of the set of possible estimations

and which set of possible controls will be applied. Human operator

research provides the basic control structure and the basic estimator

structure, and insights into the decision process.

Decision theory provides several alternative methods for the

decision process, and personal experience, human operator research,

and estimator and controller structure detail the impact upon the
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definition of the decision process, as well as insights into how

the process should be implemented. Each of these couplings is

detailed in the appropriate chapters.

Because of financial pressure due to escalating flying hour

costs, both actual airplane and simulator, increased use of mathe—

matical models of the pilot/aircraft system is inevitable. It is

felt that this research provides two needed ingredients to the

present pilot/aircraft system model. The first is using rules and

learning manuals comuon to military pilots to aid in specifying

the model. The second is a very general structure that can be used

for general pilot/aircraft control problems, or can be reduced for

specific problems.

With these considera tions in mind , four conclusions are

drawn from this research.

1. The goal to çonst~ruct a controller with human operator

limitations for a general aircraft control task was realized.

2. The goal to mechanize the assumed human operator limita-

tions logically into an estimator—controller structure was realized.

3. A decision process was incorporated into an estimator—

controller structure. This composite structure extends the scope

of nonlinear mathematical modeling, to systems which internally

display a decision process.

4. Subsets of the approach taken by this dissertation can

be applied to address a diverse set of current aircraft control

problems.

These conclusions will now be expanded.
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The first two conclusions are that the initial goal, to con-

struct an estimator—controller with human limitations for a fighter—

type aircraft flying a general aircraft maneuver, has been accomplished.

This was evaluated and tested against presently available data and

was found to correspond well to the aspects of that data pertinent

to the research problem. The controller was stable over the time

interval considered, and each control was well within a practical

range of values. No theoretical proof of stability was presented ;

however a demonstration of stability was provided by the longitudinal

axis subproblem.

it must be noted that because the available data for the full

order problem was not of a form that could be compared directly with

this research, the comparison with previous data is basically a trend

analysis. This validation procedure was used because gathering data

for a direct comparison would have involved a specially instrumented,

dedicated simulation, and that was beyond the available resources.

Though the trend analysis is not the best mode of validation, it pro—

vides a desired result: justification that the model acts in a manner

comparable to the previous analyses. This result is necessary if this

research is to be used as desired, a basis for further investigations

into pilots’ functioning in a dynamic environment.

The third conclusion is that this work has mechanized a

decision process with the optimal estimator and optimal controller,

to effect control of a plant. Although some of the benefits of this

mechanization will be delineated in the discussion of the last con—

clusion, the mechanization is itself a basic contribution.
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The fourth conclusion is that the derived structure of the

controller is particularly usable over a spectrum of current problems.

With this structure incorporating the decision process, an added

dimension of the total pilot/aircraft system is introduced to the

current pilot modeling framework. Subsets of an implemented decision

process were discussed in previous literature, but always for very 
—

restricted problems. The model formulation allows the application

of the model to an entire aircraft operating in a general trajectory,

an aspect which is considered essential to future tasks required of

human operator modeling.

This aspect also suggests investigation of the decision

process in that by utilizing the structure provided in Chapter IV,

experimentation must be conducted to provide better definition

of the decision process parameters. Also the implementation of the

decision process in such fields as simulator motion analysis, human

vertigo analysis, and training methods must be investigated.

The particular implementation chosen for the decision process also

allows nonstationary statistics in the system dynamics. This makes

- 
- the model well suited for sensor error analysis in nonlinear systems

implemented through the perturbation approach. This aspect of

analysis has not been previously available.

Another use of this work is that the method employed for a

controller with human limitations can be readily extended to deriving

an autopilot by the previously suggested simplification. The outcome

of this methodology provides the basis of an autopilot that will
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control through any given trajectory. The complete system as

implemented in this research, provides a means needed for system

complexity reduction, an aspect necessary in any realizable

trajectory—following design.

7.2 RECOI.Q~ENDATIONS AND EXTENSIONS

This section can be decomposed logically into two categories,

man—in—the—loop control and autopilot control. The autopilot

control problem, though not addressed directly in this research, is

a natural extension of this work. If the decision process and the

time delay are removed from the problem, the result is an autopilot

for a dynamic aircraft trajectory. An autopilot of this type could

find use in problems in which specific trajectories requiring time—

varying vehicle dynamics are desired. Some possibilities for this

concept lie in air—to—ground attack and surface—to—air missile

avoidance. A usable application of this research to either of

these problems would require state variable reduction of the time—

varying dynamics system. This simplification is necessary because

any implementation on board an aircraft requires efficiency in both

computer storage and computation. A construction such as this could

use the full—order model as a performance reference, a step con-

sidered necessary in any state reduction procedure. The method is

suggested because it reduces the full order equations as does the

lateral, longitudinal reduction used in typical autopilot construction,

but the reduction is very different. In the typical autopilot formula—

tion, all terms coupl ing the lateral and longitudinal modes are
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neglected , so that two separate systems, a lateral system and a

longitudinal system, result. In this formulation, the coupling

terms could remain, and terms found to be small during any particular

trajectory could be neglected. By examining the problem in this

state reduction manner, a more precise realization of control for

a time—varying trajectory is expected than is presently available.

This methodology could extend aircraft control into position and

time considerations from the almost purely attitude consideration

that is presently being stressed.

The f ull ord er equations or a small order reduction is an

extreme case in which the trajectory is very dynamic and the

control in time, of position, and attitude is necessary. In some

simpler cases it is possible to identify the few specific cross—

coupling terms in the nonlinear equations that will contribute the

time—varying terms in the error state equations. For many of these

situations, the order reduction can parallel typical autopilot

analysis, with the addition of corrections for the coupled terms. A

case in which this type of reduction is useful is in the lateral

roll coupling terms that become necessary in direct side—force

mechanisms. The cross—coupling terms in this usage are apparent

and can be accounted for mathematically by adding specific term

compensation. This mechanism however does not require the combina-

tion of both time and position control, a combination that severely

increases problem complexity.
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The second path of extension lies in pilot/aircraft simula-

tion. The coupling of decision theory to the human operator simu-

lation has benefits in many current problems. One possibility

is a modeling definition of vertigo. The decision theory framework

provides a basis for vertigo investigation by allowing multiple

observation matrices, with elements of each matrix supplied by both

visual and nonvisual cues. By allowing the visual and nonvisual

cues to conflict and recording the effects of this conflict, it is

hypothesized that vertigo effects can be duplicated.

A second usage is in the simulation field, where the question

of whether motion is necessary in a flight simulator has stimulated

extensive research by simulator users. By coupling the decision

process with the observation matrix and allowing the observation

matrix to contain measurements from either or both visual and nonvisual

sources, the Kalinan filter estimates can be traced in time using

different combinations of measurements. These measurements could

allow or exclude motion so that the mathematical effect of motion on

the estimator can be recorded . This method could lead to some basic

assumptions on motion effects that could be tested through physical

experimentation.

This extension is contingent upon a well—developed model of

the nonvisual and peripheral visual perceptions. A model such as

this is being developed by Curry and Young. (Ref 19) Without an

extensive sensor model such as this only the gross eff ects of the

nonvisual senses can be represented , and , as in this research , an
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extensive analysis of conflicting cues or of nonvisual cue effec t

cannot be made.

Behind each of the extensions suggested above is experimenta-

tion needed for specific data to define the decision process. Some

possible areas of experimentation for decision process validation

lie in correlating control input with eye position, in testing for

individual thresholds when observations such as those listed above

are available, in validating models of visual and nonvisual cues,

and in testing for attention patterns which can be attributed to

specific maneuvers or to imprecise information.

The initial data from this experimentation must be related to

the decision modes suggested in Chapter IV, as that definition of

mode is essential to the decision process development. Also, that

def inition of mode is felt to crea te the basis for allowing the model

to be insensitive to aircraft. If this insensitivity could be

established, the model usage would be considerably broadened.

Two other areas for experimentation have been identified

while hypothesizing possible usages of a controller for a highly

dynamic system . The first is a game theory problem: g iven that

a surface—to—air or air—to—air missile was fired , identify the set

of possible trajectories that will cause the aircraft to avoid the

missile. Unfortunately these are nonlinear game theory problems

of a high order, requirirg costly computer time. The other area of

suggested research lies In pilot/autopilot coupling suggested by

current integrated fire control and flight control research. (Ref 20)
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One suggested usage of this coupling is to allow the pilot to have

a decreasing ability to effect control as the target aircraft gets

closer to the firing position. The proportion of manual control to

automatic control is presently open for analysis, and a human operator

as depicted above could be readily applied to this analysis.

There are four areas of suggested research, then, outlined

above. The first area was in further validation of the suggested

concepts by experimentation in highly dynamic systems with multiple

controls and observation sets. The second area was in experimentation

designed to define the decision process. The third area was applying

the concepts of control for highly dynamic systems to an aircraft

autopilot, and the fourth area was defining usages for the highly

dynamic trajectory autopilots.

With the evolution of analog and digital computers, control

theory has been called upon to play an increasing role in aircraft

control. This role to date has been based almost solely on linear

time—invariant system control theory. This research has defined a

-; structure and a means for analyzing a general aircraft control problem.

It is felt therefore that perturbations of the structure presented

in this research will be invaluable in extending the role of

control theory further into the general aircraft control problem.
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APPENDIX 1

Computation Methodology Outline

One of the most fruitful practical aspects of this research

lies in the methodology employed to simulate the system of Figure 2.

This methodology is strongly a function of the present computational

algorithms used to solve optimal estimation and optimal control

problems. The challenge to construct the methodology is twofold,

first to find routines to determine a 63 x 63 state transition

matrix and to propagate the 63 x 63 Riccati equation, and second

to modularize the programs to the maximum amount possible in order

to run the programs efficiently on the machines in minimum turn-

around time.

The minimization of t urn—around time is essential , as

debugging one program vi~h a one—day turn—around time would be much
V 

less desirable than debugging two subprograms with a half—day

turn—around time for each, that together accomplish the same as

the big program. With these objectives in mind, the subprograms

used are listed below by function.

1) Trajectory generator

a) Generate and record states and parameters of a

trajectory each .05 seconds

2) A(t) matrix generator

a) Use the states and parameters developed by the

trajectory generator to determine the A(t) matrix
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to be used every .05 seconds.

3) State transition matrix generator for one time interval

of .05 seconds

a) Generate the state transition matrix for each time

propagation from

i) •(t0,t0) — I

ii) •(t,t0) 
— A (t) •(t , t 0

)

4) State transition matrix generator for .2 second propa-

gation

a) Generate the state transition matrix for the period

inherent in the human operator’s information

processing. This is done from

1.) •(t41t0
) — •(t 4,t 3

) •(t 3,t2) $(t2, t1
) •(t 1,t0

)

5) Reverse the A(t1) sequence

a) Given A(t1
), A(t2), . . . , A(t1~), output A(t10),

A(t1)

6) Generate the control matrix F°(t) using the backward

sequence of A(t~)’s from Step 5.

a) Generate by propagating the Riccati equation for

P(t)  backward in time from tf• Then store

i) F°(t~) — R2
”(t i

) BT (t
i
) P( t

i
) at each

or each .05 seconds for the problea

formulated.
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7) Reverse the sequence of control matrices so that they

are sequenced properly in time.

a) Change F(t10), F(t9), . . . , 1(t1), to F(t1),

F(t 2), . . . , F(t
1~
)

8) Determine the time history of error states and controls ,

given (1), (3), (4), and (7).

a) Includes predicted error states with their covariance

as well as actual error states.

From the above description, (2), (4), (5), and (7) are self—

explanatory and warrant no further explanation.

The f irst point to be addressed is (1), and for that

explanation , all that is necessary is the fact that a fourth—order

predictor—corrector routine was used for the differential equation

propagation. This routine, mentioned earlier, is explained in

Pollard’s dissertation. (Ref 34)

Al.l State Transition Matrix Generator

From the equations given in (3) it is apparent that a

differential equation solving routine is necessary for this task.

This in itself is of no difficulty because there are numerous

routines in the literature. The difficulty arises in the considera—

tion of the number of integrated variables. As the A(t) matrix

is a 63 x 63 matrix, the state transition matrix involves 63 x 63

or 3969 separate integrations.

To attack the size of this particular problem, one aspect

proves significant. That aspect is the sparseness of the A(t)
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matrix. For this problem the matrix contains only about 310 non—zero

terms out of the 3969 terms possible. The sparseness has been

exploited by Hamilton, Chitwo”d , and Reeves, in their multiplication

routine. (Ref 28) This reduces the multiplication tremendously

by not using the terms from the A(t) matrix that are multiplied

by zero.

Each of the integration routines considered required

determination of •(t,t
0
) by evaluating the product A (t)

As this multiplication was done numerous times in any routine that

was found stable, reducing the multiplications in this equation

significantly reduces computation time.

Three different routines were tested for three propagations

each. Each routine was a fixed interval integration routine

because of the nature of the problem. The first of these routines

was the second order Runge Kutta routine. The second routine

was the fourth—order predictor—corrector routine mentioned above,

and the third was Haunnings method with a Runge Kutta starter.

(Ref 29)

The fourth—order predictor corrector was considered the

benchmark routine, and the other two routines were evaluated

against it. This was due to an evaluation of the published

accuracy of each of the routines. The first to be evaluated was

the Runge Kutta routine. It of course had the advantage of speed

due to a minimum of computation. Unfortunately the errors expe—

rienced between it and the predictor—corrector were excessive.
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The second method evaluated was the Hamming method. It

was considered .ii ~ieu of the predictor—corrector because, though

more storage is required — eighteen 63 x 63 matrices needed for

storage instead of the fifteen 63 x 63 matrices needed for the

predictor—corrector , the routine ran about two times faster.

The accuracy of the Hamming and predictor correc tor routines -

appeared to be about the same. Because of the speed the Hamming

method was chosen to determine the state transition matrix between

sample times.

Al.2 Propagation of the Riccati Equation

Because the dimension of the Riccati equation for a

system of 63 states is 63 x 63, a problem of the same size is

encountered with the propagation of that equation as is encountered

with the propagation of the state transition matrix. However,

because of some of the unique properties of the Riccati equation,

that size can be cut substantially. The ability to reduce the

equations to be propagated by approximately one half made it

feasible to use the predictor—corrector integration routine, which

was considered the most precise of the above methods discussed .

The first special aspect of the propagation was discussed

in the state transition matrix section . That is the sparseness

of the A(t) matrix. By exploiting this, the P(t) A(t) term can

be multiplied much more efficiently than by a usual multiplication

routine. Also recognizing that
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AT(t) P(t) — ( P(t) A(t) )T

because of the symmetry of the P(t) matrix and the properties of

a transpose, suggests that the AT(t) P(t) term does not need to be

multiplied. The P(t) A(t) term need only be transposed and added

to itself.

Another aid in computation comes from the B(t) R2~~(t) B
T(t)

term not being a function of time. This matrix therefore can be

precomputed and used as an entity. Using the sparseness of this

matrix also reduces computation time.

The last trait exploited is the symmetry of the P(t)

matrix, because of which only the upper triangular portion of the

matrix needs to be considered by the integration routine. This

cuts the storage for the integration routine from fifteen 63 x 63

matrices of 3969 elements to fifteen arrays of 2016 elements each .

This is a saving in storage of about half, and a parallel saving

of about two thirds occurs in computation time.

A1.3 The System Computation

By using the above routines in steps (1) — (7), the

storage and the computation required in the complete system routine

has been significantly reduced.

The controller gains were precomputed, so that no on—line

computation is required for them. The gains are obtained on—line

rapidly by reading a storage device.
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The Kaluzan filter is more involved. The update por tion

of the filter is merely a matrix multiplication, addition, and

inversion. As the matrix inversion required is only for a 4 x 4

matrix, it does not present a significant problem.

The predictor equations of the filter are of the discrete

form; if the state transition matrices are preconiputed, most

equations involve only multiplication. This is true for the mean

equations when the delta control is computed for the human operator

and applied. At this point, an integral is also present in the mean

equations. The covariance equations used in the propagation also

always contain an integral.

In both of the above equations, the mean and the covariance

propagations, the characteristics of the Kalman filter predictor—

corrector were examined. The predictor portion is merely an

estimate of the state at a future time. The quality of this

estimate is displayed to the mathematics via the R(t) term. If

that term is large, the mathematics will pay more attention to the

propagation and less to the measurements. If the R(t) term is

small, more attention will be paid to the measurements.

Using this understanding , the integral in both the mean

and the covariance cases was determined by a Runge Kutta method,

and the terms of the R(t)  matrix were decreased in value from what

was initially considered the covariance of the measurements. This

decrease was used to display to the mathematics that the measure—

~~~ ments were of more value than the propagation.
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~~ - The nonlinear system Of Figure 2 with the appropriate

noises was propagated using the fourth—order predictor—corrector

routine, and the noise models used to add noise to this model

were models constructed by Maybeck. (Ref 50)
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APPENDIX II

Error State Plots

Appendix II contains the plots of the mean and standard
V 

deviation time history for the states P, Q, R, •, e, ~,b, U, V, W,

and S~, and the control stick forces necessary to control aileron,

rudder, elevator, and engine thrust. The center line on the plot

is the mean value of the state or control referred to in that plot,

and the top and bottom lines are that value plus and minus one

standard deviation value respectively. Table A—i identifies the

figure number corresponding to each error state or control and

angle—of—attack realization pair.

TABLE A-i

Angle of Attack Instrument Standard Deviation .09 Degree

Figure 13 Label X~5 P
Figure 14 Label X36 Q
Figure 15 Label X37 R
Figure 16 Label X38
Figure 17 Label X39 0
Figure 18 Label X40 *V Figure 19 Label X4l U
Figure .20 Label X42 V

V Figure 21 Label X43 V
Figure 22 Label X46 S~Figure 23 Label Ui left or right or stick force
Figure 24 Label 112 rudder force
Figure 25 Label 113 foreward or aft stick force
Figure 26 Label 114 thrust increase or decrease
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Angle of Attack Instrument Standard Deviation 1 Degree

Figure 27 Label X35 P
Figure 28 Label X36 Q
Figure 29 Label X37 R
Figure 30 Label X38
Figure 31 Label X39 0
Figure 32 Label X40
Figure 33 Label X4l U
Figure 34 Label X42 V
Figure 35 Label X43 V
Figure 36 Label X46 S1
Figure 37. Label Ui left or right stick force
Figure 38 Label U2 rudder force
Figure 39 Label 113 fore or aft stick force
Figure 40 Label U4 thrust force

Angle of Attack Instrument Standard Deviation 3 Degrees

Figure 41 Label. X35
Figure 42 Label X36 Q
Figure 43 Label X37 R
Figure 44 Label X38
Figure 45 Label X39 0
Figure 46 Label X40 *Figure 47 Label X4l U
Figure 48 Label X42 V
Figure 49 Label X43 V
Figure 50’ Label X46 S~Figure 51 Label 111 left or right stick force
Figure 52 Label U2 rudder force
Figure 53 Label 113 fore or aft stick force
Figure 54 Label 114 thrust force
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APPE~DD( 3

Linearization Process

A3—1 General

In Chapter U the mathematical model of the control system

and of the aircraft equations of motion was specified in the form

of Equations (3—1) and (3—2).

*(t) — f cz (t), i(t), t, (t)) (A3—1)

V y(t) g(x(t), t, ‘~‘(t)) (A3—2)

Unfortunately, the evolution of control theory has not progressed

to the point that desirable feedback controls can be computed for

this set of equations. An alternative for a usable control

design is the method of linearized perturbations. (Ref 6)

Though this method cannot address the general control of Equations

(3—1) and (3—2), it can address a valid subproblem of control.

This subproblem requires that a nominal trajectory be generated

from Equations (3—1) and (3—2). As the physical system is only

approximated by the mathematical description of these equations,

some results of the approximations can be readily identified. The

most significant of these results are identified as noises in

Chapter II, some of which are state dependent. By applying these

noises as perturbations1 the system will deviate from the nominal

trajectory. As it is essential to keep the system around the

nominal trajectory as closely as possible to assure controller

S
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validity, some means of control for these perturbations is desired.

Therefore the control subproblem addressed by linear perturbations

is to design a control law that will regulate a perturbed system

about a precosnputed nominal trajectory. These equations are used

in the estimator and controller portion of Figure 2.

.The first step in control law design using linear perturba-

tions Is to linearize Equations (3—1) and (3—2). The derivation of

this linearization is given in control literature. (Ref 6,50)

The logic inherent in the linearization process is that, if the

actual trajectory remains close to the nominal trajectory, the

departures from the nominal trajectory are well approximated by
V 

first—order differential equations. These first—order differential

equations are given in the forms of Equations (3—3) and (3—4).

— A(t) ~ (t) + B(t) ~(t) + G(t) (t) (A3—3)

~ (t) — C(t) (t) + ~(t) (A3—4)

In this form each component of x(t), (t), or y(t) is the difference

between the actual nominal trajectory value and trajectory value,

and the matrices are def ined below in terms of Equations (A3—l) and

(A3—2).

A(t ) — ~~ ( (A3—5)

— or the specific terms of the A(t) matrix are
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~~~ (t) — ~~~ - (A3—6)

where 1 0 refers to the evaluation of af1/~x~ along the nominal

trajectory.

The B(t) and C(t) matrix are defined comparably by

B(t) .~L (A3—7)u

C(t) 
~~ (A3—8)

0

The rest of this appendix is devoted to a precise mathematical

description of equations (A3—3) and (A3—4) for the specific

fighter—type aircraft described in Chapter II.

A3—2 Aerodynamics Equations

The first equations to be addressed are the force equations.

Those equations are

F U~~~~~(~~~ + V R .g s i f l O + P~~+ X 5 cos~~~— z sin e) (A3—9)

V (—UR + WP + g cose sine + Y )  (A3—lO)

V — -
~~~ (UQ — VP + g cosO cost + sinct + Z5 cosa) (A3—ll)

where
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— — ~ VT
2 S CD — (2-37)

— 
~~
. p VT

2 S C~ (2—38)

— — P V~~ S CL (2—~9)

Wind—tunnel data is used to determine values which, when combined with

appropriate current flight states, result in n~~erica1 values for

CD, C , and CL. The equations that specify this appropriate

combination for the fighter—type aircraft considered are given below:

C,~ — CD + 
~~~ 

+ (A3—12)

ac ac ac ac
C - 8 + 

~6 6FA + it 611A + ~6 
6R (A3-l3)y FA BA R

ac a c
-I V +— .~~ P + — ~~ R

~P 8 ~R 8 -

aCL aCL aCL aCL
C1 — C~ + 6 + -

~~~~~
— Q~ + ~~ r & + __ (A3-14)

- - 

~MSIC II “5 “ LEF

Now combining the above with the linearized equations of forces

gives
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~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~

m U dW +~~~~dQB +~~~ d V + ~~~ dR +-4~~d e + ~~~~ d P +

dci + 
~~l 

dV
1 
+ 

~~~ 

d6~ + 
~~LEF 

d6~~~ +

- 

dQ5 + 
.~~.!L d& (A3—15)

-J ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ +~~~ diP +

- 

. d$ + .

~~~ 

dV1 + d8 + 

~~FA 
dô FA + BA 

d
~BA +

~~R 
d6
R 

+ dP8 + ~
j_ dR8 (A3—16)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ +~~~ d$ +
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~~~d*+~~~ dVl +~~~
d8+

~~~~
dQ.+~~~

d&+
~~~~~~

d6LEF +

-
~~~~~ d6 + do + dci (A3—17)

H LET ci

Assumptions inherent in the above linearization are rigid

body, constant gravity, and constant aircraft mass. A further

simplification is made in the actual usage of the equations:

The partial derivatives taken with respect to ci and & are zero.

Since ci and & change very little in a sample period of .05

seconds, as explained in Chapter V, these terms involving 
~~

—

and ~~~
— are small compared to the other terms in the equations

which they enter, and so assumed to be negligible. If trajectories

are to be considered with ci rapidly changing over the sample

period, it would become necessary to include those terms, but

it would be very difficult to generate a trajectory displaying

a profile for angle of attack that would change that rapidly.

The moment equations are the next to be linearized • The

equations in combined form are

• 1 ~~2

— a i —31 (I~~ — — QR + 
~~ 

I~~) PQ + 

- 
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.1
N + 

~~~ 
PQ + L 

- 

(A3-lB)

H

— ~~.. —PR(I~~ — I
~~

) + (R2 — p
2

) 

~~ 
+ M (A3—l9)

I
R — ~ ) (i — ~ + 

xz 
) PQ +I I —J 

~~ ‘r ~~~~zz xz J J  
z

( _i!. (I~~ — I~~) — 

~~~~~~ 
+ L + N (A3—20)

In the above moment equations the L, M and N values are

determined by wind tunnel data. The equations which relate the

wind tunnel data to L, N and N values are given in stability axis

so that

LB — L coscz — N sinci (A3—2l)

MB — M (A3-22)

NB — L sinu + N8 cosci (A3—23)

where
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L8 — p VT
2 b C1 S 

- (2—45)

N8 — p VT
2 C C S (2—46)

N8 — -
~~ 

p VT
2 b Cn S (2—47)

Now, the definition of C1, Cm i and C from wind—tunnel data

is

ac ac ac
C1 - 8 + %A + 6BA + - 6r +

FA HA r

. !~ p + 
~~~~~~~~ 

R5 (A3—24)

ac ac ac
C -C +— ~-5R+— ~-Q 

+_
~~&+ 

m~~~ (A3-25)m 
~~~~~ 

aoH aQ s aci aOLET LET

C~ - 8 + 6FA + 6HA + +

ac
.~/ 1 P + R8 (A3—26)

These equations relate system states or parameters of the

partial derivatives given by the wind tunnel to output expressions

for the moments. By using the assumptions below the linearized

23~
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equations for the moments become

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~HA 
dOBA + 

~~r 
dO + .

~~~ 

dP~ + 
.

~~~ 

dR5 (A3—27)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

dO (A3—28)
ci LET

dR~~~~~~d P + ~~~ dQ8 +~~~~d R + ~~~ dV1 +~~~~d$ 
~~~~~~FA

d6~~ + ~~ 
dO + .

~
f- dP5 + dR5 (A3—29)

HA r 5 S

Other assumptions inherent in the above equations are:

1) The moments and products of inertia are constant.

2) Air density is constant for the time interval under

consideration.

3) The coefficients from wind—tunnel data are considered

constant over the .05 sample period.

4) ci and & are considered constant for the interval in

question.
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A3—3 Euler Angle Equations

The next step in the linearization process involves the angle and

position equations, Equations (2—54), (2—55), (2—56), (2—61), (2—62)

and (2—63). Linearization of these equations is accomplished in

Pollard’s dissertation and will not be duplicated here.

The resulting linearized angle equations are

de-4 dQ +~~~ da+~~~~ do+4~~ds+~~~~d,  ~~~~~

- -— 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (A3-31)

(A3-32)

and the resulting position equations are -

as as as a~ as as
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(A3-33)

. as as as as as as
dS
~~~ itdU

+ I~~~dV+itdW+itdO 
+j~

X d4i +~~~~ d~ (A3-34)
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as as as as as as
dS~ ~~~~d U + ~~~~~d V + ~~~L d W + j~~~do + .

~~
!d + + i td~ (A3-35)

These last six equations display the new perturbation states

in the state variable form. Functional descriptions for the

terms are derived from Equations (2—54), (2—55), and (2—56), and

(2—61), (2—62), and (2—63). Above are the general linearized equa—

tions of motion. These equations, when coupled with the control system

equations, give the desired mathematical description of the aircraft.

- 
The next step involves linearization of the control system

equations. - i~héèe linear{zations are derived from the control system
block diagram, Figure 4.

A3—4 Total System Equations

di1 — + d PIT~A + V11 (A3—36)

ak 2 ak2 ak 2 a*2di -—
~~~~~~ +—dx +--— dz + d x  + d x  +2 ax1 1 ax2 2 ax3 3 ax4 4 ax5 5

a*2 a*2 a12 3*2 3*2de + — dx + — dx + dx + dx (A3-37)ae ax6 6 3x7 7 ox5 53 3x64 64

ak 3*
dx3 — ~ dx

3 
+ dci + W12 (A3 38)
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~~~~~~~~

. . . . .Ox4 Ox4 . Ox
4 

ax4 3x4 Ox4dx4 - dx~ + d~ + j— dx~ + r- dx
6 
+ 

~~

— dx~ + ~~
— dx3 +

0*4 
314

~ dX ç2 + dXLi cA3 39)
vX53 

,x64

Of
a dx5 ~A3-40)

0*6 3*6 0*6 
____d16 — ~~

— dx~ + ~~~~~
— dO + dx~~ + dxi, ~A3—4l)U uX 53 j j  oX 64

0* a±~ 0*7 3* —

di dx + — dW + — dx + dx E + V (A3-42)
7 ox 7 OW Ox59 59 Ox ~1 8

0* 3*8 3*8 
- - 

3*

d18 — j—~ 
dx8 + 

~~~

— ax9 + 
~ 

dx10 + dRC + W~3 (A3—43)

31 0*
dl.. — — dx + — dx (A3—44)y ax8 8 3x9 

9

3*10 
____di — dx + dx ~A3—45)10 Ox8 8 Ox10 10

0*
d11 

11 dx 2 
(13—46)

1 Ox12 1
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0*12 0*12 0*12 0112 3*12
dx12 — 

~ 
dx11 + 

~ 
dX]~2 + d~ + ~ 

dx54 + 3 ax
63 

(A3—47)

13 — 
~~~13 

+ ::~ ~~14 + ::~ 
this4 + ::~~~ 

~~63 + 13 d4~ (A3— 48)

— ::~: 
dx13 

(A3—49)

0* -
— dx (A3—50)

~~ Ox15 15

di16 — ax
17 

(A3—51)

0*17 0*17 
____ ____ 

0*,,
di — dx + dx + ~~~d x +  dx + dx +
17 Ox16 16 Ox17 17 Ox

3 
3 Ox55 55 Ox62 62

3*17 0*17 01 0± . 0*
Ox54 

dx54 + ~ 
dx63 + ~ 

dx12 + d* + d$ cA3—52)

0*
di 8

u
3

18 dx
9 

(A3—53)
1 x19 1

~24l

-

~

---

~
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0* 0 0* 1, O*~~ . 0*
di — 1

~~dx + 1’ dx + — ‘~~d $+ 
19 dx + 3’ dx +19 Ox

3 3 Ox8 8 o~ Ox13 13 01j4 14

O*. ,~ 0*
~~~dx + .~~~dV+ 

£7 dx + £J dX ~~~~~~~~~Ox15 15 OV Ox16 16 Ox17 17 og~

~~19 
0*19 0* 0*

Ox12 
dx12 + Ox19 

dx19 + Ox18 
dx18 + 0 RPF d RPF + V6 +

0*10 O*~~W +  ~
‘dx + ‘dx + “dx + ‘‘ dx +7 Ox58 58 Ox54 54 Ox63 63 Ox60 60

3* 0119 dx + 1.9 dx (A3—54)Ox 62 62 ax55 55

0*
di — 20 dx (A3—55)20 Ox2 21

0*

~~2l — 21 dx22 (A3—56)Ox22

0*22 0*22 0*22 0122 0*22
di - d x +  d x +  d x +  d x +22 Ox2 2 Ox3 3 Ox

1 
1 Ox4 4 Ox5 5

0i.~ O*.~., . 3*.,., O1.~., . 0*,,
dx + - d+ + dx + -

~~~~~ do + dx +Ox7 7 a~ Ox
6 

6 30 Ox
8 

8
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dZl3 + 
~~~~ 

dx~~ + dx~~ + : dx22 + dx2l +

0* 0*22 3*22 0* 0*22
Ox20 

dx20 + Ox53 
dx
5~

f
0 — 

dx~~ + Ox54 
dx54 + Ox63 

dx63 (A3—57)

0*
d123 — 23 dx24 (A3—58)x24

01
d124 — 24 ax25 (A3—59)x25

a*,~ O*,~, O*.~ 0*.,,
di — ‘~~dx + “ dx + “ dx .-+ “dx + -5V~~~~~~~~ d 0 +23 Ox

2 2 Ox
3 3 Ox

4 
4 Ox

1 
1 00

dx
6 
+ 
:x

25 dx
3 
+ ~~~~ ~~~ + :x

25 dx
7 
+ 

3X~3 
dxj3 +

3x25 0125 0125 ~‘25 3*25
Ox14 

dx14 + ~ 
dx
8 
+ 

~ 
dx15 + d~ + Ox23 

dx23 +

0*2 0*25 0*25 0*2 0*25
Ox 24 

dX
vi 

+ Ox25 
dx25 + Ox53 

dZ53 + 0x~~ ~~64 + Ox 63 
dx63 +

0125 ax54 (13—60)Ox54
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0*26— dx .,., (A3—61)
£0 Ox ~~i -

3*
— 27 dx28 (13—62)Ox28

0*28 0±28 0*28 0*28 0*28d*~~ Ox 28 
dx28 + Ox27 

dx27 + Ox26 
dx26 + Ox8 

d,i
8 
+ Ox13 

dx13 +

0* 0* 0* 0* 0*28 
~~ + 28 

~x + 28 
d$ + 28 dx + 28 dx (A3—63)Ox14 14 Ox15 13 a~ Ox54 54 Ox63 63

0*
— 29 ax (A3—64)9 Ox30 30

0*
d130 — 30 ax31 (A3—65)Ox31

013 0*31 0*3k O13~ 3*3~
~~~~~3l 

— 
3 

dx31 + Ox dX30 + ~ 
dX29 + ~ 

dx
8 
+ 

~-~- d~ +

0*.q 0*31 0*31dx + dx + dx 1A3-66)Ox13 13 Ox 14 14 Ox15 15

0*
di — 32 dx (A3—67)32 0133 33
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01
d133 — ~~ ax34 (A3—68)134 -

0±34 0134 0*34 0± 01
d*34 — Ox dx34 + 

~ 
dx33 + 0132 

ax32 + i— dx19 + ~~~ dx
8 
+

dx8 + + dx~3 
+ dx~4 

+ dx~~ +

0134 0*34 0* 0* 0*
Ox3 

dx3 + dRPF + dV + d* + 
~~~ 

dx12 +

0*34 0*34 0134
0116 

ax16 + ~~

— dx17 + V6 + V7 + j~
-
~ 

dx58 +

3*34 0*34 0*24 0*24 0*21dx + dx + dx + dx + — dx ~A3—69)Ox54 54 Ox63 63 Ox62 62 ~x55 55 Ox60 60

0*47 0*4d*47 — 0147 
ax47 + j-

~
- dO (A3—70)

0*48 0*48di — dx + — dcc (A3—7l)48 Ox48 48 0cc

0* 01 0± 01 3* 9d*49 — 0149 
dx49 + 0

~s~ 
dx50 + Ox47 

dx47 + 0148 
ax48 + ~~

-
~~-—— do (A3 72) 5-
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(A3—73)

— ::~ ~~30 + :::~ ~ (A3—74)

~~52 
____di52 — 0152 52 + 52 dTP 

~A3—7S)

0*
d153 — ORC dRC (A3—76)

0*54
- 

- 

d±34 — ORPC dRPC (A3— 77)

~1i55 — ::~ dx5~ + V1 - 
(A3—78)

di56 — ::~: ~~56 + ~2 (A3—79)

— :~; 
d157 + V3 (A3—80)

V V~ - - 

dxs8 

-

— ~~~ dZ~8 + V4 ~A3 8l)

di~~ — 0159 
dx59 + V5 ~A3—82)
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di60 — 0 (A3—83)

d161 — 0 (A3—84)

d162 — o (A3—85)

d*63 — 0 (A3—86)

d±64 — 0 (13—87)

The above equations describe the linearized aircraft equations.

The system ts now in the state variable form

Ox — A(t) Oxt + B(t) Ou (t) + 6(t) (t).

The problem is now adequately detailed to attack the quadratic cost—

deterministic optimal control portion of the stochastic control

problem. This controller design is addressed in Chapter II, as is

the observation equation and the estimation equation development

required in the overall LQG controller structure.
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APPENDIX IV

Example: P1 Matrix Not Diagonal

~~ - r l o l o 1  11) 1 — rbl10 . o i i  * + I o I  + 10 1 ;10 0 0 Oj I l l  10
1° 0 0 oJ L0J Li

- - This system representation can easily arise in the type of

problem considered because of the practice of assuming the control

weighting on rate of control. The other zero state can be considered a

representation of error on state two.

Now consider

— PB R2
1 

B
T 
P —PA — ATP -

with initial conditions

1(2
’
~~~

l 
-

R — 10 0 0 01 I D  0 0 0
t o  0 0 0

- : 10 ~ 0 ½

— ro o 0 0
t o 0 0 0
10 0 0 1
Lo 0 1 1

Again, this is a possible representation of initial condi—

tions. It is different from the research problem in that the initial
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condition matrices are not diagonal. The matrices do display the

requirements necessary to apply the Riccati equation (Ref 35).

Nov

1 0 0 0 01  1 0 0 0 0,  l 0 0 0o
;_ I 0 0 0 0 l  1 0 0 0 0 1  1 0 0 0 010 o 0 0 1  

— t o  0 0 01 
— 10 0 0 0 

—

10 0 0 lJ 10 0 0 oJ 10 0 0 0

ro 0 o o -
~ ro 0 0 0

I o  0 0 0 1  — t o  0 0 0
t o o  o 0 1  1 0 0 0 0
L 0 0 0 ½J  1 0 0 0 ½

Consider now the computation for the control gains.

F — R2 ET ~

— [o o i. 0) 10 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
I D  0 0 1
Lo 0 1

Since the derivative of the P (3,4) term is zero, there will

be no change in it and the term displayed in that position will be in

this case the complete determinate of control for the problem.

Therefore the control is completely dependent on the initial condition

of the P0 matrix. Care must be taken in the selection of the P matrix

when zero rows and columns of the A(t) matrix occur. Ensuring that

the diagonal elements of P0 are filled determines that there will be

values for P in the positions of the P matrix where P
0 
is filled.

This would ensure that the problem mentioned above is not encountered.
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APPEND IX 5

LONGITUDINAL AXIS SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1 The listed figures reflect the simulation results obtained

for the reduced order simulation. Also included is the system

block diagram for the longitudinal axis simulation. Those results

are organized into two groups. Figures 55—60 reflect the results

of the 10 run Monte Carlo analysis described in Chapter VI;

61 reflects the channel which draws the control emphasis for the

3 second run explained in Chapter VI and Figures 62—67 display

the results of those emphases on the respective states. A more

comprehensive list is given below:

Figure 55 Longitudinal Axis System
Block Diagram

Figure 56 Pitch Angle (Radians)

Figure 57 Pitch Angle Rate (Radians/sec)

Figure 58 X Axis Velocity (Ft/sec)

Figure 59 Axis Velocity (Ft/sec)

Figure 60 Longitudinal Stick

Figure 61 Thrust LBF

Figure 62 Channel Emphasized for
Observation and Control

Figure 63 Pitch Angle Radians

Figure 64 Pitch Angle Rate Radians/sec

Figure 65 X Axis Velocity Ft/sec

Figure 66 Axis Velocity Ft/sec

Figure 67 Longitudinal Stick LBF

Figure 68 Thrust
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APPENDIX 6

PARAMETER SPECIFICATION

This appendix is devoted to the delineation of the values

used in the different phases of the simulation. It is broken

into two subsections, each addressing one of the simulations.

Each subsection is further broken into the major aspects of the

simulation: aircraft model , controller, Kalman filter—predictor ,

and decision process. The values contained in this section are

included to provide insights to and starting points for using this

‘~ethod on this and other problems.

A6.l TOTAL AIRCRAFT SIMULATION

To provide a basis for the parameters, first the state

vector used in the simulation is defined. For that definition,

states number 1 — 34 and 48 through 51 are defined on Figure 5.

States 35 — 47 are defined by previously cited equations and

represent the following quantities:

35 — P

36 — Q

37 — R

38 —

39 — 0

40 — ‘P
41 - U

42 — V
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4 3 — W

44 -

45 — Sy

46 — S~

State 52 is thrust and is modeled as a first order lag with a

time constant of one second. States 53 through 61 are noise

states. The first of these states 53 — 55 are defined as the X2

state in Figure 6. Because the rate gyros for each axis of

this aircraft were the same, these three states have the same

model. However, because three separate instruments are used,

each state has its separate model which gives different realiza—

tions of the noise. The parameters used for these models as

per Figure 6 are aN .0159 and the noise N2 is white Gaussian

with

E(N2) — 0

E(N2(t)N2(t+r) — .0006 6(t)

The next states 58, 60, and 61 are defined as state Xl of Figure 6

and as before three separate states are necessary because of the

three individual instruments involved in the model. The statistics

of the white Gaussian input noise N1 which completes definition

of Figure 6 are

E(N1(t)) — 0

E(N1(t)N1(t+t)) — .001 6(t)

The next to consider , the accelerometer noise states, states 56
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and 57, are defined as per Figure 7 with — .06. N4 is

white Gaussian with

E(N4(t)) 0

E(N4(t)N4(t+r)) — .01 6(r)

The N5 of Figure 7 is white and Gaussian with

E(N5(t)) — 0

E(N5(t)N5(t+r)) — .001 6(t)

State 59 and 62 are state X4 of Figure 7 with N3 white and Gaussian,

with statistics

E(N3(t)) — 0

E(N3(t)N3(t+r)) — .01 6(t)

Because these states are tied to the instrument, and not to the

orientation of the instrument, the states have thus far been

defined independent of the control model of Figure 5. For complete-

ness, however, the state orientations are now defined

Pitch Rate Gyro 53 — 58

Roll Rate Gyro 54 — 60

Yaw Rate Gyro 55 — 61

Normal Acceleration 57 — 59

Lateral Acceleration 56 — 62

The last items necessary are the magnitudes of the noises

assumed as remnant or operator noise on each control. These are

all white Gaussian noises with the respective assumed statistics:
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Pitch (fore—aft stick)

E(W11(t)) — 0

E(W11(t)W11(t4’t)) — .005 6(t)

S

Roll (left—right stick)

E(W13) — 0

E(W13(t)W13(t+t)) — .005 6(r)

Yaw (rudders)

E(W6
(t)) — 0

E(W6(t)W6(t+’r)) — .0000005 6(t)

or the rudder remnant was basically considered zero.

With these specifications, the model is co~~let. and only the

initial conditions and controls are necessary to specify the

particular trajectory used in this problem. F~ that specification,

all initial conditions were assumed zero except the following which

are noted below.

2 — —2.455

3 — 1.2

20 — —2.74

23 — —2 .74

39 — .02095

41 — 945

43 — 19.79775

52 — 5699
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These states were found to provide straight, level, and

unaccelerated flight when the simulation was initiated. The

controls which provided the climbing turn used f or the simulation

of Chapter 5 were:

Pitch Control — 9.0 lbs

Roll Control — 3.0 lbs

The next aspect to consider is the controller.

For this specification three matrices are necessary:

P1, R2, and R~. Since all matrices are assumed diagonal as dis-

cussed in Chapter III, only the diagonal elements will be specified.

Those matrices are

P1 Matrix

1) — .2 P1(13) — .01 P1(25) — .002 P1(37) — .01

2) — .2 P (14) — .01 P1(26) — .2 P1(38) — .01

3) — .2 P1(15) — .01 P1(27) — .02 P1(39) — .01

4) — .2 P1(16) — .01 P1(28) — .002 P1(40) — .01

p
1

( 5) — .2 P1(l7) — .10 P1(29) — .2 P1(41) — 10

P1
( 6) — .2 P1(18) — .0000001 P1(30) — .02 P1(42) — 10

p
1

( 7) — .2 P1(l9) — .0001 P1(3l) — .002 P1(43) — 10

8) — .5 P1
(20) — .2 P1(32) 

— .2 P1(44) — 100

9) — .5 P1(21) — .02 P1(33) — .02 P1(45) — 100

P1(lO) — .5 P1(22) — .002 P1
(34 ) — .002 P1(46) — 100

P1(11) — .01 P1(23) — .2 P1(35) — .01 P1(47) — .1

P1(12) — .01 P1(24) — .02 P1
(36) — .01 P1(48) — 1.
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1. P1(57) — .01 j i

t P1(50) — 1. P1(58) — .00].

— 1. P1(59) — .001

P1(52) — 10 P1(60) — .001

P1(53) — .01 P1(6]) — .001

P1
(54) — .01 P1(62) — .001

P1(55) — .01 P1(63) — .001

P1(56) — .01 P1(64) — .001

R2 Matrix

Pitch Faphasis Roll Faphasis Thrust Emphasis

R1(l) — .001 .0005 .001

R1(2) — 1 1

R1(3) — 1 2 2

R1(4) — 4 4 .0].

R3 Matrix

R3(1) — 1 R3
(6) — .001

R3(2) — 1 R3(7) — .001

R3(3) — 1 R
3

(8) — .001

R3(4) — .001 R3(9) — .001

R3(5) — .001 R3
(10) — .001
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This completes specification of the controller, next consider

the estimator. For this task, matrices are required. These

matrices are P(~ x0(t), 
R(t), and Q(t).

Since it was assumed that the aircraft was on the nominal

trajectory at time 0, then i~0
(t) — 0. Again all matrices are

assumed diagonal and those elements are specified below.

Matrix

P
0
( 1) — .2 P0(18) — .0000001 P0(35) — .01

P0( 2) — .2 P0(19) — .0001 P0(36) — .01

P0( 3) — .2 P0(20) — .001 P0(37) — .01

P0( 4) — .2 P0(21) — .001 P0(38) — .01

P0( 5) — .2 P0(22) — .01 P0(39) — .01

P0( 6) — .2 P0(23) .001 
~o~

40
~ 

— .01

P0( 7) — .2 P0(24) — .001 P0(41) — 10.

8) — .5 P0(25) 
— .01 P0(42) — 10.

P0( 9) — .5 P0(26) — .001 P0(43) — 10.

P0(l0) — 3. P0
(27) — .001 P0(44) — 100.

P0(ll) — .01 P0(28) — .01 P0
(45) — 100.

P0(12) — .01 P0(29) — .001 P0
(46) — 100.

P0(13) — .01 Po
(3O) — .001 P0(47) — .1

P0(14) — .01 P0(3l) — .01 Po(48) — 1.

P0(15) — .01 P0(32) — .001 P0(49) — 1.

— .01 P0(33) — .001 P0(50) — 1.

P0(17) — .1 P0(34) — .001 P0(Sl) • 1.
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P0(52) — 10. P
0

(57) — .01 P0(61) — .001

P0(53) — .01 P0(58) — .001 P0(62) — .001

P0(54) — .01 P0(59) — .001 P0(63) — .001

P0(55) — .01 P0(60) — .001 P0(64) — .001

P0(56) — .01

The R matrix was changed with the varying observations as

specified in Chapter IV. The values used when each of the channels,

pitch, roll and thrust, was accentuated are given below:

Pitch Roll Airspeed

R (1) 20. 20. 20.

R (2) .01 .01 .01

R (3) .05 .05 5

R (4) .01 .01 0

The last matrix required is the Q matrix defined as below:

Q (1) — .0001 Q (9) — .25

Q (2) — .0001 Q (10) — .0001

Q (3) — .0001 Q (11) — .01

Q (4) — .0001 Q (12) — 1.

Q (5) — .0001 Q (13) — 1.

Q (6) — 2.5 Q (14) — 1.

Q (7) — .0001 Q (15) — .0025

Q (8) — .0001 Q (16) — .04
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‘a To attach meaning to these values it is necessary to reference

them to the model. This will be done using Figures 5, 6 and 7.

Q C 1) • N2 of Figure 6 (pitch)

Q ( 2) + N2 of Figure 6 (roll)

Q ( 3) + N2 of Figure 6 (yaw)

Q C 4) • N4 of Figure 7 (lateral)

Q ( 5) -‘ N4 of Figure 7 (normal)

Q ( 6) • V6 of Figure 5

Q ( 7) + N3 of Figure 7 (lat)

Q ( 8) + N3 of Figure 7 (norm)

Q C 9) -, V11 of Figure 5

Q (10) 9 N5 of Figure 7 (norm)

Q (11) -. W13 of Figure 5

Q (12) • Wind Gust Effect on State 41

Q (13) 4 Wind Gust Effect on State 42

Q (14) + Wind Gust Effect on State 43

Q (15) 4 N5 of Figure 7 (lat)

Q (16) • V12 of Figure 5

This completes the specification of the Kalman filter—

predictor. The last aspect to be considered is the decision

process. To specify this process, the thresholds of Figure 11

must be identified for each channel of interest, as well as the

payoff functions. Table 3 specifies the payoff function for lying

outside threshold so the only payoff function needed is that for

lying within threshold.
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The thresholds are first considered and are identified for

the three channels of concern for this problem . They are

pit ch angle .01 radians

roll angle .01 radians

airspeed 1 ft/sec

The final specificction is for the payoff for being within threshold.

This process is time dependent and explained thoroughly in Chapter V.

Only the sequencing to establish the values will be pursued here.

At each shift of attention, the channel shifted to receive

a value of 8, the remaining channel which has not been attended

for the longest period receives the value 4, the second longest

period 3, the third longest period 2, and the channel just shifted

from 1. At each .05 second increment 1 is added to all channels

other than the one currently. being attended. This specifies

the decision process used, and hence the simulation for the entire

aircraft portion of the problem considered. The remaining section

defines the reduced order, longitudinal axis simulation used to

demonstrate prob lem stability .

A6.2 LONGITUDINAL AXIS SIMULATION

As in the above explanation, the first aspect considered is

the aircraft model. The controller , Kalman filter—predictor,

and decision process will then be addressed . Also as in the above

specifications, to anchor the matrices to meaningful data , the

first aspect considered is the definition of the states.
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For this process, Figure 54 defines States 1 through 7.

Figure 6 defines states 15 and 18, 15 corresponding to and

18 corresponding to X1. These states specify the inaccuracy of

the pitch rate gyro.

The inaccuracy of the normal accelerometer is given using

states 16 and 17 where 16 corresponds to X3 of Figure 7 and 17

corresponds to X4 of Figure 7.

The states 8 through 13 are defined from the quantities of

Chapter II as follows:

8~~~~U

9~~~~~W

10 -‘ S,~

11 • Sy

l 2 + Q

1.3 -‘ 0

State 14 represents thrust and is a first order lag with a two

second time constant.

The specification of the time constants and noise statistics

of the accelerometer and pitch rate gyro noise models were used

as specified in A6—l. Gusts were considered to act on States 8

and 9 and those were considered white and Gaussian , with

E(W1(t)) — 0

E(W1(t)W1(t+t)) — 1. 6(r)

This then specifies the noise model of the longitudinal axis

simulation other than its initial conditions. Those conditions

are zero except that :
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State 2 — — 2.455

State 3 — 1.3

State 7 — — 2.74

State 8 — 945.

State 9 — 19.79775

State 13 — .02095

State 14 — 5699

The next consideration will be the controller. For this the matrices

~‘1’ ~2’ 
and R1 are required. These matrices are diagonal and

these diagonal values are:

P1 MatrIx

P1( 1) — .5 P1( 7) — 1. P1(13) — 1.

P1( 2) — .25 P1( 8) — 1. P1(14) — .1

3) — .25 P1
( 9) — 1. P1(l5) — .001

P1( 4) — .01 
~
‘i~

.0) — .05 P1(16) — .001

P1( 5) — 1. P1(ll) — .05 P1(17) — .001

P1( 6) — 1. P1(l2) — 1. P1(l8) — .001

Matrix

Pitch Emphasis Thrust Emphasis

R2(l) .01 .001

R2(2) 10 100
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Matrix

1) — 10 R~( 7) — 10 1(1(13) — 10

2) — 0 R~( 8) — 10 P.1(14) — 10

R1( 3) — 0 R1( 9) — 10 R1(15) — 0

4) — 0 Ri(10) — 0 R~(16) — 0

R1( 5) — 0 R1(ll) — 0 Ri(17) — 0

R1( 6) — 0 R1(l2) — 10 R1(l8) — 0

With this designation the controller is complete. The

next specification needed is the Kaitnan filter—estimator. As in

A—6.l the four matrices required for this specification are

P0, x0(t), R and Q. Also as in A—6.1 x
0
(t), the initial condition

of the error state vector is zero or i~0(t) — . The other three

matrices are diagonal matrices with values as follows:

P0 Matrix

P0(l) — .2 P0( 7) — .01 P0(l3) — .01

P0(2) — .2 P0( 8) — 10. P0(14) — 10.

P0(3) — .2 P0( 9) — 10. P0(l5) — .01

P0(4) — .2 P0(l0) — 100. P0(l6) — .01

P0(5) — .2 P0(ll) — 100. — .00].

P0(6) — .2 P0(12) — .01 P0(l8) — .001
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R Matrix

Pitch Emphasis Airspeed Emphasis

R(l) .5 .5

R(2) .1 .1

R(3) .01 .1

R(4) .01 1.

Q Matrix

Q(l) — 1. Q(5) — .0003

Q(2) — .001 Q(6) — .0007

Q(3) — 1. Q(7) — .003

Q(4) = 1.

where the individual values of Q correspond with the following

model noise sources:

Q(1) N1 of Figure ~55

Q(2) -~~ N5 of Figure 7

Q(3) • Wind Gust Effect on U

Q(4) 4 Wind Gust Effect on V

Q(5) • Wind Gust Effect on Q

Q(6) -‘ N2 of Figure 6

Q(7) • 144 of Figure 7

With the above specification, the only process left to be

defined is the decision process. This process involves three

quantities, the thresholds, the payoff for lying within threshold,
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and the payoff f or lying outside threshold. In the definition of

the longitudinal axis simulation of Chapter V, the payoff for lying

within threshold was delineated. The payoff for lying outside

threshold is given by Table 3 except that since no roll is avail-

able pitch and airspeed take on values 2 and 1 respectively. The

thresholds are .01 radians f or pitch angle and 15 ft/sec for

airspeed. The airspeed threshold was increased over the full

aircraft model airspeed threshold to reflect more emphasis on

airspeed with only the two quantities, airspeed and pitch angle,

considered.

The above discussion has provided the detail to allow

both insight into proper value selection for other simulations

and reconstruction of this simulation.

.1
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